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****************************************************************                
*  Dogwood Blossoms --  Volume 1, Issue 2 -- Mid-June '93      *        
****************************************************************                

* editor:               Gary Warner: (GLWARNER@SAMFORD.BITNET) *                
* assistant editors:    Matt Burke:  (burke@beta.math.wsu.edu) *                
*                       Nori Matsui: (NORIM@EARLHAM.BITNET)    *                
* special consultant:   Gary Gach:   (ggach@pandora.sf.ca.us)  *                
****************************************************************                

Dogwood Blossoms, is an at-least-monthly publication of the                     
Internet community.  The goal of this digest is to be a place                   
where Haiku can be shared and discussed with other lovers of the                
art.  Submissions are encouraged, both of original work,                        
published work by other authors, and comments and critiques of                  
works in previous issues.  Articles of "short essay" length are                 
also welcome.                                                                   
                                                                                
When you subscribe, please volunteer any haiku you would like to                
see discussed, indicating if it is published or original...                     
also, if you would like to serve on the "editorial board" please                
indicate so, or if you can serve as a translator for non-English                
submissions (which are welcome) please indicate so.                             
                                                                                
If you are a list owner, and feel that this digest would make an                
appropriate posting on your list, please send me a note                         
indicating so.  In this issue:                                                  
                                                                                
   I. Administrivia (you're there now!)                                         
  II. "Who Are We?"                                                             
 III. Original Haiku by Our Subscribers                                         
  IV. Selected Haiku by James Hackett                                           
   V. "Suggestions for Writing Haiku in English"                                
  VI. "The Buddhist Sense of Matsui Basho's Famous Poem"                        
 VII. Assignments for Future Issues . . .                                       
                                                                                
*****************************************************************               



II. Who Are We?                                                                 
*****************************************************************               
Although it is hard to be sure, from analysis of the email                      
addresses of our 54 subscribers, it seems that we are from:                     
     32 USA Universities                                                        
     5  corporations                                                            
     5  foreign countries                                                       
                                                                                
*****************************************************************               

III. Original Haiku by Our Subscribers                                          
*****************************************************************               
(Gar-Note: We begin this section with replies to our request                    
           for job-related Haiku . . . )                                        
                                                                                
By: Tom Frenkel (frenkel@cpmail-am.cis.columbia.edu)                            
                                                                                
                                                                                
      manager's office                                                          
      cardboard boxes carried out                                               
      sun shines through window                                                 
                                                                                
                                                                                
By: Matt Burke:  (burke@beta.math.wsu.edu)                                      
                                                                                
      The Careless Archaeologist                                                
                                                                                
      Crunching Underfoot                                                       
      Unimportant Bone-like Sound                                               
      Tibia Fragments                                                           
                                                                                
Actually, I'm not an archaeologist; my wife is.  Often when she's               
working on a site and I go out and visit, I worry about                         
accidentally trampling an artifact.  So far I haven't, but there's               
always next time.                                                               
                                                                                
                                                                                
By: Gregg McClain (McClain@GEOG.SSCNET.UCLA.EDU)                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
Shi o matte                      Waiting for the teacher                        
mitsumeru koyomi                 gazing at calendar picture                     
momiji no e                      Autumn maples                                  
                                                                                
At my university students spend a lot of time waiting . . .                     
                                                                                
                                                                                
By: Ed Cherry (CECHERRY@SAMFORD.BITNET)                                         
                                                                                
      Awash in fluorescence                                                     
        contemplating next command                                              
          -- System's Librarian                                                 
                                                                                
                                                                                
By: Gary Warner (GLWARNER@SAMFORD.BITNET)                                       
                                                                                
                                                                                
      (another late night in the computer room!)                                



                                                                                
      Another command                                                           
      another dose of caffeine                                                  
      Five more files to go!                                                    
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
By: Nori Matsui (NORIM@EARLHAM.BITNET)                                          
                                                                                
      Kitsutsuki ya             Pileated woodpecker,                            
      shibashi mitoreru         charmed to gaze upon for a while                
      syachuu kana              from inside the car                             
                                                                                
Waiting for my daughter to come back from the piano lesson,                     
a big woodpecker came in front of me.  Checking and peckeing                    
a tree with dry rough sound, I could not start the engine                       
even after she came back into the car.  We simply watched                       
him for a long time quietly.                                                    
                                                                                
                                                                                
By: Nori Matsui (NORIM@EARLHAM.BITNET)                                          
                                                                                
      Modoreru fuyu             Returned winter                                 
      toriire naosu             putting back into house                         
      shokubutsu ya             all the plants and pots                         
                                                                                
After a week of very hot days, very chilly days and nights                      
came back.  All the plants and pots have to be placed inside                    
of the house, quickly.                                                          
                                                                                
                                                                                
*****************************************************************               

IV. Selected Haiku by James Hackett from _The Way of Haiku_                     
*****************************************************************               
(Gar-Note:  This is my favorite anthology of English Haiku.                     
            You may expect to see more in the future!)                          
                                                                                
                                                                                
The fleeing sandpipers                                                          
  turn about suddenly                                                           
    and chase back the sea!                                                     
                                                                                
                                                                                
Mountains take the moon                                                         
  and embers cool . . . revealing                                               
    a sky deep with stars.                                                      
                                                                                
                                                                                
Need friends ever speak?                                                        
  There's tea to taste, and windsong                                            
    from the garden trees.                                                      
                                                                                
                                                                                
Hardy ant, even                                                                 
  heavily burdened you climb                                                    
    this sheer garden wall.                                                     
                                                                                
                                                                                



A heavy night fog                                                               
  has so silenced the city,                                                     
    each light seems a friend.                                                  
                                                                                
                                                                                
*****************************************************************               

V. "Suggestions for Writing Haiku in English" -- James Hackett                  
*****************************************************************               
Leslie J. Smith , wrote to us asking:                           
"How does one compose a haiku?  Is it all intuition, or are there               
some rules?"                                                                    
                                                                                
It seemed from some other notes that there was much interest in                 
this topic, so this article is in response to your questions!                   
I hope you find it useful.  -- Gar                                              
                                                                                
(Taken from _The Way of Haiku: An Anthology of Haiku Poems by                   
 James Hackett_ published 1969 by Japan Publications Inc.                       
 (C) James Hackett.)                                                            
                                                                                
 1.  The present is the touchstone of the haiku experience, so                  
     always be aware of the present moment.                                     
                                                                                
 2.  Remember that nature is the province of haiku.  (Carry a                   
     notebook for recording your haiku experiences.)                            
                                                                                
 3.  Contemplate natural objects closely . . . unseen wonders                   
     will reveal themselves.                                                    
                                                                                
 4.  Interpenetrate with nature.  Allow subjects to express                     
     their life through you.  "That art Thou."                                  
                                                                                
 5.  Reflect upon your notes of nature in solitude and quiet.                   
     Let these be the basis of your haiku poems.                                
                                                                                
 6.  Write about nature just as it is . . . be true to life!                    
                                                                                
 7.  Choose each word very carefully.  Use words that clearly                   
     express what you feel.                                                     
                                                                                
 8.  Use verbs in present tense.                                                
                                                                                
 9.  For added dimension choose words that suggest the season,                  
     location, or time of day.                                                  
                                                                                
10.  Use only common language.                                                  
                                                                                
11.  Write in three lines which total approximately 17                          
     syllables.  Many haiku experiences can be well expressed in                
     the Japanese line arrangement of 5, 7, 5 syllables -- but                  
     not all.                                                                   
                                                                                
12.  Avoid end rhyme in haiku.  Read each verse aloud to                        
     make sure that it sounds natural.                                          
                                                                                
13.  Remember that lifefulness, not beauty, is the real                         
     quality of haiku.                                                          
                                                                                



14.  Never use obscure allusions: real haiku are intuitive,                     
     not abstract or intellectual.                                              
                                                                                
15.  Don't overlook humor, but avoid mere wit.                                  
                                                                                
16.  Work on each poem until it suggests exactly what you                       
     want others to see and feel.                                               
                                                                                
17.  Remember that haiku is a finger pointing at the moon,                      
     and if the hand is bejeweled, we no longer see that to which               
     it points . . .                                                            
(Gar-note:  this last an undocumented quote by R.H. Blyth, which                
     has been refuted with "So also, if the hand is gnarled!")                  
                                                                                
*****************************************************************               

VI. "The Buddhist Sense of Matsuo Basho's Famous Poem"                          
          Vadim A. Moiseyev                              
*****************************************************************               
(Gar-note:  just a reminder from issue one of some of the                       
  words used here.  mizu = water, oto = sound, kawazu = frog                    
                                                                                
It's well known that the sense of the most famous Basho's                       
haiku "Furu ike ya" is the idea of silence.  But in my                          
opinion, there is another aspect of poem - Buddhist ideas                       
included in it.                                                                 
                                                                                
Let's analyze the poem step by step.                                            
                                                                                
"Furu ike" - "furui ike" - means "old pond" or in some                          
translations "ancient pond".  Imagine the water of such pond                    
- it is of a green color, isn't it ? "Kawazu" has the same                      
color too.  It is only my assumption, but the appearing of                      
"green water " image isn't accidental.  Note that in Chinese, the               
word "green" ought to be read us "QING".  This same word can be                 
pronounced differently, in a different intonation, and mean . . .               
"feeling, sense, passion." The character QING is equal to                       
Japanese JOO and consists of AOI(blue, green)+KOKORO(heart).                    
Therefore JOO="A color of heart" and is widely used to translate                
the Sanskrit term KLESHA.  According to Buddha Tathagata the                    
"KLESHA" is the main reason of suffering (DUKHA in Sanskrit).                   
                                                                                
So "kawazu tobikomu"- "the green creature jumping to the green                  
water" can designate (by association) "the passion spirit                       
entering the world of passion".                                                 
                                                                                
Then, everyone who is familiar with ZEN knows the famous KOAN                   
about "the sound of one hand clapping".  The answer is "the sound               
of silence".  Briefly one can explain it by "when two oppositions               
strike, the suffering appear.  If all oppositions are destroyed,                
the suffering is destroyed too".  Hence, the meaning of "oto" in                
the phrase: "kawazu tobikomu mizu no oto" one can interpret as                  
"suffering".                                                                    
                                                                                
Finally the Buddhist sense associated with the images of Basho's                
haiku is                                                                        
                                                                                
     "A passion spirit                                                          
      entering the world of passion -                                           



      a suffering appear !"                                                     
                                                                                
06 June 1993, Moscow                                                            
                                                                                
*****************************************************************               

VII. Assignments for Future Issues                                              
*****************************************************************               
Thanks to all who submitted things for this issue!                              
The next issue will be out late June, around the 20th, depending                
on submissions.  If you would like to ask our editorial staff                   
for help on an article or haiku that you are working on, please                 
send them in with your questions, and I will find someone to help               
you.                                                                            
                                                                                
Assignments:                                                                    
1. Should English Haiku have 17 syllables?  Much debate has passed              
   on this issue.  Some authors use significantly less, others                  
   "around" 17, and others always 17.  What do you think, and why?              
   Send if you are able some "shorter" haiku and we will compare                
   the styles in a future issue.                                                
                                                                                
2. Original work.  All submissions are welcome, but for next issue:             
   Stand by a window of your home for one hour, looking about at                
   the scene you see each day.  Find the most significant thing you             
   see, and compose a haiku about it for us.  Make us feel like we              
   have seen the same thing with your words!                                    
                                                                                
3. Published work.  Find a Haiku collection at your library, and                
   share with us some particularly striking works you find.  If                 
   you would like, find several by a single author, or several                  
   on a single theme and send them together for a special section.              
                                                                                
4. Send us a short note, telling what you thought of issue 2, or                
   responding to any of the Haiku that were included in this issue.             
*******************************************************************             

*  Dogwood Blossoms --  Volume 1, Issue 3 -- Early July '93    *

* editor:               Gary Warner: (GLWARNER@SAMFORD.BITNET) *
* assistant editors:    Matt Burke:  (burke@beta.math.wsu.edu) *
*                       Nori Matsui: (NORIM@EARLHAM.BITNET)    *
* special consultant:   Gary Gach:   (ggach@pandora.sf.ca.us)  *
****************************************************************
Dogwood Blossoms, is an at-least-monthly publication of the
Internet community.  The goal of this digest is to be a place
where Haiku can be shared and discussed with other lovers of the
art.  Submissions are encouraged, both of original work,
published work by other authors, and comments and critiques of
works in previous issues.  Articles of "short essay" length are
also welcome.
 
When you subscribe, please volunteer any haiku you would like to
see discussed, indicating if it is published or original...
also, if you would like to serve on the "editorial board" please
indicate so, or if you can serve as a translator for non-English



submissions (which are welcome) please indicate so.
 
If you are a list owner, and feel that this digest would make an
appropriate posting on your list, please send me a note
indicating so.  In this issue:
 
 
  I. Administrivia (you're there now!) 
 II. "A Look out My Window" -- haiku by our Subscribers 
 III. "My Job" -- haiku by our Subscribers
  IV. Other original Haiku by our subscribers
   V. Selected Haiku by Natsume Souseki
  VI. Assignments for Future Issues . . .
 

II. "A Look out My Window" -- original haiku by our subscribers
*****************************************************************
(Gar-note:  making the editorial call, I believe these haiku
            to be more interesting WITHOUT explanation, and
            have ommitted all narration.  Sorry if this offends
            anyone.  Read and Experience.)
 
 
From: Tom Frenkel  
 
 
 
        muggy, thunderstorm
        letting all the anger out
        now comes clarity
 
 
 
From: Andreas Schoter 
 
 
 
        Crook-winged cruisers glide,
        White against a fading sky,
        Sailing coastal winds.
 
 
 
From: Debbie Blohm 's wife
 
 
 
        sad lonely widow
        tending late husband's garden
        memories of love
 
 
 
        roses growing in
        a beautiful arch of red
        tugging at my heart
 
 
 



From: Gary Warner 
 
 
 
       Singing cardinal
       Hidden in pine branches
       There!  A streak of red!
 
 
 

III. "My Job" -- original haiku by our subscribers
*****************************************************************
 
From: "Robert M. Perry" 
 
 
 
       SYSTEM MANAGER
 
       The system crashed again
       the fault light glows angstfully
       soon my phone will ring
 
 
 
From: Debbie Blohm 's wife
 
 
 
       never ending job
       lover, peacemaker, planner
       being wife and mom
 
 
 
       chauffeur, laundress, chef
       gardener, diaperer
       blissfully happy
 
 
 

III. Original Haiku by Our Subscribers
*****************************************************************
 
From: NORIM@EARLHAM.BITNET
 
 
 
        1.Kitsutsuki no                 Busy woodpeckers
          ookesutora hibiku             orchestrating sounds
          kyanpasu nai                  in the campus
 
 
 
        2.Souchou to                    With the President
          kaerikuru haiuei              coming home on the highway



          natsuno yoru                  a summer night
 
 
 
From: Gary Warner 
 
 
 
      Each footstep echoed
        by a splash near sunning rocks
          Nervous turtles!
 
 
 
From:  Mykel Board 
 
 
 
       on the library step
       the young secretary reads
       Decoding Your Dreams.
 
 
 
From: Bill Blohm 
 
 
The following two haiku, written against a challenge by a friend,
and submitted under the request for original work, a bit
of history.  I am deaf.  A friend challenged me to write a poem
or series of poems that describe several aspects of deafness in a
hearing world.  One of these that I am working on deals
exclusively with music.  I decided to attempt two preliminary
haiku on this subject.  While I will welcome comments, I will pay
no attention to any criticism unless they are by totally deaf
people.
 
 
 
        A Family Get-Together
 
            Family gathers,
     Talk, laughter, children. squeals, food...
           my lonely silence.
 
 
 
                Music
 
          Emotional sound...
          Spiritual rampages...
          I weep, not hearing.
 
 
 

V. Selected Haiku by Natsume Souseki
*****************************************************************
(Gar-note:  We are so grateful for the translations and comments



            of Nori Matsui.  Thanks for your work, Nori!)
 
By Natsume Souseki (All english translations are by Nori Matsui)
 
 
                  (beautiful and youthful)
 
        1.Wakakusa ya                   Oh, green grass,
          mizu no shitataru             dripping water from
          shijimi kago                  a basket of corbicula
 
 
              (made by projecting himself into the cicadas)
 
        2.Nakitatete                    Loud calls of
          tsukutsuku boushi             small cicadas,
          shinuru hi zo                 nearing their last day
           (about 1897)
 
 
            (made by looking at himself from a distance   )
            (Natsume was suffering from nervousbreak-down,)
            (ulcer in stomach, and pain & hemmorage.      )
 
        3.Akikaze ya                    Autumn wind!
          hibi no iritaru               a fissure cracked into
          i no fukuro                   my stomach wall
           (about 1910)
 
         (In a Bhuddist temple, probably alone, hitting once)
         (a wooden fish-gong, it spews a surprised mosquito )
         (which probably was asleep.                        )
         (Humorous but lazy, on a summer afternoon.         )
 
        4.tatakarete                    By being beaten
          hiru no ka wo haku            spews out a day mosquito
          mokugyo kana                  a wooden fish-gong
 
 

VII. Assignments for Future Issues
*****************************************************************
Thanks to all who submitted things for this special all-haiku
issue!  The next issue, which will be out late July, will be
especially on the idea of 17 syllable vs.  "short" haiku.  There
are a few assignments regarding the same.  Thanks for the response
to previous assignments.  If you have something you would like to
see people write about, please suggest it!
 
Assignments:
1a. Should English Haiku have 17 syllables?  Much debate has passed
    on this issue.  Some authors use significantly less, others
    "around" 17, and others always 17.  What do you think, and why?
    Well-thought essays will be printed intact, thoughts and comments
    of our subscribers will be combined in a special section.
 
1b. Write an original haiku, following a strict syllable count,
    rewrite on the same topic, using the most brief form that you
    feel captures the same thoughts with pleasing sound.  We will



    have the two forms critiqued and compared.  (If you would like
    to volunteer to work on this, let me know!)
 
1c. Published examples of "shorter" haiku are welcome.  If you can
    find published 17-syllable haiku on the same topics these pairs
    would be of even greater interest.
 
2. Original work.  All submissions are welcome, to be included in
   a future issue.  Haiku, or articles about haiku are always
   welcome.
 
3. Published work.  Find a Haiku collection at your library, and
   share with us some particularly striking works you find.  If
   you would like, find several by a single author, or several
   on a single theme and send them together for a special section.
 
4. Send us a short note, telling what you thought of issue 3, or
   responding to any of the Haiku that were included in this issue.
*******************************************************************

*  Dogwood Blossoms --  Volume 1, Issue 4 -- October '93       *

* editor:               Gary Warner: (GLWARNER@SAMFORD.BITNET) *
* assistant editors:    Matt Burke:  (burke@beta.math.wsu.edu) *
*                       Nori Matsui: (NORIM@EARLHAM.BITNET)    *
* special consultant:   Gary Gach:   (ggach@pandora.sf.ca.us)  *
****************************************************************
Dogwood Blossoms, is an at-least-monthly (*laughter*) publication
of the Internet community.  The goal of this digest is to be a
place where Haiku can be shared and discussed with other lovers
of the art.  Submissions are encouraged, both of original work,
published work by other authors, and comments and critiques of
works in previous issues.  Articles of "short essay" length are
also welcome.
 
When you subscribe, please volunteer any haiku you would like to
see discussed, indicating if it is published or original...
also, if you would like to serve on the "editorial board" please
indicate so, or if you can serve as a translator for non-English
submissions (which are welcome) please indicate so.
 
If you are a list owner, and feel that this digest would make an
appropriate posting on your list, please send me a note
indicating so.  In this issue:
 
 
   I. Administrivia (you're there now!)
  II. "Thanks, Apologies and Promises Unkept"
 III. Original Haiku by our subscribers
  IV. "Haiku of Akutagawa Ryunosuke" -- Nori Matsui
   V. "A request for comment" -- Logos Haiku Circle
  VI. "A Brazilian Contest" -- Rodrigo Siqueira
 VII. "5-7-5:  Does English Haiku need it?"



VIII. Assignments for Future Issues . . .
 

II. "Apologies, Excuses, and Promises Unkept"
*****************************************************************
From: Gary Warner 
 
This is the place where I would like to thank the persistance of
a few of our subscribers to whom we owe the continued existence
of Dogwood Blossoms.  A special thanks to Andreas Schoter, who
has been a real motivator on this project, also thanks to Rodrigo
Siqueira, a haiku advocate worthy of my aspirations, and Bill&
Debbie Blohm, whose kind words are a motivator when I read them.
 
I would like to sincerely apologize for the fact that we have
missed our stated goal of "at-least-monthly" publication.  I hope
that what you eventually receive will make up for what you have
missed.  If there is anyone who would like to serve as a backup
editor who would have the authority to release an issue when I am
in "over my head", please step forward now.
 
As for the promises unkept, if any of you would like a full refund,
please contact our subscription department, and a check will be
immediately issued.  For those of you who have been enjoying Dogwood
Blossoms for free, well, I hope in this case you get MORE than what
you pay for!
 

III. "Original Haiku from Our Subscribers"
*****************************************************************
From:        Andreas Schoter 
(Gar-Note:  This was from the "Out my window" assignment)
 
 
           Crook-winged cruisers glide,
           White against a fading sky,
           Sailing coastal winds.
 
 
From: NORIM@EARLHAM.BITNET
Japanese and English translations both by Nori...
 
 
 
 
        1. shiba karite                 By lawn-mowing
           aoku somareru                dyed in green
           kora no ashi                 children's feet
 
 
 
 
        2. Uroko gumo                   Cirro-cumulus
           kuruma jiko nite             a car accident
           ita ita shi                  feel painful
 
 
 



 
        3. kantaroupe                   Cantalope
           tsuyoi kaori ni              its strong aroma
           suki kirai                   some likes it, others dislike
 
 
 
 
From:  Doyle Cozadd 
 
 
 
 
 
            Chasing lightning bugs...
         OW! SLAP!  Mosquito's last meal!
             Night meditations!
 
 
 
 
From: Gary Gach 
 
 
 
                  my dad's 80th
                     birth date ... he gets up, goes out,
                       brings back the morning paper .
 
 
 
 
From: Mykel Board 
 
 
 
 
               New York City zen
               learning to love
               the car alarms
 
 
 
 
From:  Gary Warner 
       (I couldn't resist inserting this here, sorry Mykel)
 
 
              Car alarms set off
          By each exploding starburst
              Independence Day!
 
 
 
From: Genki  
 
 
 
                Cold morning washroom



                Lit up grey around my face
                My father's stubble
 
 
 
From: Gary Gach 
 
 
 
 the rest of the taffy
 
                not to be found until
 
                        after the party
 
 
 
From: Rodrigo Siqueira  
(Gar-Note: Rodrigo has presented me with many excellent Haiku in
        Portuguese.  If you could assist with translation, please
        send me a note.  The below translations are mine, with
        help from Rodrigo, but we could use some help....)
 
 
 
           Pinheiros cobertos           Pine trees covered
           por seu manto branco         by their cloaks of white
           neve na montanha.            snow on the mountain
 
 
 
(forwarded from Rodrigo:by Karen Aniz)
 
 
 
 
    O vento leva               The rushing wind
  as folhas e a poeira         carries leaves and dust
     voam as lagrimas.         flying teardrops
 
 
 
 
From: Mike Hatz   
 
 
 
 
             Chill freezes all memories,
             Ten years old again,
             Skating with my ghosts.
 
 
 
From: Gary Warner 
 
 
 
 



             Parting with her breast
             reflection of silvery moon
             Evening mallard
 
 
 
 
(It is a play off the famous Haiku by Issa:
(sorry, I cannot find the Japanese of this, only a translation)
 
 
 
    Parting with her breast
    floating cherry blossoms
    graceful swan
 
 
 

IV. "Haiku of Akutagawa Ryunosuke" -- Nori Matsui
***************************************************************
B. By Akutagawa Ryunosuke(1892 - 1927) (All English translations are by
   Nori Matsui)
 
 
 
        1. kogarashi ya                 In the storm,
           mezashi ni mokoru            the color of sea
           umi no iro                   remains in dried fish
 
 
 
 
        2. hatsu aki no                 Early fall,
           inago tsukameba              grabbing a locust,
           yawarakaki                   It's soft!
 
 
 
 
        3. sazanka no                   Buds of sasanqua
           tsubomi koboruru             spilling,
           samusa kana                  Oh, cold.
 
 
 
 
        4. usagi mo                     Rabbit, too
           katamimi taruru              drooping one ear,
           taisho kana                  very hot
 
 
         #1 is very famous.  Mezashi( small dried fish) usually
         is hung under the eaves, with groups.  In a storm of
         rain and wind in a autumn, Akutagawa saw the color of
         the sea from which the fish have come in the dried fish.
         Many of Akutagawa's haiku are very sensitive with
         season, weather, and his senseof desperation.
 



Nori Matsui
Dewa mata.
 

V.  "A Request for Comment" -- Logos Haiku Circle
***************************************************************
From: Ryosuke Suzuki <74570.2160@CompuServe.COM>
(Gar-Note:  Ryo represents the Logos Haiku Circle in Japan,
     We should support these young poets in whatever way we
     can.  Please address your correspondence to them to Ryo's
     address above...comments to me will either be printed in
     a future issue, or forwarded to Ryo at my discretion.)
 
Thank you for Dogwood Blossoms Issue 3. I'll be pleased if you
and other members can write your opinions about the following
haiku written by Yoshihiro Yamaguchi, a Japanese high school
student. He is one of the Logos Haiku Circle members:
 
     moon
     swallowing
     our sight
 
 After the club activities, I was talking with my friends about
the full moon on our way.  One of them told a stupid but inter-
esting story.  He said, "The moon is the hole of this space. It
is like a black hole but not black.  It swallows everything,
especially our sight."  Another said, "People have been watching
it from generation to generation, so your story is right." Girls
were only smiling. I thought my friends really like jokes and
they have very interesting ways of thinking, too.
                                     ( Yoshihiro Yamaguchi )
 
         *     *     *
 
I'll be very pleased if someone, especially young people, wants
to exchange haiku letters with him.
 
                           Love, Ryo
 

VI.  "A Brazilian contest"       by Rodrigo de Almeida Siqueira
***************************************************************
(Gar-Note:  Rodrigo has promised to share the results of this
 year's annual meeting as well...If you have contest news you
 would like to share with us, please let me know)
 
Here in Brazil (Sao Paulo city) we have a contest that happens
every year (usually in Spring) gathering more than 150 haiku
enthusiasts every time.  We had some explanations about the
philosophy and history of haiku and we had 20 minutes to compose
a haiku after they give two themes.  To give inspiration in the
quest of the most perfect poem we had live music with typical
oriental instruments like the zither, the "koto" (a kind of harp)
and the "shakuhati" (bamboo flute).  The themes in that contest
were THUNDER and ROSE.  We also had SWALLOW as the theme in the
childish category (Yes!  Children wrote good haikus there!).  I
chose thunder.  Here is my entry:
 



 
       Solidao no ninho                Alone in the nest
     o passaro se assusta          the bird gets frightened
       no eco do trovao              in the thunder's echo
 
 
Each thunder, loneliness and any other challenge that appears to
the bird or to the human being is always in fact an oportunity to
self growth and development of self-knowledge.  Knowing our own
weakness we'll be able to win any enemy.  The challenges are part
of the path and those who face them will be strong.
 
The haiku above won the 2nd price in the 6th National Haiku
Contest (1992).  The prize was many little haiku books, the
"Haiku Mcl!e Children 90" book and a trophy.  My parents were
amazed when they asked what was the trophy about and I said:
"Well, I won a JAPANESE poetry contest!".  (I don't have any
japanese background)
 
 

VII. "5-7-5:  Does English Haiku need it?
***************************************************************
(Gar-note:  Thanks for the many responses to our question above.
            I am posting part of the responses in this issue, and
            saving part for the next...All are the original
            postings of the authors...I think this is a significant
            issue in English Haiku, and would like to see responses
            to any of the ideas presented below.)
 
 
********Debbie Blohm ********
 
I would add my voice on the side of those who would insist on the
exact count given in the definition: that of 5-7-5 syllables in
three lines.  After all, if the original haiku poetry was written
to that restriction, then by simple definition that is how it is
to be.  However, I would say that the 5-7-5 restriction is in
the language it was originally written in.  Thus, though I write
haiku in English, and in doing so it conforms to the 5-7-5
format, in translation it may not so conform.  Just as the
Japanese does not translate into the 5-7-5 format in English
every time.  Haiku is to me a specific form.  In whatever
language it is written in originally, a poem is written in that
language to hopefully provide a specific result in the reader.  I
tend to assume that the author is aware, at least in the dim
recesses of his or her mind, that in translation to another
language it may loose its intended impact.  Yet, it is the form
that is defined by the term "haiku" and not the contents of the
haiku.  Just as one has to work within certain specifics in
building a boat or writing a program, still it is a boat or
program.
 
 
****************
 
Regarding Haiku form (5-7-5) in non-Nihongo verses:
It seems to me that the form is above all a discipline for the
writer (this goes for sonnets as well as haiku).  The act of



choosing words to fit the form is part of the compositional
process, just as much as the narrative or descriptive content of
the poem.  Therefore, the original language version of the poem
(whether it be Japanese, English, or any other language) should
conform to the 5-7-5 form as well as other stylistic attributes
(season words, surprize, etc.).  But, when the original poem is
translated, it is not necessary to impose the strict 5-7-5 form
on the translation.  The translation should above all reflect the
original spirit and mood.  If the translator attempts to conform
to a rigid format, the effect will be a re-writing of the poem
which may not reflect the original language intention.
 
********Ryosuke Suzuki <74570.2160@CompuServe.COM>********
As for assignments (1a -- 1c ), first I'd like to show what I once
got from Mrs L.E. Harr (TOMBO):
 
"As I see it , the textbooks all too often give teachers the wrong
information  as to what  haiku is.  They describe it as a little
poem and then are off on the wrong track from the beginning.  They
stress the 5-7-5 count  rather than  the special content that makes
haiku unique.  For haiku, indication of emotion felt is  more impor-
tant than the telling of the event.  (Show, don't tell) is the goal."
 
Secondly, I'd like to show some haiku written about plum blossoms.
First two verses are mine,one is in the syllabic style(5-7-5) [ I
started writing haiku in this style, but a few years later I changed
mine into the free style.]
 
   Smell of plum blossoms
   old teacher's start for new life
   as a lodge keeper
                      (published by the Mainichi Daily News)
 
   Taichi practice
   closer and closer
   to plum blossoms
                      (published by MODERN HAIKU)
 
In the following, Kenneth Yasuda's is a syllabic style haiku and
TOMBO's is a free style haiku.
 
   Night begins to come,
   And the darkness falls at once
   In the grove of plum.
                         ( Kenneth Yasuda )
 
   Moon comes out
   plum petals fall - heavy
   with raindrops
                         ( TOMBO )
 
I'll continue writing about this.          Love, Ryo
 
********Ryosuke Suzuki <74570.2160@CompuServe.COM>********
My opinion is that a 17 syllable verse in English is too long for
the idea of haiku; it is rather waka.  It is true that waka is
only 14 syllables longer than haiku, but it makes a big
difference between haiku and waka: a lot of Japanese people say
that waka is an epic poem while haiku is a lylic poem.  Probably



all of you may know that.
 
A feature of haiku which I'm most interested in is its symbolism.
As well as its simplicity and juxtaposition, the feature makes me
think that haiku is similar to "sumie" (Japanese black-and- white
ink painting) or some other abstract paintings, whlie waka is
similar to ordinary oil paintings or representational paintings.
 
Another haiku feature I'm attracted to is that haiku should be
short enough you can read it in one breath.  You may find some
good examples of that point in Santoka's haiku,(my translations):
 
   hail into the bowl too
   ( teppatsu no naka emo arare )
 
   entering deeper and deeper
   still green mountains
   ( wake ittemo wake ittemo aoi yama )
 
Further, I'll show you some more haiku of that kind (some of them
are very experimental though ) written by my haiku friends and
myself:
 
   beyond
   stars beyond
           star                    L.A. Davidson
 
   cloudsoftension                 Alexis Rotella
 
   butterflyields to the breeze    Anthony Cetera
 
   flightrail eveninglow           Ryo Suzuki
 
 
                                           Love, Ryo
 
 

VIII.  Assignments for Future Issues
***************************************************************
Thanks to all who submitted things for this issue!  In the next
issue, which will be due out the first of November, we will
continue to concentrate on the idea of 17 syllable vs. "short"
haiku.  I will continue to accept submissions on that topic.
I have quite a bit of material for next issue already, but I
NEED ORIGINAL HAIKU!  Please make this your priority if you
are considering submission.
 
In next issue:
   Haiku Books . . . a review, and some ordering info
   More on 17 syllable vs. "short" haiku
   Your poetry (if I get some!)
   Introductions to some other Haiku publications.
 
 
Assignments:
1a. Should English Haiku have 17 syllables?  Much debate has passed
    on this issue.  Some authors use significantly less, others
    "around" 17, and others always 17.  What do you think, and why?



    Well-thought essays will be printed intact, thoughts and comments
    of our subscribers will be combined in a special section.
 
1b. Write an original haiku, following a strict syllable count,
    rewrite on the same topic, using the most brief form that you
    feel captures the same thoughts with pleasing sound.  We will
    have the two forms critiqued and compared.  (If you would like
    to volunteer to work on this, let me know!)
 
1c. Published examples of "shorter" haiku are welcome.  If you can
    find published 17-syllable haiku on the same topics these pairs
    would be of even greater interest.
 
2. Original work.  All submissions are welcome, to be included in
   a future issue.  Haiku, or articles about haiku are always
   welcome.  WE ARE DESPERATE FOR ORIGINAL HAIKU!!!!!
 
3. Published work.  Find a Haiku collection at your library, and
   share with us some particularly striking works you find.  If
   you would like, find several by a single author, or several
   on a single theme and send them together for a special section.
 
4. Book reviews and recommendations are desired.  If you submit,
   please include the ISBN of the book, and ordering information
   if known.  Catalogue information from Haiku presses is also
   desired.
 
5. Contest news.  We would like to let our readers know about
   upcoming contests, as well as hear about contests in which
   you have participated.  Send us entry information, or tell
   us about the turn out of the contest, and perhaps your entry
   or the winning entries (if allowed).  Thanks for the idea
   Rodrigo!
 
6. If you own, work for, represent, or participate in any Haiku
   organization, we will gladly advertise for you for a reciprocal
   ad.  Mention us in your publication or newsletter and we will
   happily do the same for you.  To make this seem a LITTLE less
   than blatant advertising, please write a short article about
   some event your organization has sponsored, or include sample
   poetry from your organization's publication in your article.
   (Dogwood Blossoms is Free to all...my note in section II about
   refunds was a joke).
 
7. Send us a short note, telling what you thought of issue 4, or
   responding to any of the Haiku that were included in this issue.
   Encourage our contributors!  (That's why we include their e-mail
   addresses!)  Let them know what you thought of their submissions
   (and cc: me, I'm dying for feedback to share with my editorial
   staff...by the way staff, we are back in business...please report
   in.)
 
*******************************************************************
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Dogwood Blossoms, is an at-least-monthly publication of the
Internet community.  The goal of this digest is to be a place
where Haiku can be shared and discussed with other lovers of the
art.  Submissions are encouraged, both of original work,
published work by other authors, and comments and critiques of
works in previous issues.  Articles of "short essay" length are
also welcome.
 
When you subscribe, please volunteer any haiku you would like to
see discussed, indicating if it is published or original...
also, if you would like to serve on the "editorial board" please
indicate so, or if you can serve as a translator for non-English
submissions (which are welcome) please indicate so.
 
If you are a list owner, and feel that this digest would make an
appropriate posting on your list, please send me a note
indicating so.  In this issue:
 
 
   I. Administrivia (you're there now!)
  II. "Advertising" Policy
 III. Original Haiku by our subscribers
  IV. The Game of Masezuka
   V. Book Review:  "The Haiku Hundred"
  VI. The Story of Black Bough
 VII. "5-7-5:  Does English Haiku need it?"
VIII. Assignments for Future Issues . . .
 

II. "Advertising" Policy-- Gary Warner
*****************************************************************
In the next few issues you will see some things that would appear
to be advertisements.  Let me assure you that they are NOT ads
in the sense that someone paid something to have their products
or services described here.  The way I see it Haiku and related
publications and organizations are pretty hard to find, even if
you are looking for them.  I encourage you to share with all of
our readers any resources that you come across.  If you can tell
us where to order a good Haiku book, or how to subscribe to a
Haiku magazine, join a Haiku society, or do any other Haiku-related
thing, we are interested, and space will be given for such here.
I try to make the "advertiser" put a little history with their
products, but it won't always be that way.  I hope no one is
bothered by the presence of these "ads" and I hope that some
people find them useful.
 
 
 



III.  Original Haiku by our Subscribers
*****************************************************************
 
From: Michael Dylan Welch 
 
 
 
       harvest moon--
       the white spot
       on the black cat
 
 
    (previously published in "Haiku Moment", edited by Bruce Ross)
    (Rutland, Vermont and Tokyo Japan:  Charles Tuttle, 1993, p 291)
 
 
 
From:  Tadao Takaoka   
 
 
 
Kouseki no keshi komen ni natsuno kumo
 
 
On the diminishing wake in the lake reappears a summer cloud.
 
 
 
 
From: Andreas Schoter 
 
(Gar-Note:  A response to Ryosuke Suzuki's "Taichi" haiku in issue 4)
 
 
 
                   A magpie's cry
                      from its roof-top ariel
                   stills my sabre.
 
 
 
 
                 In the city wood, oaks
                 Crowded by the dense perfume
                 Of unnamed blooms.
 
 
 
                 Sunlit tree
                 Green against a grey sky.
                 Brief scent of lemon!
 
 
 
 
From: Mike Rilee 
 
(Gar-Note:  A touching response to the birth announcement
            of my daughter.  Thanks, Mike!)



 
 
 
            on the fence, a cock crows
            as autumn's stars gently fade
            the little one sleeps
 
 
 
 
From: Genki 
 
 
 
            urgency within
            frosty dawn barely witnessed
            the sound of water
 
 
 
            My smile is wider
            Greeting a familiar face
            Whose name I forgot
 
 
 
From: Terry Ascher 
 
 
 
           Twilight and time slows.
           Gliding boat gets smugly hailed
           by bullfrog's croaking.
 
 
 
           Coasting, skimming ghosts.
           Dense lake mist drifts to reveal
           Canadian geese!
 
 
 
From: Bill Blohm 
 
 
 
           Water gently laps
           Quietly canoe carves mist
           Dim sunrise arrives
 
 
 
From: Denise Stinemetz (Bill Blohm's sister)
 
 
 
            Horses expedite
            Open up serenity
            Heritage reborn



 
 
 
 
From: Gary Gach 
 
 
 
          on my way to work
               looking up i see a cloud
                     shaped like an angel
 
 
 
 
From: "Tom Frenkel"  
 
 
 
            Noisy plane again!
            But last week one took me to
            California sun.
 
 
 
            One in the morning
            The digital clock has just
            Simplified itself
 
 
 
 
From:        Andreas Schoter 
 
(Gar-Note:  Not Haiku, but I LIKE it!)
 
 
 
        Bird chatter pulses
        through leafy branches above:
 
        A canopied sky
        bright with light - more green than blue;
        soundboard for the morning breeze.
 
 
 
 

IV.  The Game of Maekuzuke--Andreas Schoter
******************************************************************
 
Introduction
------------
 
In William Higginson's "Haiku Handbook" (p.225) he discusses the
`game' of maekuzuke: the term means, literally, "joining to a
previous verse".  This became popular in Japan around the end of
the seventeenth century, particulary in teahouses and wineshops.



A poet would leave a number of maeku (or "previous verses") at
the shop and costumers would then add their own tsukeku (or
"joined verse") indicating which of the maeku it followed on
from.  Some time later the initiating poet would return and
collect all of the submissions and publish the best in a
mankuawase (or "collection of ten thousand verses").  The maeku
were in the form of 7-7 syllable couplets, whilst the responding
tsukeku were in the traditional haiku/senryu format of 5-7-5.
 
Throughout the eighteenth century this was a very popular pastime
with new collections of maeku appearing every three weeks or so
from each of a number of collectors (some of Basho's foremost
students were among them).
 
 
In the Electronic Age
---------------------
 
I'd like to see if such a thing can be managed using the
capabilities of international email!  To that end I'm proposing a
small number of maeku here in "Dogwood Blossoms".  Each of these
maeku come from my work in progress, triggered by some real
event; they all roughly conform to the 7-7 format.  I shall not
disregard any submissions that fail to be 5-7-5 and free-form
haiku/senryu are equally welcome.  What I shall be looking for is
a poem that expresses a moment or feeling that in some way
complements or contrasts with the original moment that generated
the maeku.  Higginson says that "the tsukeku makes active use of
the maeku and without the maeku it would have much less impact".
 
I look forward to reading your submissions.  I shall consider all
haiku that arrive between the sending of this issue of "Dogwood
Blossoms" and the next, with my selection appearing in two issues
time.
 
 
Maeku
-----
 
A:  Territorial wailing
    shatters the afternoon peace.
 
 
B:  A twist in the path reveals
    the clarity of far hills.
 
 
C:  Rivulets of shadow
    snake up the sunlit hill.
 
 
D:  Earth roots the great trees' fingers
    gently stroking the breeze.
 
(Gar-Note:  Please send submissions directly to Andreas . . .
            I will, however, forward any that I receive)
 
 



V.  Book Review:  "The Haiku Hundred" -- Andreas Schoter
******************************************************************
"The Haiku Hundred" was              Iron
published in 1992 by                 Peter Mortimer
IRON Press                           5 Marden Terrace
ISBN 0-906228-42-5                   Cullercoats
Size:  74*103mm, 64pp.               North Shields
British Price 2.75 Sterling          Teign and Wear
                                     NE30 4PD
                                     England
 
 
I quote from the end notes "The Haiku Hundred represents the outcome
of the largest haiku event ever staged in the UK.  IRON Press, in
collaboration with the British Haiku Society, received more than 5,500
submissions when we invited work for this small anthology.  The short
verses came winging in from throughout the globe, emphasising the
relevance and vitality to which haiku can now lay claim in the
English-speaking world."
 
This is an excellent little collection of Haiku, with an interesting
introduction by James Kircup describing, amongst other things, the
birth of the British Haiku Society.  As indicted above, the poems come
from a variety of sources, not just BHS folk.  Most of the Haiku do
not conform to the standard 5-7-5 format, and many are perhaps more
strictly senryu.  I shall quote a couple without comment:
 
 
The dancer's gesture                    A twig of rain drops.
   extends                              Straphangers on a branch line
      beyond her fingers                getting off shortly.
 
            Eric Speight                             Geoffry Holloway
 
 
Also of interest is the chilrens section at the end - the ones printed
come from folks between 12 and 14.  Again, an example:
 
 
            Cat: He grabbed a poem
                 out of the air.
            His tail waved it in semaphore.
 
                          Zoe Redgrove (14)
 
 
Given the description of teaching Haiku to children given by Higginson
and Harter in the "The Haiku Handbook" I'm not surprised at the
standard of material in this section.
 
One of the many good things about this collection is its presentation:
its size makes it easy to carry around and the overall standard of the
haiku, makes this a worthwhile thing to do.  In free moments take it
out and open a page at random.  This book was a chance find for me,
I'd like to recommend it to everyone.
 
 
 



VI.  The Story of black bough-- Chuck Easter 
******************************************************************
 
black bough was started by Kevin Walker and myself.  Both of us
are haiku poets and, at the time, lived a few blocks away from
each other.  Kevin had a fair number of haiku publications, and I
had some.  We both enjoyed the magazine Wind Chimes, which ceased
publication because (I believe) its editor found himself too busy
with other things to continue it.  Figuring there was now room
for one more haiku magazine in the world, we decided to start
one.  I had the Macintosh for publishing it and he had the
wherewithal to figure out the rest (advertising, financials,
etc.).  In general, we feel our magazine has a slightly different
bent than many other haiku magazines.  In my opinion (I don't
like to speak for Kevin in matters of aesthetics), haiku poets
are always stretching the limits of the genre, and contemporary
haiku poetry has quirks in terms of subject matter and form that
differ from what could be considered more purist haiku.  I hate
to emphasize this too much, however, because black bough really
isn't radically different; it just pushes in a slightly different
direction.  Also, in addition to haiku, tanka, senryu, and
haibun, we publish free verse poetry that seems haiku-influenced.
I'd also like to mention that I believe that good aesthetic
theories are driven by good poetry but good poetry isn't
necessarily driven by good aesthetic theories.  Therefore, I'm
ready to abandon all my aesthetic beliefs the first time I
encounter a good poem that doesn't fit them!
 
black bough is printed chapbook style and includes some graphics
in each issue.  If you're interested in buying a copy, they're
$4.00 for a single issue, $11.50 for a three-issue susbscription.
International orders are $5.00 for a single issue, $13.50 for a
single subscription.  The checks need to be made out to me (Chuck
Easter) and have to be cashable in the U.S.  (an international
postal money order will do the trick).  Our address is P.O.  Box
465, Somerville, NJ USA.
 
Also, if you publish a magazine yourself, we're always willing to
make a trade.
 
If you're interested in submitting haiku to black bough, you can
send the submissions to me via E-mail.
 
 
 

VII.  5-7-5:  Does English Haiku Need it?
******************************************************************
(Gar-Note:  Begun last month, we continue hearing from our readers
            on the subject of strict form and Haiku)
 
************* Gary Warner  **********
 
Several people have been asking what *I* think on the purist
Haiku vs. more "free" Haiku.  I haven't had time to write an
elaborate article, but will go on record briefly here.
 
To me, there are TWO very important pieces to a haiku.  The
first is the capturing of a scene, with almost a photographic



quality, so that someone reading the haiku can know EXACTLY
what the author was seeing.  I call this "the Zen moment" of
a haiku.  But there is also a literary technique to be
considered.  The "form" of a haiku, to me, is as important as
the content.  The haiku that I have written which I most enjoy
had the Zen moment come to me in an instant.  On a walk, or
sitting on my contemplation table by the lake, I would see
something and KNOW that that was to be the subject of a haiku.
At that point, I often jot down a sketch-poem.  Something to
be developed later.  But part of being a poet, and not just a
Zen monk, comes from crafting words to meet the required form.
Shakespeare said many beautiful things, but we only consider the
poems that met the correct rules to be sonnets.  I *TRY* to do
both in my poems that I consider haiku.  Express "the Zen moment",
and follow the form.  For now, I use the 17 syllable form, varying
on occassion.  But when I vary, I acknowledge it to be my
inexperience and imperfection as a poet that has caused the poem
to be the "wrong" length.  It could well be that 17 syllables is
not the right length for English haiku.  But then another standard
form needs to come into being.  Be it 10, 12, 13 or however many
syllables.  Part of the discipline of writing haiku is meeting
the form.
 
 
 
************ Andreas Schoter ************
 
Syllable Counting in English Haiku: Structure and Concept
=========================================================
 
This short piece doesn't really answer any questions: it seeks to
raise a few.  See it as the current state of my own thoughts on
the issue, I doubt there's anything startling or new here.  To
pre-empt my conclusions I'll say that I see this as a question of
imposing a surface structure at the outset verses allowing
structure to emerge from loose conceptual constraints.  So what
does that mean?
 
 
Linguistic Considerations
-------------------------
 
The first thing to consider is the relation between Japanese
`onji' and English syllables.  Onji are much more uniform than
syllables: they are almost always consonant-verb (CV) or
occationally just V, and always of approximately the same length.
Contrast this with syllables in English: these can be CV like
onji (for example `Ja' in `Ja-pan') - these are called open
syllables, alternatively they can be VC (e.g.  `am' in
`ex-am-ples'), or CVC, called closed syllables (e.g.  `pat' in
`pat-ern').  In many dialects of English it is also possible to
have syllablic consonants as in the `l' sound in some
pronounciations of `bottle' (i.e.  `bot-l').  They can also be
simply V, as in the determiner `a'.  Further, English syllables
can differ significantly in their length: compare the single
syllable word `noon' with the two syllable `no-one'.  It's also
interesting to note that although there is general agreement on
how many syllables a word has, often people will disagree as to
where the boundaries actually are.  What all this means is that



those people who stick determinedly to to 5-7-5 form are not
writing poems that are somehow closer to the Japanese form;
rather they are conforming to an approximate analogue rendered
into English.
 
Secondly, in English, there can be a major difference between
what is called the `citation' form of a word and its normal
spoken form.  For example, consider the word `library': in its
citation form this has 3 syllables `li-bra-ree', but in running
speech it is usually pronounced as having only 2 `li-bree'.
Similar effects occur with dialectical difference.  (This is
similar to dialectical differences in rhyme: for people from the
Midlands of England `finger' and `singer' rhyme, but for people
from the South East they do not.) So, should the formalist use
citation form or natural form?  The spirit of Haiku might require
the latter, but if you're insisting on formality at one level,
why not at all levels?
 
 
Structure
---------
 
But don't think that I eschew the idea of formal structure.
Poetry in the English language has a strong tradition of working
within rigid structural constraints, the sonnet being the
classical example.  We have already seen that onji and syllables
do not coincide: do we want to try and translate a constraint
expressed in terms of the Japanese language into the closest
terms in English, or would it be better to start from scratch and
formulate constraints in English derived from the English
language?  Certainly one way to express a constraint would be in
terms of the syllable count, but one could also experiment with,
say a structure derived from morpheme counts, or alternatively
from clausal structure itself: I've not tried either of these but
they seem to offer possible alternatives.
 
But why bother with structure at all?  Well, language itself is a
highly structured object: every phrase has a complex internal
structure.  These structures are syntactic in nature (regardless
of any particular theory of syntax that one might subscribe to)
and they govern the way phrases can be composed.  Obviously there
is a difference: the innate structure of the language itself is a
given, something that we all grow up with as we become mature
language users, whilst a formal poetic structure is an
intellectual imposition.  The trick is to ensure that the poetic
form aids the expression rather than hindering it.  For a
structure to aid a poet requires that the poet be deeply invloved
with it, invloved to the point where their natural expression
meshes closely with the form.  This clearly requires a very
specific commitment from the poet.
 
 
Concept
-------
 
There is a contrast here.  In English, poetry is seen as a part
of literature, a great beast with a life of its own; whereas
Haiku are often seen in terms of experience.  The purpose of
composing a Haiku is not to create a piece of literature, but to



capture an instance of experience.  This is an interesting shift
of perspective, and one that I believe a lot of poets today
share, whether or not they write Haiku.
 
Lurking here is the question of how much reworking should go on.
Rarely does a Haiku come complete and crystalline; almost always
there's some crafting to be done on the raw material.  Sometimes,
if the original is close to 5-7-5 it can be made to fit, but
obviously this can't be forced: for example, I don't like to see
the syntax of English distorted to fit the form (which is not to
say that breaking rules of grammar cannot be very effective in
the right context), but let the form fit the natural expression.
 
So, what does Haiku seek to capture?  Surely a moment of
experience, an instant, some fleeting insight or feeling, some
perceptual gestalt embodied in an everyday.  Such things are
usually conceptual units - a single idea or at most, perhaps, a
small tightly-knit cluster.  Perhaps this is where the structure
should come from?  Certainly it's not impossible to write a long
piece that does embody a single idea or moment, and perhaps that
should be called a Haiku; but in general the compactness of the
thing seeking expression enforces its own concision on the poet.
Much is left unsaid in Haiku, and that is as it should be "not
explanation, but revelation" might be a good motto!
 
 
Conclusions ?
-------------
 
In my experience it is interesting to try and write 5-7-5 Haiku:
if you're an adherent of the free-form and you've not tried it
then I'd highly recommend it.  It might even be possible to train
a portion of the mind to express itself naturally in that form!
Then the apparent tension between natural expression and formal
constraints would be dissolved.  However, as mentioned above this
requires a specific commitment, and on balance I believe that
such commitment might be better invested at the conceptual level
- finding the clear eye with which to see...
 
Some of my Haiku just come out 5-7-5, some don't.  I certainly
wouldn't break a 5-7-5 of its form if it arose that way simply to
satisfy a doctrine of free-form, but equally, neither would I try
to force something looser into a 5-7-5 simply to satisfy a
doctrine of formalism.  Knowing a form well, and having
experience of working within it seems, in some way, to lend
credence to any claim to need to break away from it.  But more
importantly, I believe that each expression has its own optimal
form, 5-7-5 is a good guide to start from, especially if one is
used to more verbose forms, but I don't think it can taken as inviolable.
 
 
******************* Gary Gach  **********************
(Gar-note:  Gary is hard at work marketing his new book, and
            would like to know, in our opinion, how many teachers
            teach poetry in the schools, and how many use
            haiku as part of that.  Any ideas?  Send to him.)
 
 
Esteemed friends, educators, and members of the electronic,



online Dogwood Blossoms Haiku Society
 
I am in the process of marketing a manuscript for younger readers
of all ages entitled ADVENTURES IN HAIKULAND.  Early on, I deal
with the "issue" of 5-7-5.  I do not go into the depth that, say,
Bill Higginson goes into, in his HAIKU HANDBOOK, nor beyond that,
as one could.  Again, this is for younger readers of all ages.
 
I submit for your persual, herewith.  If anyone wishes, I can upload
othersections, such as about renku, senryu, zen,etc.
 
-------------------------------
COUNTING RULES : HAIKU RECIPES
 
The recipe for haiku starts with learning the units of measure &
the ingredients first.  Then you can experiment.
 
Like anything in art & life, haiku have rhythm.  You could even
sing them.  But they don't have to rhyme.
 
Traditionally, the measure, or format, was three phrases or
lines: 5 syllables, 7 syllables, and 5 syllables.
 
 
        The lost child cries
May-o-i-go-no                           5 syllables
        & cries & tries to grab on
nk-u nak-u tsu-kam-u                    7 syllables
        to the fireflies!
hat-a-ru kan-a                          5 syllables
 
The ideal, traditionally, was 5-syllables, 7-syllables, 5-syllables.
 
                                - = -
 
One standing by a blackboard in front of a classroom, Scoop
showed how Traditional Haiku Counting Rules can be expressed in a
haiku, like this:
 
 
        In the first line five,                 5 syllables
     in the second line seven.                  7 syllables
        Five in the last line.                  5 syllables
 
 
When he writes haiku, Scoop, like many others, zeros in on what
he wants to say and lets the syllables fall where they may
 
Here's another of Scoop's haiku:
 
 
                In the flower stall,                    5
        the salesgirl & the blossoms.                   7
 
 
His friend Paul, however, keeps to the traditional Japanese
rules.  Paul went up to the same blackboard and wrote a 5-7-5
haiku, like so:
 



 
                Tradition is all.                       5 syllables
        Five syllables, seven, frive.                   7 syllables
          I'll have Classic Coke.                       5 syllables
 
                        - = -
 
Anyway, when you practice counting haiku, pretty soon it'll
become second- nature to you.
 
 
        Standing & smiling,                     5 syllables
                fingering out a haiku           7 syllables
                        hand in backpocket      5 syllables
 
 
Some prefer a looser, freer, measure of "beats," or pulses per
line, like this:
 
 
        The seed of all song -          2 beats
        this farmer's busy hum          3 beats
          rice-planting.                        2 beats.
 
 
And we mustn't forget: there's _kereji_, too.  (Say key-reh-gee.)
It's a beat that's silent or half-silent.  A gap.  A pulse in
between beats.
 
In the haiku above, it's the comma after "haiku," the dash after
"song." See if you can guess where it is in this famous line of
Hamlet's:
 
 
        To be or not to be:  that is the question.
 
 
In the following, it's after the first word:
 
 
                Alone even when I coughed.
 
Whether or not you can see it, you can hear it in the way it
takes a little breath.  Like spice, it's there, whether you know
it or not.
 
Some of the punctuation marks - (spices) - that make for kereji
in the recipe are: semi-colon (as in the Hamlet line, above),
dash, comma, or ellipsis dots.
 
However it's written down, it invites consideration of the
relation of the two word phrases on either side of it.  A pause
that refreshes.
 
                        - = -
 
                 QUESTION:  How many syllables
                 in the sound of wind ...
                 a waterfall  ...   thunder ...



                 a rooster at sunrise   ???????
 
 
Traditionally, haiku can also be a two- liner, (traditionally 5-5
syllables), like this:
 
 
                An intense chess match :
                fingers are thinking.
 
 
Actually, haiku is a variation on tanka.  (say tahn-kah.) Tanka
is a combination three/two-liner.
 
 
                Purple my sahdow
                on the grass
                walking the fields
                this morning
                my hair combed by spring breeze.
 
 
So.  Basic units are patterns like 5-7-5 syllables.  Or 2-3-2
beats.  And divided with a pause.
 
(Later, we'll see how haiku can link together, making macro-haiku
out of micro-haiku.)
 
Next, will come the recipe ingredients.  They're easy.
Abounding.  All around.  Life.  Nature.  ...
 
 
==================================
 
 
SAMPLES
 
free
form
 
 
Writing?  Across the skies stretch a line of
wild geese.
 
 
                        JAZZ
 
                        fingers
                        in unison
                        sounds
                        overlapping.
 
 
                Spot-
        ted     Saigon
                butterflies
                    on steel cams.
 
 



The wedding was enchanted everyone was
glad to be in it.
 
 
5-7-5
 
 
let me wear the day
well so when it reaches you
you will enjoy it
 
 
A leaf chases wind
across an autumn river
& shakes a pine tree
 
 
Making jazz swing in
Seventeen syllables AIN'T
No square poet's job.
 
 
With a twitching nose
a dog reads a telegram
on a wet tree trunk.
 
***************************
 
 
(Gar-Note:  two subscribers sent in the following in response
            to 1-B.  Write a haiku "by the rules" and "shorter"...
            Tell us what you think!)
 
***************Tom Frenkel ******
 
Hi ... here's a haiku I wrote, in 2 versions, first with strict
syllable count, then in brief form.
 
 
    At dentist's office
    In hot seat I face window --
    Pigeon does wheelies!
 
 
    In dentist's chair
    I face window --
    Pigeon doing wheelies!
 
 
I know which one *I* like better, but I'll keep mum on that and see
what the critique-ers say!     --Tom
 
 
 
*************** (name-withheld-by-request)*******************
 
5-7-5
 thunder and flash flood
 instead of calm gentle snow.



 spring storm in winter.
 
 
1
 crash!
 
 

VIII.  Assignments for Future Issues
***************************************************************
Thanks to all who submitted things for this issue!  In the next
issue, which will be due late November or early December, we
will try and have more "classical" haiku, plus information on
ordering haiku books.  (I know I said it would be this issue,
but we got pretty long, so I'm saving it).  Thanks for all your
work on this issue Andreas!  I'm in need of articles as well
as original poetry for next issue.  Please consider submitting.
 
 
Assignments:
 
1. Original work.  All submissions are welcome, to be included in
   a future issue.  Haiku, or articles about haiku are always
   welcome.  WE ARE DESPERATE FOR ORIGINAL HAIKU!!!!!
 
2. Articles on classical Haiku.  I'm especially interested in
   any observations you have comparing classical haiku with
   modern English haiku.
 
3. Book reviews and recommendations are desired.  If you submit,
   please include the ISBN of the book, and ordering information
   if known.  Catalogue information from Haiku presses is also
   desired.
 
4. Contest news.  We would like to let our readers know about
   upcoming contests, as well as hear about contests in which
   you have participated.  Send us entry information, or tell
   us about the turn out of the contest, and perhaps your entry
   or the winning entries (if allowed).
 
5. Play the game of Maekuzukeby sending your follow-up verses
   on any of Andreas' seed poems to he or I.
 
6. Send us a short note, telling what you thought of issue 5, or
   responding to any of the Haiku that were included in this issue.
   Encourage our contributors!  (That's why we include their e-mail
   addresses!)  Let them know what you thought of their submissions
   (and cc: me).
 

*  Dogwood Blossoms --  Volume 1, Issue 6 -- February '94      *

* editor:               Gary Warner: (GLWARNER@SAMFORD.BITNET) *



* assistant editors:    Matt Burke:  (burke@beta.math.wsu.edu) *
*                       Nori Matsui: (NORIM@EARLHAM.BITNET)    *
* special consultant:   Gary Gach:   (ggach@pandora.sf.ca.us)  *
****************************************************************
Dogwood Blossoms, is an often-monthly 8-) publication of the
Internet community.  The goal of this digest is to be a place
where Haiku can be shared and discussed with other lovers of the
art.  Submissions are encouraged, both of original work,
published work by other authors, and comments and critiques of
works in previous issues.  Articles of "short essay" length are
also welcome.
 
When you subscribe, please volunteer any haiku you would like to
see discussed, indicating if it is published or original...
also, if you would like to serve on the "editorial board" please
indicate so, or if you can serve as a translator for non-English
submissions (which are welcome) please indicate so.
 
If you are a list owner, and feel that this digest would make an
appropriate posting on your list, please send me a note
indicating so.  In this issue:
 
 
   I. Administrivia (you're there now!)
  II. A note from the editor
 III. Original Haiku by our subscribers
  IV. Haiku from Logos -- Ryo Suzuki
   V. A Winning Children's Haiku -- Rodrigo Siquiera
  VI. Suprised by Haiku -- Gary Warner
 VII. Commentary on Form -- Debbie Blohm
VIII. A Critique of Styles -- Bill Blohm
  IX. A Conversation on Haiku Form -- Andreas Schoter/Bill Blohm
   X. Contest Announcements
  XI. Assignments for Future Issues . . .
 
 

II. "A note from the Editor"
*****************************************************************
Dogwood Blossoms took a holiday break, mostly because it seems
many of YOU took a holiday break, but also because frankly I've
been terribly busy between things that paid better (my job, and
contract work) and things I enjoy more (my children, and my wife).)
 
There are some format considerations being made, mostly aimed at
increasing circulation and SUBMISSIONS.  I'll say it right up
front, in case some of you never make it to the bottom, DOGWOOD
BLOSSOMS NEEDS SUBMISSIONS TO SURVIVE!  The next issue will be
out the first full week of March IF AND ONLY IF we get enough
submissions.  Some considerations to increase submissions:
 
   o  should a print version of DB be made available to "paper"
      mail subscribers?  Unfortunately, this would have to
      be at a cost, although I SWEAR DB will remain free on-line.
 
   o  DB needs to increase circulation to increase submissions.
      PLEASE share DB with your English or Japanese professors,
      print it and post it, give it to friends, anything that
      you think might help.



 
   o  You don't NEED to have an email address to submit.  Our
      friend Bill Blohm is a perfect example.  We receive
      posts from his wife, Debbie, and even his sister.  Rodrigo
      Siquiera and Ryo Suzuki have also submitted posts on behalf
      of pupils, friends and loved ones.  Part of the goal of DB
      is to publicize haiku.  Print it and share it with friends
      and family.  If they want to send us something, submit for
      them!  It is more than welcome.
 

III. "Original Haiku by Our Subscribers"
*****************************************************************
(Gar-Note:  Trying something a little different with this section,
   let me know what you think...)
 
 
 
 
4)      Gnarled oak
        holds bare branches aloft
        -awaiting spring
 
 
 
 
 
                              2)      A leaf
                                      Not the same on
                                      My kitchen floor
 
 
 
 
4)      fallen leaf
        floating on wooded stream
        swirls in an eddy
 
 
 
 
 
                              5)      From the naked branch
                                      a single yellowing leaf
                                      hangs
 
 
 
 
8)      leaf drifts slowly down
        Father Time takes one more step
        towards cold winter
 
 
 
 
                              1)      Coasting, skimming ghosts.
                                  Dense lake mist drifts to reveal
                                      Canadian geese!



 
 
 
 
7)   The ground hardened
     By the first breath of autumn
     Misting from my lips.
 
 
 
 
 
                          7)       Headlights through the trees:
                                   Beams of mist
                                   On an autumn night.
 
 
 
3)      lunar eclipse
        my eyelids
        drooping
 
 
 
                              9)      lying on my back
                                      the column of exhaled steam
                                      rises to the moon
 
 
 
 
9)      my gaze ascends the pine
        to where its branches
        embrace shrinking moon
 
 
 
 
 
                              3)      lunar eclipse
                                      frozen maple leaves
                                      rattle
 
 
 
3)      moment
        of total eclipse
        cramp in my neck
 
 
 
 
                              9)      full moon
                                      disappearing
                                      in a cloudless sky
 
 
 
 



9)      noone attending
        my first moon-viewing party
        but two barking dogs
 
 
 
 
 
                              4)      Moth...
                                      searching for the moon
                                      finds my porch light
 
 
 
 
4)      wolf tracks...
        in the new-fallen snow
        pass in the night
 
 
 
                              9)      as my three-year old
                                      tracks the great bear
                                      I note its boot-tread
 
 
 
 
4)      from the mountainside
        the green valley
        and seeing...for miles
 
 
 
 
 
                              9)      distant city lights
                                      the wilderness of daylight
                                      not so wild now . . .
 
 
 
 
9)      Sitting on Bald Rock
        teaching my son to use
        the eyes in his ears
 
 
 
 
                              4)            in a notch
                                      formed by nearby hills
                                     the great mountain's peak
 
 
 
 
9)      like the humps
        of a terrible sea serpent



        ridges in mountain-mist
 
 
 
 
                              7)      Softened by morning mist -
                                         the red flare
                                      of reflected sunlight.
 
 
 
 
2)      Chinese restaurant
     Aluminum take-out tray
        Recyclable -- gleams!
 
 
 
                              9)      Reaching a crossing
                                        Steam whistle accompanies
                                          Silent moving lips
 
 
 
 
2)      The train punches north.
        Is the grass lush, or is it
        The tinted window?
 
 
 
 
 
                              8)      first love, first kisses
                                      wonderful and frightening
                                      over so quickly
 
 
 
 
 
6)      so fast a heart
        so delicate a chest
        tiny bird
 
 
 
 
                              4)      hawk soaring...
                                      flaps his wings once
                                      in the still air
 
 
 
 
9)      until spring melting
        we see each other no more
        fisherman heron
 



 
 
 
                              6)      fisherman's hand
                                          nets
                                      of her stockings
 
 
 
 
6)      coming near me
        the nude dancer's
        spearmint
 
 
 
 
 
                              4)      in the midst of war
                                      death and destruction
                                      -a butterfly
 
 
 
4)      middle of a field
        on a brown leafless stalk
        a blue flower
 
 
 
 
1) Terry Asher 
2) "Tom Frenkel"  
3) Gene Doty 
4) JONWOOD@delphi.com
5) Mykel Board 
6) Chuck Easter 
      ("fisherman's hand" and "so fast a heart" were
       originally published in Modern Haiku)
7) Andreas Schoter 
8) Debbie Blohm 
9) Gary Warner 
 

IV. "Haiku from Logos" -- Ryo Suzuki
*****************************************************************
(Gar-Note:  Ryo has many young Haiku enthusiasts at the Logos
            School, where he uses Haiku as a tool for teaching
            English...Its a joy to see their work!)
 
 
 
 
year-end
on the kales
dewdrops                           Ryosuke Suzuki
 
 
 



 
afternoon sunlight
faint sound of
falling camellia                   Ikuko Sano
 
 
 
 
window
wiping to find
winter's face                      Ayako Tanaka
 
 
 
 
men in the cold wind
waiting for the shutter's click
the setting sun                    Mikiko Iida
 
 
 
 
caught a cold
for a week
still cold                         Yuri Takai
 
 
 
 
sunbathing
on winter river sandbars
two wild ducks                     Kikuko Kondo
 
 
 
 
The fading crescent
Sitting on a pine tree;
The nest of a snowy heron          Yoshiko Ono
 
 
 
 

V. "A Winning Children's Haiku" -- Rodrigo Siquiera
*****************************************************************
 
 
   Green little pumpkins
using their leaves as shelter
  whenever it rains.
                        Jenny Hodson
                        11 Years
                        British Columbia, Canada
 
 
Judge's Comment: "At first, I though I would select a work that in some
way possesses the basic qualities of a pure haiku in its classical sense.
But after attending the children's haiku reading at Setoda, I think that



while the 5-7-5 syllable form has to be maintained, the contents should
correctly reflect the working of the children's minds and hearts in all
their innocent freshness and sincerity.
   If there is an element of humor, then it should be in the spirit
of their age: direct, unpolished and mobilizing images from the worlds they
live in.
   Children's haiku may constitute a momentary record of what they
witnessed, putting strong colors in some subtle nuance in others,
or in bold expressions whenever they wish to, or in soft impartial
whispers if they so prefer, of something that come up in their minds.
   The theme "green" and "growing" also become a point of consideration,
not necessarily requiring explicit stress.
   With the above consideration in mind - and in no way lessening my
admiration for the other 290 haiku in the list - I decided to choose
this haiku as one of the best with regrets for not being allowed to
select a dozen more good ones."
                                    Soekarno Hadian.
                                    Historian, Indonesia.
 
 
 

VI. "Surprised by Nature -- Gary Warner
*****************************************************************
Of the many haiku that I have enjoyed, I find myself particularly
drawn to haiku with a dramatic conclusion.  Often this is a haiku
which when read has a clear pause just before the final phrase,
which gives the "explanation" needed to make the previous phrases
meaningful:
 
         Too curious flowers
      Watching us pass, met death...
         Our hungry donkey
                             -- Basho
 
 
But another type of drama in haiku is what I like to call
"Surprised by Nature" haiku.  I have selected four haiku which
illustrate this point taken from across the history of haiku.
When people are trying to find a subject for a haiku, I would
encourage you to look for these surprises of nature.
 
From among the oldest haiku, we begin with Matsuo Basho, who is
credited as the first great master of haiku.  Here are two examples
of surprises he found.  The first is taken from a journey he
made through the Yamato province, when he was stopping for
the evening in the town of Tamba-ichi:
 
 
 
Kutabire-te                  I came weary,
  Yado karu koro ya          seeking an inn--when lo!
     Fuji-no-hana            Wistaria flowers
 
 
 
Part of what made Basho such a great poet was his keen observation.
Those of us who struggle to find a subject are perhaps going about
things the wrong way.  Basho merely wrote about the things he



experienced, although he took time to put himself in situations to
experience nature.  Here Basho is taken by surprise by the beautiful
Wisteria, which have the lovely name "flowers of Mt. fuji" in his
original poem.
 
The second was composed at the village of Saga, near Kyoto.
 
 
 
Hototogisu                  A cuckoo has cried
O-takeyabu wo             Lo!  the moon gleams through
Moru tsukiyo                a great grove of bamboos
 
 
Although I do not know the details of its composition, my imagination
suggests that perhaps the cuckoo has awakened the master, and being
so aroused, he looks out his window, and observes the moon shining
through the silhouetted bamboo.  Even if he was out walking when this
happened, do you see the surprise?  He hears the cuckoo, and upon
looking for it, he finds the beauty of the moon beams.
(Both of the above translations are from the incomparable work of
Asataro Miyamori).
 
Takahama Kyoshi can also be observed to use such a technique in the
poem below.  Kyoshi was a favored disciple of Shiki, considered also
one of the four great masters, living from 1874-1959.  He is most
noted for his founding of the magazine Hototogisu, which was founded
under Shiki's tutelage, where he served as editor for many years.
(Translation taken from _The Haiku Handbook_ by William Higginson)
 
 
ame harete               rain cleared --
shibaraku bara no        for a while, the wild rose's
nioi kana                fragrance
 
 
 
There are many opportunities for nature's surprises in change.  When
there is a change in the weather, as illustrated above, or when there
is a change of lighting, as illustrated by James Hackett below, in
this poem taken from _The Way of Haiku_.
 
 
                  The sunset fading
           I turn around toward home. . .
                 a huge, saffron moon!
 
 
What a wondrous treat!  To be sitting, observing the sunset, and
just when you feel that nature has completed its show for your
pleasure, to turn and discover that the second act has just begun!
 
 

VII. "Commentary on Form -- Debbie Blohm
*****************************************************************
I look at Haiku the same way I look at other forms of art.  I
find beauty in simplicity.  Simple lines and curves.  I prefer
art with few or no "rules".



 
As far as I am concerned, there are only 2 rules to writing
Haiku- #1, it must have 17 syllables and #2, it must follow the
5-7-5 pattern.
 
A haiku should not be a struggle to write or a struggle to read.
The meaning should flow easily from writer to reader.
 
My point is that by criticizing and searching for broken rules we
sometimes so complicate the Haiku in our own minds that we miss
the beauty or emotion that the writer was trying to convey.
 
Sometimes we need to sit back, relax, and enjoy the art presented
to us.
 

VIII.  "A Critique of Styles -- Bill Blohm
*****************************************************************
I am by no means a Haiku expert.  I volunteered to try to provide
some critique on assignment 1b from issue 4.  As a result, please
remember that the following critiques are entirely my own opinion,
howsoever qualified it be.
 
Regarding the submission by "name-withheld-by-request":
 
The brief one can not stand on it's own.  A haiku should be
enjoyable when read by itself.  The "normal" one, put on a page
by itself and handed to someone would create a scene of a raging
storm causing a flood in the midst of winter.  One scene, several
locations depending on the preference of the reader.  But one
scene.  However, now put the brief version on a page by itself
and have someone read it.  Many scenes are possible with none
suggesting the original.  The closest one might come is a storm
via the "crash" of thunder.  Yet most people would probably come
up with an automobile accident.  "Crash!" is either a verb or a
noun.  And as a verb it implies a dramatic crash of two things.
As a noun, it implies a sound, as of some two things crashing
into each other.  Either way, the scene of a storm in winter is
lost.  Perhaps better would have been something along the lines
of:
 
                     Thunder, flood ...
                     No gentle snow.
 
As to the original Haiku, the last line is simply a repeat of the
first two and could more effectively been used to specify a
locale instead.  For example, "high desert canyon".  The image is
there, but a little wide open.  With this change the short
version could become something like:
 
                     Thunder, flood ...
                     No gentle canyon snow.
 
Regarding the submission by Tom Frenkel:
 
The brief version could have been reduced even further.  As it
is, each line is but a syllable shorter.  An even shorter version
would be achieved by a re-write rather than a re-wording.
Perhaps something like:



 
                     From dentist's chair
                     pigeon wheelies.
 
Both original and brief versions seem somewhat artificial and a
little awkward to read.  Wheelies gives a picture of a car taking
off on two wheels.  How does this apply to a bird?  This may have
a local definition, but all I can think of is circling and my
experience with pigeons contradicts this.  So for me it is a
difficult haiku to read.  Also, Tom has a heavy pause at the end
of the first line, too, instead of flowing smoothly and this is
carried over into the brief version.  Either could stand on it's
own, but the brief one is so slightly changed that it begs
"repair" to become a true 5-7-5 haiku rather than actually
becoming a brief version standing separate from the original.
 

IX. "A Conversation on Haiku Form -- Schoter/Blohm
*****************************************************************
(Gar-Note: Andreas Schoter  and Bill Blohm
 have been engaged in a lively
discussion regarding the question of form and specifically
syllable counting which was a topic of issues 4 and 5 of Dogwood
Blossoms.  I asked that the conversation be edited into a
printable form, and Andreas has done so, with assistance and
advice from Bill.  I hope sharing this conversation will
encourage you to experiment with your OWN haiku forms, as well as
perhaps prompting you to write a response either to the
participants, or to DB.)
 
The Conversation
----------------
 
AS
==
Bill, in reading through the recent issue of "Dogwood Blossoms" (Issue
4) I was astounded by your claim that: "it is the form that is defined
by the term 'haiku' and not the contents of the haiku" - surely this
must be a rhetorical device on your part?
 
One of the supposed strictures on "classical" haiku was that they
contain a season word - this surely counts as 'content' and not
'form'.  Also, if haiku is merely the form of the poem and not its
content then why does classical Japanese literature distinguish
between haiku and senryu?  The only difference between them is
content: the former is _about_ nature and contains a season word,
whilst the latter is _about_ human relationships (roughly).  These are
distinctions of pure content and not form.
 
I'd be interested in your opinion on this matter; are you such a rigid
formalist as your remark would lead me to believe?
 
 
BB
==
First, allow me to clarify something.  When I learned about haiku I was
taught  basically that it was a Japanese poetical form of 5-7-5
syllables, on the  respective lines and was most usually intended to
provide the reader with a  picture of a scene, preferably also letting



the reader know the authors' feeling(s) about that scene.  I was never
taught that a seasonal aspect was  considered a part of it, as was
mentioned in your e-mail and Ryosuke Suzuki's  article in the same issue
of Dogwood Blossoms as mine was in (Issue 4).
 
I disagree with  Ryosuke about 17 syllables being too long in English.
To me, the 5 syllable,  7 syllable, 5 syllable form is the framework in
which the haiku must be  constructed.  The contents, for me, do not
define the haiku.  By my lights, a  haiku must contain 5-7-5 syllables
on the correct lines, but may be about  anything.
 
While I strongly believe this, I am quite aware that a haiku written
in, for example, Japanese, would be a 5-7-5 form in Japanese but when
translated into English so that I could enjoy it, it might not contain a
5-7-5  format.  I simply meant to say that the format is a valid
restriction for the  author in his native language, whether or no it
translated with that format of  5-7-5.  I do not believe that the haiku
written in another language should be  translated such that it retains
the 5-7-5 format in the language translated  into.  Rather, the image,
emotion, and thought of the author should be ideally represented, with
all who read it hopefully realizing that this is but an  attempted
translation of the writer's haiku.  A perfect example would be the
haiku by Nori in the same issue (issue 4).  I am sure that in his or her
native language,  it meets the 5-7-5 constraint even though it does not
in English.  Far rather  would I have the translation that is provided
and assume that it was the  closest possible representation of that
haiku so that I could enjoy and  appreciate his efforts.
 
Senryu was entirely new  to me.  I have seen the word, but this is the
first I have been told that it  is the same as a haiku except for the
content.  Until you pointed out the  difference, had I been shown one of
each and asked, I would have replied that  if, in the original author's
language of choice, they were written in the  5-7-5 framework, they were
both haiku.  I would not have known that they had  specific labels to
differentiate them.
 
Further, I confess that just as I do not always appreciate free-form
haiku, I  also do not appreciate free-form poetry in general.  Granted,
there are poets  (including of haiku) who do work with and effectively
utilize the free-form  style.  But there are far too many out there who
use the free-form style as an  excuse for not following the more
difficult, stricter requirements for writing  a structured poem or
haiku.  For many of these, where did the author put any  effort into the
writing?  I see nothing to indicate that he worked on it, I  feel
cheated as if he is not allowing me to see a little of what is being
said  means to him through his poetry.
 
As a matter of fact, your query begs the question of me:  If haiku must
contain a seasonal word and be about nature and senryu must be about
human  relationships...then what is a poem written in 5-7-5 about a boat
to be  called?  What about one about mountains, just describing a scene,
no  "seasonal" words included?  Or, to use something I really enjoy
writing  about...what is a properly structured 5-7-5 haiku about the
lapping of the  stream against the hull of my canoe to be called?  (I
have just submitted such a haiku to Dogwood Blossoms.)  To me, it is in
the correct form to be properly  called a haiku.
 
I do not consider myself to be a "rigid formalist" as I apparently led
you  to believe.  It is just that to me, given what I knew, the 5-7-5



structure of  the haiku was the only rule it had.  Discard that and what
have you?  Hence,  my saying that the form defined the haiku.
 
 
AS
==
Bill, your reply did clear up some points, but I have a few things more
to say based on your message...
 
You note that one aspect that you were taught about haiku was that they
should preferably also let the reader know the authors feeling(s) about
that scene.  This is quite interesting as in many classical haiku the
author is completely absent - there's a kind of detached quality about
the observation; although nonetheless feelings are often apparent.  Much
is made of the Zen connection in haiku, where personality is to be
sublimated.
 
 
BB
==
Perhaps here I was not quite as clear as I meant to be.  What I was
getting at is not putting across my feelings about the scene so much as
trying to select words, etc. that would flat out describe the scene so
that the  reader does not have to grope for the picture.  Yet at the
same time, I feel the author should try to evoke the same or a similar
empathic feeling in the reader.  For example, to use my canoe haiku in
the last issue of Dogwood Blossoms (Issue 5):  I wanted to paint in the
reader's mind a very specific picture of an early morning bit of
canoeing.  Dawn, the mists rising off  the quiet lake, gently paddling
along enjoying greeting the morning.  Yet at the same time I wanted to
put across a feeling of serenity, perhaps of awe and joy at the coming
day.  Now, I do not put any emotional words in this haiku.  Yet I would
hope that the picture evoked is powerful enough to give a feeling of
quiet, serenity.  The awe and joyous feelings would perhaps only be
evoked by someone who has been in a similar place at a similar time and
enjoys such moments.  Perhaps I am still not quite getting across what I
am trying to say.  I had a fleeting thought that would have perfectly
explained it (I think) but lost it in the typing.  Perhaps what I mean
is that I want to present a picture, a scene in such a way that the
reader sees it in the same way I do and to guide his view such that
perhaps he feels the same way I did but without saying outright how I
felt.
 
 
AS
==
Sure, right.  I guess I was worried that you might have been leaning
towards an overt statement of authorial involvement.  Actually saying "I
thought it so serene" probably will not make your reader feel that the
experience was serene.  Saying something about water lapping gently at
the hull probably will make the reader feel serene. Invoking feeling
without spelling it out is part of the art.  I have a friend and Tai Chi
companion who does a great deal of canoeing, this summer he spent a month
in Canada on the water and your haiku captures some of the feeling that
I've got from talking with him about these things.  However, I suspect
that even if I didn't have this background I'd still find it evocative.
 
 
BB



==
What about one about mountains, just describing a scene, no "seasonal"
words included?
 
 
AS
==
No problems here at all!  Mountains are part of nature, and I for one
don't demand the inclusion of season words (if I'm remembering rightly,
many contemporary Japanese writers also omit them).
 
 
BB
==
On this we agree.  If a seasonal word helps set the scene, use it, but I
do not require them to define a haiku as such either.
 
 
AS
==
Going back to Ryosuke's point about 17 syllables being too long in
English, I'm afraid that I too tend to think of 17 syllables as _often_
being too long.  If you're keen to have a structure try experimenting
with 4-6-4 or even 3-5-3 counts: these can be very effective and are
closer to the original Japanese length.
 
 
BB
==
Closer to the original Japanese length?  I thought the original Japanese
traditional length was 5-7-5.  In Japanese.
 
 
AS
==
The thing is that Japanese "syllables" are much more uniform than their
English equivalents.  Compare "moon" with the first syllable in
"minimal".  The latter word has 3 syllables. but you can say it in
almost the same time that it takes to say the monosyllabic "moon".  As I
understand Japanese, their "onji" (equiv. syllable) are all of a much
more uniform length than English syllables and tending to be of the
shorter syllable type.  So, when I say that 17 syllables in English is
longer than the Japanese I mean that it would seem longer if you heard
17 syllables of English read out followed by 17 syllables of Japanese.
This is, by the way, largely 2nd hand, although from listening to the
Japanese speakers in my department I'd be inclined to say that it's
true.
 
 
BB
==
I have tried experimenting with similarly structured poems, but since my
definition of haiku included the 5-7-5 framework I did not consider them
to be haiku.  I still do not, having at the moment no proof to the
contrary about the 5-7-5 framework.  And I do not consider them
free-form variations either.
 
 
AS



==
Well, 4-6-4 does seem to be a quite commonly accepted variation in
English now by those people who insist on a structural constraint.
[See End Note 1]
 
But let's back up a bit and talk about the role of content.  You say
that for you, the contents do not define the haiku.  But for me, content
and brevity are The defining qualities.  Even some classical Japanese
haiku do not stick to the strict 5-7-5 format yet no one has any problems
calling them haiku.
 
 
BB
==
I agree on the brevity.  A haiku worded just to meet the 5-7-5 by the
inclusion of "the", "in", "a", etc. I do not consider a good haiku.
There  were some examples of this in the last Dogwood Blossoms issue.
Although they appear to meet my requirements, yet they seem artificially
padded to do so.
 
 
AS
==
Equally I have to say that poems that leave out determiners to get the
count _down_ to 17 sylls are on dangerous ground too: they often sound
like they're written by someone who can't speak English properly!
Determiners such as "the" and "a" and prepositions like "in" are very
important parts of the English language and they convey significant
semantic information.  Certainly they can be left out to good effect,
but you have to very careful.  One of the properties often associated
with haiku is that they use "natural" language, not some artificial
poetic dialect. [See End Note 2]
 
 
BB
==
OK, but let's consider free-form poetry for a while.  There have always
been people who prefer free-form poetry and working with it.  If the
person knows what he is doing, and is good at it, and it is obvious what
type of poem he is trying to free-form in, then more power to him.  I
have no problem with this.  My problem is with the multitude who write
what they call free-form and try to pass it off as such.  The majority
do not seem to have the discipline required to so write.
 
 
AS
==
Let me turn this one around:
 
My problem is with the multitude who write what they call structured
haiku and try to pass it off as such.  The majority do not seem to
have the focused perception and clarity of mind required to so write.
 
I think that often the original spark that created the impetus to
write the haiku is lost by reworking.  I think it's better to stop
early even if the form is not perfect and retain the moment rather
than get a perfect form and loose the moment.  One's clarity of
perception is more likely to be reinforced by having output that
captures the moment - getting the form better can come with practice;



the _point_ of haiku has to be the communication of a moment of
experiance.
 
 
BB
==
I have myself tried free-form work, but did not like my results.  If I
ever should satisfy myself enough to let someone else critique such,
then I might make such experimentation available to others to read.
However, I have not reached that point yet, and my personal observation
is that too many out there do not  _try_ to exercise such discipline.
If I were a well-known haiku artist, then perhaps I could put out a
free-form poem that was marginally acceptable to me and my readers would
accept it as a free-form haiku because I am known for working in haiku.
 
 
AS
==
But there's a lot of ground between 5-7-5 and absolute free-form, in
fact, on one level I'd argue that there is no such thing as absolute
free-form in poetry.
 
 
BB
==
But there are far too many out there who use the free-form style as an
excuse for not following the more difficult, stricter requirements for
writing a structured poem or haiku.
 
 
AS
==
For sure - there's dross in every aspect of every movement.  But there's
also such a thing as overworking a poem, or distorting its natural
expression to fit a pre-conceived idea of "form" - this is a real
divergence from the spirit of haiku for me.
 
 
BB
==
I agree it is divergance from the spirit of haiku to distort a natural
expression.  Yet, is it not the artist's job to represent it in a
natural way?  To seek out the words, the flow that fit inside the
framework?  It is a rare circumstance, I think, that will not come to
meld into the framework being used.  True, some require much thought and
word fitting, yet, is not this part of the joy of creating a masterful
haiku?  And the rare times when the framework simply can not be used,
then and only then should free-form be attempted.  (My opinion, of
course.)  And by the time you get to this point, you should have the
experience and discipline to create a haiku outside the framework that
still should be called a haiku. Myself, I have yet to meet a situation
that would not fit in the 5-7-5,  and so have not the need, experience,
nor discipline to trust my attempts at free-form and justify it being
called a haiku.
 
It is just that to me, given what I knew, the 5-7-5 structure of the
haiku was the only rule it had.  Discard that and what have you?
 
 



AS
==
Discard that and you open up a whole realm of possibilities...
 
 
BB
==
And of chaos.
 
 
AS
==
No!  Language has it's own structure independent of any poetic
impositions.  Abandoning 5-7-5 doesn't take you to chaos, it takes back
towards the natural structure of the language itself.  English has a
very rich structure with all sorts of markers in it: relative clauses
make neat subsections, the subject-predicate division can often be used
very effectively, the verb-object division too, although this is usually
weighted heavily on the object that can be an interesting point of
balance.  There's lots of scope for playing with structure in the
language itself without having to add extra constraints.
 
I must admit to slightly playing devil's advocate here.  Often my own
haiku are 5-7-5, and yes, there is something pleasing about shaping an
expression gently into a predefined shape, but I really think taking
that as the defining aspect of a haiku seems to be missing the point.
 
 
BB
==
No, I think it is the whole point.  It appears to me that the whole
point  of a haiku is to use a pre-defined shape.  The point you are
apparently attributing to the definition of a haiku is the art of
creating the haiku. The two are to me distinct.  To me, a haiku is 5-7-5
and any expression expressed is valid as long as it is not so abstract
that the general reader can not grasp it.  Traditionally the expression
is a scene but that is not a defining aspect for me.  It is how I
learned it, but I have written a few that do not present a scene so much
as express a feeling about the scene.
 
 
AS
==
No, I have to say again: the point of haiku is to communicate an instant
of experiance or perception in such a way as to evoke that for the
reader.  Poems that adhere to the 5-7-5 form that do not do this are
_not_ haiku, they are simply poems that happen to have a 5-7-5 syll.
structure.
 
 
Epilogue
--------
 
Although the dialogue ends here this is merely an historical accident,
no doubt Bill will have more to say soon and readers should not assume
that this is the end of the debate.  What is most interesting here to
both participants in the debate is the breadth of expression and form
available in the form of haiku.  Both participants intend to continue
this exploration of the issues and questions raised.



 
 
END NOTES
=========
 
1.  In the most recent issue of "Blythe Spirit" the Journal of the
British Haiku Society (Volume 3, Number 4), William Higgison (of "Haiku
Handbook" fame) writes an article called "Symmetry and Asymmetry in
Haiku Form" where he advocates "Striving to form your poem into three
lines, with two, three and two accented beats"
 
2. In Volume 3, Number 3 of "Blythe Spirit" Higginson writes an article
entitled "A Sense of the Language" where he laments the use of such
language calling it "telegraphese".
 
 

X.  Contest Announcements
***************************************************************
 

International Haiku Contest 1994
 
For the 300th anniversary of Matsuo Basho's death, Haiku
International Association will hold a commemorative international
haiku contest to honour the memory of this foremost poet of
Japan (1644 - 1694)
 
Guidelines
 
(1) No entry fee
    Languages:  Chinese, English, French, German, Italian, Japanese
                or Spanish.  In the case of other languages,
                translation in one of those 7 should accompany it.
    Form:       5-7-5 syllable form and season word are not essential.
 
(2) No limitation on age or sex or nationality.  We welcome haiku
    from all over the world.  Please send us your haiku and ask your
    friends to contribute their entries also.  We welcome entries
    from educational associations and institutions also.
 
(3) One to five haiku per person, previously unpublished No Foreword
    or subject
 
(4) Each haiku to be on a postcard (or on paper the same size as
    a postcard)
    Name and address to be written on the reverse side of EACH post-
    card or the said paper.
    Please type, or print in clear block letters.
 
(5) Deadline:  28 FEB 1994 Entries are open now.
 
(6) Please send your haiku to:
         "Contest Committee"
         Haiku International Association
         c/o P.O.B. 257
         Tokyo 100-91, JAPAN
 



(7) The haiku entered will not be returned.  Copyright belongs
    to the author, provided that H.I.A. will have the right to
    publish it in its publications.
 
(8) The winners will be judged by Haiku International Association.
 
    Foreign Affairs Minister's Prize
    President of Haiku International Association Prize
    Honorable Mentions
 
Winners will be published in a Special Issue of Haiku International
with translations.
 
***********************************************************
The Fourth Annual Haiku Contest
Theme:  Youth
 
We are pleased to announce the 4th Annual HAIKU CONTEST as a
part of the 8th Annual SAKURA FESTIVAL.  "Youth"has been
decided as the theme for this year's Haiku Contest.
 
The contest is open to persons of any age living in Alabama
and to friends of Alabama living in Japan.  Awards will be
presented to the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th prize winners of the
following four categories in both English and Japanese:
 
      Elementary School Students (Grades 1-3)
      Elementary School Students (Grades 4-6)
      Junior and Senior High School Students
      Adults
 
The winning entries will be published in an attractive booklet
and will receive cash prizes.  The haiku must have 17 syllables,
which are distributed in 3 lines of 5-7-5 syllables, respectively.
It must present at least two images; the use of a seasonal element
is optional.
 
Rules 1) The entries must be an original creation
      2) One can submit up to three haiku
      3) The haiku must be written in Japanese or English
 
Please specify the category, including your name, social security
number, address, phone number, and age (students must include the
name of school and grade), and send your entry to:
 
        HAIKU CONTEST
        UA Japan Program
        P.O. Box 870254
        Tuscaloosa, AL 35487-0254
 
Deadline: March 1, 1994
Announcement of Winners:  April 9, 1994 at "MATSURI IN THE MALL"
Judge:  Dr. Eiji Sekine, Professor of Japanese Language and Literature
                         at Purdue University
 
For more information, please contact
The University of Alabama, Japan Program:
 
Phone:  (205) 348-5312



Fax:    (205) 348-5298
 
 
 

XI.  Assignments for Future Issues
***************************************************************
Thanks to all who submitted things for this issue!  I have given
up predicting what will be in the next issue, as that depends
on YOU!  Please consider submitting as a result of one of the
following assignments, but we ALWAYS NEED ORIGINAL HAIKU!!!
 
Assignments:
 
1. Original work.  All submissions are welcome, to be included in
   a future issue.  Haiku, or articles about haiku are always
   welcome.  WE ARE DESPERATE FOR ORIGINAL HAIKU!!!!!  Actually
   we are also desperate for articles, book reviews, and anything
   else you would like to share...
 
2. Published work.  Find a Haiku collection at your library, and
   share with us some particularly striking works you find.  If
   you would like, find several by a single author, or several
   on a single theme and send them together for a special section.
 
3. Book reviews and recommendations are desired.  If you submit,
   please include the ISBN of the book, and ordering information
   if known.  Catalog information from Haiku presses is also
   desired.
 
4. Contest news.  We would like to let our readers know about
   upcoming contests, as well as hear about contests in which
   you have participated.  Send us entry information, or tell
   us about the turn out of the contest, and perhaps your entry
   or the winning entries (if allowed).  Thanks for the idea
   Rodrigo!
 
5. If you own, work for, represent, or participate in any Haiku
   organization, we will gladly advertise for you for a reciprocal
   ad.  Mention us in your publication or newsletter and we will
   happily do the same for you.  To make this seem a LITTLE less
   than blatant advertising, please write a short article about
   some event your organization has sponsored, or include sample
   poetry from your organization's publication in your article.
   (Dogwood Blossoms is Free to all...my note in section II about
   refunds was a joke).
 
6. Send us a short note, telling what you thought of issue 6, or
   responding to any of the Haiku that were included in this issue.
   Encourage our contributors!  (That's why we include their e-mail
   addresses!)  Let them know what you thought of their submissions
   (and to me, I'm dying for feedback to share with my editorial
   staff)
********************************************************************
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Dogwood Blossoms, is an often-monthly 8-) publication of the
Internet community.  The goal of this digest is to be a place
where Haiku can be shared and discussed with other lovers of the
art.  Submissions are encouraged, both of original work,
published work by other authors, and comments and critiques of
works in previous issues.  Articles of "short essay" length are
also welcome.
 
When you subscribe, please volunteer any haiku you would like to
see discussed, indicating if it is published or original...
also, if you would like to serve on the "editorial board" please
indicate so, or if you can serve as a translator for non-English
submissions (which are welcome) please indicate so.
 
If you are a list owner, and feel that this digest would make an
appropriate posting on your list, please send me a note
indicating so.  In this issue:

 Table of Contents  
I. Administrivia (you're there now!)
II. A Note from the Editor                                            
III. Original Haiku by our subscribers IV. Haiku of Yamaguchi Syuson in Translation
 V. Haiku from LOGOS
 VI. Letter: A Response to LOGOS past
 VII. The Game of Maekuzuke
VIII. A Visit to the Desert
IX. Haiku in the Big City
   X. The Haijin as Photographer
  XI. PRESS HERE Haiku Books
 XII. Review:  Blithe Spirit
XIII. Assignments for Next Issue 
 

 
Dogwood Blossoms is intended to be distributed "AS-IS" in its
entirety.  Any excerpts from Dogwood Blossoms must include the
Source Statement (below) from the issue from which it is
excerpted unless reprint permission is given by the original
author, to whom all rights revert upon publication.  Dogwood
Blossoms reserves the right to use in current or future
electronic or print publications any submissions received.
 
/* Begin Source Statement */
Dogwood Blossoms Issue 7, March 1994
An Electronic Haiku Magazine
All subscription requests and submissions should be directed to:
Gary Warner  
/* End Source Statement */



 

II.  A Note from the Editor
*************************************************************
Welcome to Dogwood Blossoms Issue 7!  Thanks to a bit of
advertising last month, we now have 239 subscribers, in 17
countries.  Several of our new subscribers have strong haiku
backgrounds, while many others are beginners.  We hope to
have something of interest for everyone, including a Beginner's
Corner starting in Issue 8.  Watch for an announcement regarding
same sometime this month.  By the way, America Online readers
must be doing a great job passing the word, as we now have
TWENTY subscribers from America Online!
 
 
   Many of our new subscribers received in their "start-up
   package" a copy of "Dogwood Blossoms Issue 0", which was
   written to help introduce our readers to what haiku is.
   They also received "The ISN'Ts of Haiku" to tell them
   what haiku isn't.  If you missed these when you joined,
   you can get them by sending me (GLWARNER@SAMFORD.BITNET)
   a note asking for the "Haiku Newbie File".  Also, there
   were over 80 requests for back issues last month, and
   not everyone got theirs.  If you still haven't received
   yours, please request them again.  (And if you have access
   to an FTP site that wouldn't mind holding them, please
   have your site administrator drop me a line!)
 
 I saw the below Finnish poem in Jukka Mannonen's sig-file
 and confused it for a submission.  I worked a translation
 in English, shown below, and then learned that the Finnish
 quote was the beginning of a poem in English.  Can someone
 provide the "real" English text?  I think it funny that we
 have tried to "haiku-ize" a non-haiku poem!)
 
From: Jukka Mannonen 
 
one needs winter's mind           Tarvitaan talven mieli
to view the mantle of snow        katsomaan kylm¿n ja lumen kuorta
on evergreen boughs               m¿ntypuun oksilla.
                                        w.stevens
 
 
Lastly, I must apologize to ALL submitters this month.  A
change somewhere in our networking software caused me to lose
all Tabs.  Please send poetry with SPACES instead of TABS in
the future.  I know that the spacing of haiku is supposed to
be author's privilege, but this month, it wasn't.  Very sorry.
 
-- Gary Warner 
 

III. Original Haiku by Our Subscribers
**************************************************************



(Gar-note:  The numbers are author identifiers.  All authors
  are listed with email address at the end of this section.
  Please drop them a note and let them know what you thought
  of their work!)
 
 
 
                            11)           canada geese cut
                                      the new snow dawn still
                                          fresh as October
 
 
3) Snow.
   Too much of it
   for the hopeful bud.
 
 
 
 
                            4)      musty lights shining
                                snow piling on my dark coat
                                    peaceful smoke rising
 
 
 
5)  tick of melting snow
    counting down
    winter
 
 
 
                            5)  Rich ferment
                                  Snow and mud
                                Preparing spring
 
 
 
6)  A chilling morning
    dim and dark...
    what happened to spring?
 
 
 
 
                            7)    On through the dark wood,
                                Over the hills's brow: the sea!
                                   Boundless before us.
 
 
 
1)  wolf crying in dark
    mate lost to a cold steel trap
    life long love expires
 
 
 
 
                            10) after stopping
                                the whirring fan



                                rainfall     against leaves
 
 
 
 
 
2) Kittens make music.
   They rub each other's bodies
   and purr together.
 
 
 
 
 
 
                            4)    sun's blinding light burns
                               sharp lines across the soft rug
                                     gently warming cat
 
 
 
 
4) summer sun flute notes
   pine needles biting soft skin
   nature invites visit
 
 
 
 
                            5)    lone car
                                  on country road
                                  violence of engine
 
 
 
3) It dropped upon my hair,
   forest spider
   lighter than forest dew
 
 
 
 
                            14)   thickly padded mat:
                                rich, lush carpet on the ground,
                                    greenly abounding.
 
 
 
 
14) leaf-dappled forest:
    silver-shining moonshadows
    paint the forest floor.
 
 
 
                            15)    Pearblossoms falling
                                The nightingale complaining
                                     Sleep impossible
 



 
 
 
15) Evening birds cry
    The garden of blue darkness
    A hedgehog sniffling
 
 
 
                            14)     glimpses of the moon
                                through the leafshadowed spaces
                                   paint the ground below.
 
 
 
 
15) The pale birch leaning
    Shedding her leaves in the lake
    Water down a drain
 
 
 
                            15)    Iodine smell: The beach
                                   Algae signs written in sand
                                   A dog loping along
 
 
 
 
15) June evening, foggy green
    Even the clouds are confused
    pass right through the building
 
 
 
 
 
                            8) giggling child at play
                               the windblown leaves of autumn
                               they fly from your hands
 
 
 
 
 
5) over traffic jam
   wheel freely
   casual gull!
 
 
 
 
                            5) In house of meditation
                               Bathroom fan
                               Whines
 
 
 
 



 
9) watching wife's calm face
   surrounded by warm blankets -
   she smiles at a dream
 
 
 
 
                            10) fine girlish features
                                in a rounder face--
                                an old love
 
 
 
 
 
(Gar-note:
Here are two poems that are not necessarily haiku but nice responses
to their first look at Dogwood Blossoms!)
 
 
12) The flow of stale words
    across my screen
    bursts into color
    and the fresh scent
    of a flower.
 
 
 
13) At last - this highway
     has a garden too - Stop - Look -
        the dogwoods blossom!
 
 
 
 
 
 1) Bill Stinemetz c/o 
 2) Ed McGlone 
 3) Achariya Stone 
 4) Paul D Meartz 
 5) Tom Frenkel 
 6) Julie Denkers 
 7) Philip Adams 
 8) Nicholas Gold 
 9) Bill Blohm 
10) salparadis@aol.com
11) James Terral 
12) Leigh Charles Goldstein   
13)  Jonas Barciauskas  
14) Andy Coan 
15) Arne Herlav Petersen 
 
 
 
(Gar-note:
This haiku was found at the beginning of "Bits and Bytes", which
is an on-line magazinet published by Jay Machado.  In the interest
of supporting other on-line magazines, I include the haiku, by Jay,



and information on his magazine, which is VERY interesting to the
technical types.  Drop a note to Jay to subscribe.)
 
 
     I programmed three days
   and heard no human voices.
     But the hard disk sang.
 
 
 
 
      JAYMACHADO@delphi.com
 
Bits and Bytes Online Edition will contain news of interest to anyone
interested in the future directions of our increasingly high tech
society. We explore the impact of technology on society and vice
versa. We focus on the computer industry as the enabling framework for
so many of the innovations that are revolutionizing the way we live.
The emphasis here is on the future, which is already in progress.
Join us, won't we?
 

IV.  Haiku of Yamaguchi Syuson in Translation
***************************************************************
From: NORIM@EARLHAM.EDU
 
Translation of Haikus of Yamaguchi Syuson (1893-?)
( all translations are by Nori Matsui
 
 
 
1.Koorogi no            A cricket,
      kono ittetsu no   look at his face;
         kao o miyo       this headstrong face
 
 
 
2.aigakusei             A college student,
      akatonbou o         trying to catch
          torantosu       a red dragon fly
 
 
 
3.Mogami-gawa                  Mogami-gawa
      ochiba ichimai            carrying away falling leaves
       zutsu nagasu              one by one
 
Mogami-river is the famous river since Basho made some famous haikus.
 

V.  Haiku from LOGOS -- Ryosuke Suzuki <74570.2160@CompuServe.COM>
*******************************************************************
 
 



 
   blurred dream
   only thing able to remember
   swallowed-in-saliva                      Ryosuke Suzuki
 
 
 
   fragrance of plum blossoms
   spreads far and wide
   the first storm of spring                Yoshiko Ono
 
 
 
   calm waves of a spring sea
   one dark figure
   night fishing                            Kikuko Kondo
 
 
 
   after snow storm
   ski trails join on new snow
   father and son                           Ikuko Sano
 
 
 
   sudden blue sky
   a cloud shaped like an eagle
   staying -- toward evening                Mikiko Iida
 
 
 
   my sick aunt
   gives me
   a strained smile                         Yuri Takai
 
 
 
   two beads
   in the ultramarine
   cat's eyes                               Ayako Tanaka
 
 
 

VI. Letter: A Response to LOGOS past -- delirium@ime.usp.br
*******************************************************************
 
     In issue 4, the
 
     moon
    swallowing
     our sight   (by Yoshihiro Yamaguchi)
 
called my attention because more than other celestial objects,
the moon has in fact the ability of hypnotize and attract not
only our sight but also our imagination and mind in
contemplation.  Having momentarily our mind in the moon we can
see the earth from there with a sense of harmony.



 
     Here is a lunar haiku that I wrote in the Desert of Atacama (Chile):
 
      Alem da montanha             Beyond the mountain
     iluminando a noite           illuminating the night
       brilho da lua.               shine of the moon.
 
                                - Rodrigo Siqueira (delirium@ime.usp.br)
 
     Could you tell more about what is the Logos Haiku Circle ?

VII. The Game of Maekuzuke--Andreas Schoter
********************************************************************
 
Back in Issue 5 (November 1993) I proposed a game of maekuzuke to
Dogwood Blossom subscribers.  The term `maekuzuke' means,
literally, "joining to a previous verse" - the maeku, "previous
verses", are thrown to winds, displayed in some public space, and
individuals come along and add their own tsukeku, a "joined
verse".  The idea is that the joined verse should depend on the
seed for its full sense: it is incomplete or lacks full impact
without it.
 
There are a number of things that seem relevant to me about this
form.  Firstly, often my own haiku arise as a form of maeku game
with myself.  An initial experience will trigger some words -
rarely a complete haiku, often only a couple of lines - and these
stay with me, sometimes for a long time before they form into
something that feels more complete.  If, in fact, they ever do.
So, considering how my own compositions emerge, it's interesting
to see what happens when the initial seed of words comes from a
someone else.  Here there's no experience triggering the poem,
instead we have a level of indirectness, a response to a
response.
 
I said in issue 5 that what I'd be looking for is a poem that
expresses a moment or feeling that in some way complements or
contrasts with the original moment that generated the maeku.  The
variety of response has certainly lived up to that!  Sometimes I
can see an immediate connection: the poet is bouncing some of the
original experience back at me; sometimes, although the tsukeku
reflects a very different experience from that which triggered
the maeku, I can see how the poet arrived there; and
occasionally, to my delight, I'm at a loss to see any connection.
Such is the rich variety of individual response!
 
I originally put forward four maeku (A-D) for folk to respond to.
I've grouped the tsukeku under the maeku to which they respond.
I've not included authors' names with each poem, but instead I've
given each poet a number, listed in a key at the end of the
article, and numbered each poem accordingly.  Before each group
of tsukeku I say a few words about the original experience that
prompted the maeku to give some idea of how interpretations
correspond/differ.  This may also give you some idea of how
appropriate (or not) the maeku itself is.  I wish to stress that
I've exercises no editorial control here - everyone who submitted



a haiku has been included.  To my mind some of these poems are
not completely successful: compare and contrast.  In addition
I've taken the liberty of including my own tsukeku.
 
Here, then, is the fruit of the request.
 
 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
 
 
 
        (A)     Territorial wailing
                shatters the afternoon peace.
 
 
(3)     on the ancient wall
        a bird rests momentarily
        above the faithful
 
 
                                (2)     With a heavy sigh
                                        tired mother separates
                                        her toddlers once more
 
 
(5)     thunder crashes once
        rams recover quietly
        mountain peaks echo
 
 
                        (1)     To each worker comes
                                A new boss and a new job.
                                Another reorg!
 
 
        (6)     Clicking of Switchblades
                Angry Voices cry out
                blood silently flows
 
 
                                (4)     hum of buzzsaw
                                        lonely dog
                                        whines
 
 
(7)     fire alarm
        pushing people out down-
        burning building
 
        ashes cover the oak tree
        nearby searing its branches
 
 
                (9)     On the shed roof:
                        A cat watches a cat watching
                        In the long grass.
 
Notes on Maeku "A":
This first maeku came one afternoon whilst I was at home
practicing Tai Chi.  We live in a third floor flat (that's



actually the top floor) and, being at the back of the block, we
look out onto a communal area, quite wild and overgrown, enclosed
on all four sides by buildings.  This space is a haven for the
local cats and attracts, in addition, a wide variety of bird
life.  I probably waste far too much time watching its wild
society!  My own tsukeku to this comes some time later, but from
the same arena.
 
 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
 
 
(B)     A twist in the path reveals
        the clarity of far hills.
 
 
                (2)     After many hours
                        The point to which we journey
                        has grown no closer
 
 
                                (8)     Snow covered on a far hill
                                        Ghostlike
                                        the abandoned farmhouse waits
 
 
        (3)     nearby, the fall roars
                a gentle white windborn spray
                so cool on my face
 
 
                                (6)     Looking upon it
                                        I finally realize
                                        what Majestic means
 
 
(1)     But glass and concrete
        frames them.  The pain and the curse:
        To see, but not touch.
 
 
                (9)     My stride briefly stilled
                        On the rushed city pavement -
                        My mind's eye is there!
 
Notes on Maeku "B":
Like most folk now, I live in a city.  But here in Edinburgh I'm
lucky: it's possible to be constantly surprised by the vistas
that open up as you walk around the town centre - almost always
there are lines of sight that take you away from the streets.  In
the case of this maeku, out over the Firth of Forth (an estuary)
and away to the Cullaloe Hills.  My tsukeku here came almost
immediately (with some `in head' editing prior to writing it down
:-).
 
 
 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
 
 
 



                (C)     Rivulets of shadow
                        snake up the sunlit hill.
 
 
(1)     How swiftly shadows
        climb, while I am earthbound by
        Walking stick and shoes.
 
 
                        (2)     scent of burning leaves
                                mixes with someone's supper
                                hoping it is mine
 
 
        (3)     soon, cold ocean air
                will bring its misty blanket
                time to feed the cat
 
 
(6)     precious afternoon
        lovers cling to each other
        the sun sets too fast
 
 
                (9)     Yin and yang mix
                        in the morning sunlight
                        on Arthur's Seat.
 
 
Notes on Maeku "C":
Again, Edinburgh is the source of this maeku.  In the centre of
the city is a place called Holyrood Park, if you can find a map
of the city take a look at it.  Essentially, this is a chunk of
wilderness that has remained undeveloped in the middle of
cosmopolitan sprawl.  The beauty of it is that even if someone
wanted to build on it it would be virtually impossible!  Arthur's
Seat and Salisbury Crags are primordial rock intruding into the
modern.  They dominate my morning walk into the department.
 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
 
 
                (D)     Earth roots the great trees' fingers
                        gently stroking the breeze.
 
 
(3)     summer's winding road
        redwoods and rocky beaches
        distance grows with time
 
 
                        (1)     Blinded by money
                                Full of sight, but no vision:
                                "Seen one, seen 'em all."
 
 
        (2)     closed book on my chest
                Vivaldi on my headphones
                tree fingers on my mind
 



 
(6)     beautiful great tree
        peacefully giving comfort
        loving gift from God
 
 
                        (9)     Heed the trees:
                                Each year unfolds another
                                Burst of buds.
 
 
Notes on Maeku "D":
A Note from the author of (D1): the last line is a Ronald Reagan
quote regarding protection of redwoods from logging.  The Royal
Botanic Garden in Edinburgh has a stand of redwoods, a great deal
smaller than in their native habitat, the climate here not being
ideal for them.  But that Garden is a constant source of
quietude, as diverse a collection of plant life as one could wish
for.  This tsukeku is, perhaps, not directly triggered by the
maeku, but again it comes from the same source.
 
 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
 
The Authors (arranged here in order of receipt):
 
        (1)     "Name withheld by request"
        (2)     Gary Warner             
        (3)     Mike Rilee              
        (4)     Chuck Easter            
        (5)     Bill Blohm              
        (6)     Debbie Blohm            
        (7)     John Saylor             
        (8)     Cher A. Holt-Fortin     
        (9)     Andreas Schoter         
 

VIII.  A visit to the Desert
********************************************************************
 By Rodrigo de Almeida Siqueira (delirium@farofa.ime.usp.br)
 
I'm back from the Desert of Atacama (North of Chile).  It's
really fantastic there and many of the things immediately
inspirate Haiku:
 
Sand, flowery cactus, lakes made of salt, cold wind, mountains
made of salt crystal, abandoned cities, roads of sulphur,
saltpeter and borax fields, ore, green lakes with flamingos and
volcanoes covered with snow (more than 5000m altitude), geysers
of hot water and sulfuric vapor, Inca ruins, spanish ruins, old
mines of saltpetre and abandoned cemeteries of last century,
mountain range, lots of tourists, lunar landscape and martian
scenery, indian villages and modern cities, mummies older than
those of Egypt, archeology, huge beaches with seagulls, high
cliffs, deep valleys of rock, oasis with fruits, sun setting
behind sand mountains, workmanship with copper, sculptures made
by the wind, little tornados, llama and other unusual animals and
many other things impossible to describe in words.



 
 
           Rio seco                    Dry river
       silencio sob a ponte        silence under the bridge
         apenas o vento.              only the wind.
 
 
         Campo amarelo                Yellow field
      entre pedras e areia        between rocks and sand
        uma flor seca.                a dry flower.
 
 
       Noite no deserto              Night in the desert
         muito mais areia          much more sand in the land
            do que estrelas.          than stars in the sky.
 
 
        Reflexo da lua               Reflection of the moon
      nas pedras do chao.         in the little rocks of the ground.
      No ceu, as estrelas.            In the sky, the stars.
 

IX. Haiku in the Big City  -- Gary Gach 
********************************************************************
------------------------------------------------------
-------------------
 
the following selection -on and of "senryu" - is
excerpted from a forthcoming,  illustrated book
ADVENTURES IN HAIKULAND for younger readers of all
ages.  - for DOGWOOD BLOSSOM subscribers' advance
read.  // the actual senryu are  by a number of
authors, and acknowledgments will occur in the actual
book.  //  (note: if you are one of the authors and
you haven't received a Release Form, please  contact
me immediately; thanks! ) // questions, comments
welcomed.
gary (gar2) 
 
------------------------------------------------------
----------------------
FIND HAIKU IN THE BIG CITY
 
The voice of nature is everywhere.  In the city you
have only to listen a little harder  sometimes.
Instead of wolves howling, or waterfalls, there's car-
roar, or the sound of  a refrigerator ... part of the
life of this place in which we are living.
 
 
 
                The red sun
              reflected in the square
                of the tv.
 
 
 



        Neons flash red & green.
April rains on still street.  Man
   Nods.  Red lights blink, blink.
 
 
 
                        After April rain
                        -in puddles of oil
                        city rainbows
 
 
 
        The whole block flooded.
        Men hauling pumps & hoses;
        children, plastic boats.
 
 
 
                        A great freight truck
                                        lit up like a town
                        through the dark stony desert.
 
 
 
Sure as there's nature in the city, human nature
leaves traces and cuts tracks in  nature.  So haiku
can express not only nature, but human nature too.
[The name for  this kind of haiku is "senryu" (say
sen-roo).
 
Putting human nature in e foreground and nature in the
background, everyone can  see something of universal
human nature in themselves or the world around.
 
 
                What kind of person
                   would put a price
                       on orchids ...
                        ???
 
 
 
Here too anything can happen - and usually does.
 
 
                    Old men drive
                  slowly backwards
                in Safeway parking lots
 
 
 
Some haiku are like watercolors  -  senryu can be more
like snapshots, like this:
 
 
                     Second before
                the next sneeze, waiting ...
                    what a funny face !
 



 
 
                      A soap opera :
                passions wrenching the heart
                     of a woman viewer.
 
 
 
As well as linking up things to things, they can link
up other people.  Person-to- person.
 
 
                      The dentist,
                finding his work difficult,
                   opens his mouth, too~
 
 
 
 
Haiku can be seen in forests, on mountains, near
rivers ... or from diners, lobbies,  bus-windows.  The
street, the garage, around the house, or around town.
Wherever  you find them.
 
 
 
 
                        His serious face looks
                           around, looking for
                        something he can't see
 
 
 
        dog paws backseat floor
         to dig an escape tunnel,
        driven to the vet
 
 
 
                My hands are tools
               that build the world
                but I am just a speck
 
 
 
                        faces on the bus,
                        in hardcovers & paperbacks
 
 
 
                The housepainters
                        using such short brushes
                to make the job last.
 
 
 
        Not saying a word,
                the house is the wife's.
 



 
 
                        "What's this for?"
                        says the carpenter
                        as he saws it off.
 
 
 
 

X. The Haijin as Photographer -- Bill Blohm 
********************************************************************
 
One of the main problems with beginners writing haiku seems to be
grasping the concept of what a haiku is.  Let me re-phrase that:
how a haiku is would probably be more accurate.  Few have
problems with the 5-7-5 structure.  The problem seems to be one
of composition rather than idea, structure, or purpose.
 
So, for all you struggling haiku writers out there, here is an
analogy that you should be able to apply immediately.  When
working on your haiku, consider the photograph.  No, I don't mean
take a photograph of what you are trying to write about.  Rather,
consider how a photograph works.  A haiku should work the same
way.  Indeed, you could say that a haiku is a photograph of a
scene or event in words rather than in film.
 
The idea in both is the same: to take a picture and use that
picture to generate a specific response in the reader or viewer.
In the haiku, the 5-7-5 syllable structure corresponds, if you
will, with the camera and film proper.
 
With the camera, the beginner will point and shoot, the more
advanced photographer will compose and shoot.  The beginning
photographer focuses on the camera.  He points and shoots, and
begins to tie together what he is doing with the camera with what
he gets in the photograph.  And so he grows and learns the
various elements of photography.  The advanced photographer waits
for the right time.  He finds the right light, finds the right
angle.  He changes, if possible, unwanted elements in the scene.
And he composes for a specific response from the viewer.  He
begins to be struck by the world around him, attempts to capture
it to evoke the same awe, pleasure, emotion in the viewer.  For
better or worse, consciously or unconsciously he begins to see
everything in the light of his camera and how he can use that to
say what he wants to say.
 
So, too, it is with the writer of haiku.  The beginner focuses on
the 5-7-5 structure.  Gradually as he writes and observes the
effect of what he writes on others, he begins to wait for the
right word.  He finds the right elements of the scene to
emphasize.  He changes his words until he thinks he will evoke
the desired feeling in the viewer.  He composes his lines for a
specific response from the reader.  He begins to be struck by the
world around him, attempts to capture it to evoke the same awe,
pleasure, emotion in the viewer.  For better or worse,
consciously or unconsciously he begins to see everything in the
light of his haiku and how he can use that to say what he wants



to say.
 
In writing the haiku, like taking a photograph, the important
thing to keep in mind in both is that you want to evoke a
specific response.  Just as in the photograph you can not say
"this is what I felt", so it is in the haiku.  You want to
compose the haiku/photograph to transmit these feelings.  In
writing haiku, you have the ability to use words, but if any part
of your feelings is expressly written into the haiku, it is no
longer like a photograph, and hence no longer a haiku.  Now it is
more like an audio tape, and is a poem.  You need to capture the
scene in words in the exact same way you would with a photograph.
You want to evoke a specific response from a photograph, you
compose and shoot many photographs until you find the one,
perfect photograph that evokes what you want to say.  So it is
with the haiku.  You write the first brief impression of the
scene.  Then you write and re-write, perhaps keeping that first
one in front of you to remind you of what you are trying to
express.  If you are lucky your first attempt at this haiku is
it, just as sometimes the first photograph captures exactly what
you want.
 
And one final reminder.  Just as the photographer has to be there
to take the photograph, so too does the haiku writer have to be
there to write about it.  Haiku is supposed to be the writer's
photograph.  It is meant to be about something the writer has
himself seen or experienced.  Remember, the haiku is, after all,
the writer's camera and film.
 
So, if you are bogging down while trying to understand what makes
a haiku and what doesn't, think of the photograph and how it is
used, what it contains, and how it is created.  Then write your
haiku to do the same.  If you keep this analogy in mind, you are
pretty much on your way to writing haiku.
 
 

XI. PRESS HERE Haiku Books
********************************************************************
(Gar-note:  I wanted to introduce our readers to one of our
   subscribers, Michael Dylan Welch.  Michael is the editor
   publisher and everything else for a small press called
   "Press Here".  I've had the pleasure of reading, and enjoying
   several of the books listed below, and would strongly
   recommend them for their quality.  Michael has shown himself
   to be an outstanding poet as well as an outstanding editor
   as exemplified by the following haiku)
 
 
after the quake
the weathervane
pointing to earth
   ("Frogpond" and "Tremors")
 
 
an old woolen sweater
taken yarn by yarn



from the snowbank
   ("Frogpond" 2nd prize "Henderson Haiku Contest")
 
 
summer moonlight--
the potter's wheel
slows
    (2nd Prize -- Boston Haiku Contest)
 
Press Here was founded in 1989 by Michael Dylan Welch to publish
haiku books in English.  The following books are available:
 
ON MY MIND
An interview with Anita Virgil by Vincent Tripi, introduced by
Garry Gay.  Winner of a Merit Book Award from the Haiku Society
of America.  "Art is a selfish mistress.  . . . But, if you can
apportion her some time in which to bloom, if you can afford this
luxury, the results of life lived with eyes open to the world
about you will show in the work you produce."--Anita Virgil [1989
(third printing, 1993), 28 pages, ISBN 1-878798-00-6, $5.00 plus
postage]
 
RAKING SAND
An interview with Virginia Brady Young by Vincent Tripi,
introduced by Ebba Story.  "Haiku is challenging, at least for
most poets.  If you disagree and think it is easy to write,
perhaps you are settling too soon for too little."--Virginia
Brady Young [1993, 28 pages, ISBN 1-878798-07-3, $5.00 plus
postage]
 
STARSHIP EARTH
Award-winning environmental haiku and senryu by Adele Kenny;
includes translations from "The Canticle of the Sun" by St.
Francis of Assisi.  A sample poem (a one-liner): "hairdo
perfectly sprayed she asks about fluorocarbons" [1990, 48 poems,
24 pages, ISBN 1-878798-01-4, $5.00 plus postage]
 
MET ON THE ROAD: A TRANSCONTINENTAL HAIKU JOURNAL
A travel journal and haiku anthology written and compiled by
William J.  Higginson with Penny Harter on a cross-country trip
from New Jersey to New Mexico.  Contains haiku and senryu by 48
different poets from the United States and Japan.  "We are
grateful for both the opportunity to meet poets across the
country, and to share haiku and thoughts on haiku with them.
This book is dedicated in that spirit of sharing to our friends,
the haiku poets of North America and Japan."--William J.
Higginson [1993, 75 poems, 36 pages, ISBN 1-878798-10-3, $6.00
plus postage]
 
THE HAIJIN'S TWEED COAT
A unique haiku sequence by Michael Dylan Welch.  Winner of a
Merit Book Award from the Haiku Society of America.  "This
sequence, for me, rings as clear as the sound of a frog jumping
into a pond on a crisp day.  It's the best nature sequence I've
read in years."--Alexis Rotella [1990, 8 poems, 12 pages, ISBN
1-878798-02-2, $4.00 plus postage]
 
TREMORS
Earthquake haiku and a haibun by Michael Dylan Welch, written



about the 1989 Loma Preita earthquake in San Francisco.  A sample
poem: "after the quake / the weathervane / pointing to earth"
[1990, 22 poems, 1 haibun, 16 pages, ISBN 1-878798-03-0, $4.00
plus postage]
 
FIG NEWTONS: SENRYU TO GO
Humorous senryu by Laura Bell, Garry Gay, Christopher Herold,
Vincent Tripi, Michael Dylan Welch, and Paul O.  Williams.
Edited and introduced by Michael Dylan Welch.  "For a moment,
distinctions between haiku and senryu are not important; if just
one poem makes you chuckle, then this book has met its
goal."--Michael Dylan Welch [1993, 111 poems, 32 pages, ISBN
1-878798-09-X, $6.00 plus postage]
 
THE MEASURE OF EMPTINESS
An engaging collection of Midwest haiku by Lee Gurga, introduced
by Jerry Kilbride.  Includes "A Talk with the Author" by Michael
Dylan Welch.  A sample poem: "summer sunset-- / the baby finds
its shadow / on the kitchen wall" [ 1991, 71 poems, 88 pages
perfectbound, ISBN 1-878798-04-9, $7.50 plus postage]
 
HARVEST
The 1991 Haiku North America conference anthology, edited and
introduced by Michael Dylan Welch.  "The conference which
inspired this anthology is justly labeled a celebration of North
American haiku.  Indeed, the haiku community on this continent is
vibrant and growing, yet we are still small enough to be on a
first-name basis."--Michael Dylan Welch [1991, 52 poems, 20
pages, ISBN 1-878798-05-7, $5.00 plus postage]
 
THE SHORTEST DISTANCE
The 1993 Haiku North America conference anthology, edited and
introduced by Ebba Story and Michael Dylan Welch.  "We are drawn
together over the shortest distance--shorter even than the
written forms we cherish.  We meet in the moment where hearts and
minds open and rejoice.  There is no distance here."--The Editors
[1993, 51 poems, 20 pages, ISBN 1-878798-11-1, $5.00 plus
postage]
 
FOOTSTEPS IN THE FOG
Tanka by Christopher Herold, David Rice, Pat Shelley, Dave
Sutter, Kenneth Tanemura, Michael Dylan Welch, and Paul O.
Williams.  Edited and introduced by Michael Dylan Welch.  Press
Here, 1994, 115 tanka by San Francisco area poets, 48 pages, 5
1/2 x 8 1/2 inches, 1-878798-12-X, paper, $7.00 plus $1.00
postage and handling (checks payable to Michael D.  Welch).
Order from Press Here, P.O.  Box 4014, Foster City, CA 94404.
 
"Hovering above the fog of objective and subjective concerns is
an effable spirit, a spirit that defies description but once
tasted is never forgotten.  It is toward this tanka spirit that
the poets in this book travel -- to seek, with intuitive longing,
what the masters sought." -- from the Introduction.
 
 
To order any of the above books, please include postage and
handling as follows: For the first book, add $1.00; add an
additional 75 cents for each additional book.  Send your check or
money order in U.S.  funds, payable to Michael D.  Welch to the



following address:
 
Press Here
P.O. Box 4014
Foster City, CA 94404
 
Thank you for your orders!
 

XII.  Review:  Blithe Spirit
********************************************************************
 
"Blithe Spirit" is the journal of the British Haiku Society.  The
name is a phonetic pun on the name of R.H. Blyth, a student of
Zen and a pioneer of bringing haiku into the English language
during the forties and fifties.  The journal appears in A5 format
(148*210mm) and is bound in coloured card with illustrations or
wood block prints on the front and back covers.  The journal
often also contains ink drawings in the body to complement the
poetry.  It averages around 30 pages an issue, it is published
quarterly and is just entering its fourth year.  Copyright of all
material reverts to the authors after publication in the journal.
 
 
But enough on its form - what about the content?
 
Well, there is always a large selection of original poems from
members of the Society and the journal provides a number of
conceptual sections to which these poems may be submitted.  There
is a regular "Season Corner" for haiku on the theme of a season:
the journal always runs one season behind to give haijin a chance
to absorb the spirit of the time and work through the composition
process (for example the February 1994 issue's "Season Corner"
was for autumn).  A particularly evocative poem in this section
for autumn from January 1992, by David Cobb, is:
 
 
                across the field of stubble
                        flame       stalks       flame
 
 
There is also a section called "Gorse Blossoms" where out of
season or non-seasonal haiku appear; and a section called "Senryu
Pie" where, unsurprisingly, senryu appear.  Senryu, formally
identical to haiku, deal with human nature rather than nature
itself, and often contain a humorous twist.  From October 1993
comes this offering by D.C. Trent.  For me this really captures
the kind of emotional inversion that events can bring:
 
 
                More interruptions.
                Seething, I open the door -
                to my oldest friend
 
 
The journal also devotes some space to the form of tanka, which
Bill Higginson has compared to the sonnet in terms of its role as



a poem of love.  Tanka were often the form in which notes where
exchanged between lovers.  Traditionally it has a different form
to haiku and senryu, usually taking five lines with 5-7-5-7-7
counts.  This example, by Susan Rowley, comes from July 1993:
 
 
                darker than despair
                - the moment just after
                the moment you leave;
                unripe fruit of the cherry
                tossed to the ground by cold winds
 
 
This poem seems to pivot around the second and third lines -
defining the instant that gave rise to the feelings.
 
Beginning with Volume 3, Number 1 each issue also has a "Museum
of Haiku Literature Award" - this is for the best poem published
in the previous issue and carries a prize of #50.  A different
member of the Society selects from each issue but the award is
not necessarily given to the most polished or skilful poem in the
journal: the award for the October 1993 issue, announced in the
most recent issue was given because the poem captured some
mysterious essence of the tea ceremony.  It is by
Cicely Hill:
 
 
                Still unopened
                The greenish hydrangea flowers:
                The taste of tea
 
 
It's interesting, in each issue, to compare the awarded poem with
your own favourite from the previous edition.  In addition to
this "every issue" award the British Haiku Society sponsors the
annual "James W. Hackett Award".  The winner for 1993, announced
in the most recent issue, was by Lesley Lendrum:
 
 
                A broken nutshell
                and a twisted root remain
                where the hazel grew.
 
 
This award is open to non-members, and I'll inform "Dogwood
Blossom" readers of the details of the 1994 competition in the
spring when the Society issues the entry form.
 
In addition to publishing poetry there are usually articles on
haiku and composition - for example, a couple of short pieces
over recent issues have discussed the relation of haiku
experience/composition to the right brain/left brain dichotomy:
the intuitive insight of the originating haiku experience and the
imposition of the structure of language.  Other articles have
focused on the form of haiku in English, and others still on
non-haiku poets who nonetheless seem to embody something of the
spirit of the haiku perception.  There are also occasional
reviews of books that might be of interest to haijin.
 



I should point out that "Blithe Spirit" only publishes poetry by
full members of the British Haiku Society.  However, the journal
has a special section that it calls "The Pathway" - non-members'
poetry is published here, and each poem must be in at least two
languages, the original language (any language) and a translation
into English, French or German.  This is often a very interesting
section of the journal.  In the January 1993 issue "The Pathway"
was devoted to the Croatian Haiku Association in recognition of
the current troubles in the former Yugoslavia.  Although I am
unable to reproduce the diacritics in ASCII code I include two of
the haiku here, the first by Luko Paljetak and the second by
Marijan Cekolji:
 
 
        I dalje nosi                    A horse -
        na ledima svoj teret            dead, but still harnessed
        ubijeni konj                    to its load
 
 
        Olujna kisa:                    Storm rain:
        mrav plovi na latici            an ant sails a petal
        divljeg kestena.                of wild chestnut.
 
(Gar-note:  For those interested in subscribing, here is a
  replica of the subscription form.  Remember to send payment
  in Sterling or Dollars!)
 
Full subscription (UK or EC)            12.50 sterling
Full subscription (other contries)      15.00 sterling or US$25.00
Blithe Spirit only (UK or EC)            7.00 sterling
Blithe Spirit only (other contries)      9.00 sterling or US$15.00
 
Pay either by:
1) Cheque or postal order made out to "British Haiku Society"
2) Dollar bills or sterling pound notes
3) Transfer to UK Giro account No. 41 756 3604
 
_Note for members living outside the UK_: If you send us cheques,
drafts or money orders expressed in a currancy other than sterling, or
drawn on a bank without an office in Britain, it is normally
uneconomic or even impossible to cash them.
 
Overseas members normally receive journals and newsletters by surface
mail, but if you prefer them to be sent by air, this can be arranged:
please ask how much extra you need to pay.
 
Name _________________________________________________________________
 
Address ______________________________________________________________
 
______________________________________________________________________
 
______________________________________________________________________
 
______________________________________________________________________
 
Signature _____________________________________ Date _________________
 
From: The Secretary, BHS, SInodun, SHalford, Braintree, Essex, UK



(tel/fax 0371-851097)
 
 

XIII. Assignments for Future Issues
***************************************************************
Thanks to all who submitted things for this issue!  This month
we received more submissions than any other 3 month period
since we began.  Hopefully our ability to be more selective
will improve the quality of our publication.  Unfortunately,
there are many things that we were not able to use, but I hope
that all of you will continue to submit.
 
Assignments:
 
1. Beginning Next Issue:  The Beginner's Corner -- a place
   where beginner's can share tips about writing haiku, and
   put haiku (or even ideas) in progress which you would like
   to have help developing.  Ideally, the "polished" poem would
   appear the following month.
 
2. Haiku in the Big City.  Right a haiku about something that
   you observe "in the city" rather than the typical haiku.
   Note that there are senryu and haiku.  The article in this
   issue was intended to show the difference between the two.
   I'm after HAIKU here.
 
3. Original work.  Your haiku are the heart of this magazine.
   Haiku and your articles about them are always welcome.  WE
   ARE DESPERATE FOR ORIGINAL HAIKU!!!!  Actually, we are also
   desperate for articles, book reviews, and anything else you
   would like to share...
 
4. Published work.  Find a Haiku collection at your library, and
   share with us some particularly striking works you find.  Often
   the beauty of haiku, or the appreciation of an author, is enhanced
   by seeing several works by the same author or along the same
   theme.  See what you can find and send them in!
 
5. Book reviews and recommendations are desired.  If you submit,
   please include the ISBN of the book, and ordering information
   if known.  Catalog information from Haiku presses is also
   desired.
 
6. Contest news.  We would like to let our readers know about
   upcoming contests, as well as hear about contests in which
   you have participated.  Send us entry information, or tell
   us about the turn out of the contest, and perhaps your entry
   or the winning entries (if allowed).  Thanks for the idea
   Rodrigo!
 
7. If you own, work for, represent, or participate in any Haiku
   organization, we will gladly advertise for you for a reciprocal
   ad.  Mention us in your publication or newsletter and we will
   happily do the same for you.  To make this seem a LITTLE less
   than blatant advertising, please write a short article about
   some event your organization has sponsored, or include sample
   poetry from your organization's publication in your article.



 
8. Send us a short note, telling what you thought of issue 7, or
   responding to any of the Haiku that were included in this issue.
   Encourage our contributors!  (That's why we include their e-mail
   addresses!)  Let them know what you thought of their submissions
   (and to me, I'm dying for feedback to share with my editorial
   staff)
********************************************************************

*  Dogwood Blossoms --  Volume 1, Issue 8 -- June '94          *
****************************************************************
* editor:             Gary Warner     *
* UK correspondant:   Andreas Schoter    *
* revisions editor:   Bill Blohm   *
* special consultant: Gary Gach        *
* nihongo editor:     Nori Matsui           *
****************************************************************
Dogwood Blossoms, is an often-monthly 8-) publication of the
Internet community.  The goal of this digest is to be a place
where Haiku can be shared and discussed with other lovers of the
art.  Submissions are encouraged, both of original work,
published work by other authors, and comments and critiques of
works in previous issues.  Articles of "short essay" length are
also welcome.

When you subscribe, please volunteer any haiku you would like to
see discussed, indicating if it is published or original...
also, if you would like to serve on the "editorial board" please
indicate so, or if you can serve as a translator for non-English
submissions (which are welcome) please indicate so.

If you are a list owner, and feel that this digest would make an
appropriate posting on your list, please send me a note
indicating so.  In this issue:

   I. Administrivia (you're there now!)
  II. A Note from the Editor
 III. Original Haiku by our subscribers
  IV. Haiku in the Big City
   V. Haiku from LOGOS
  VI. From the Literature: Japanese Death Poems
 VII. The Beginner's Corner
VIII. Haiku in the Schools
  IX. Review: On Love and Barley- Andreas Schoter
   X. Review: Bug Haiku - Debbie Blohm
  XI. Review: The Story of Mist - Chuck Easter
 XII. Assignments for Next Issue

Dogwood Blossoms is intended to be distributed "AS-IS" in its
entirety.  Any excerpts from DogwooàÂBlossoms must include the
Source Statement (below) from the issue from which it is
excerpted unless reprint permission is given by the original
author, to whom all rights revert upon publication.  Dogwood



Blossoms reserves the right to use in current or future
electronic or print publications any submissions received.

/* Begin Source Statement */
Dogwood Blossoms Issue 8, June 1994
An Electronic Haiku Magazine
All subscription requests and submissions should be directed to:
Gary Warner  
/* End Source Statement */

II.  Editor's Note
*************************************************************
  A few items of business this month before we get into the
  magazine.

  First, thank you for all the kind words and curious inquiries
  during the absent April and May issues.  Work and other
  commitments got in the way, yet somehow the magazine
  continued to grow.  We now have 310 subscribers!  Apologies
  to any to whom I did not reply.  Please try again now that
  I can breathe...

  Archives?  We now have an FTP site, courtesy of David J Leitko,
  and the beginnings of a WWW/Mosaic Server on my machine.  For
  FTP, try:

     ftp ftp.netcom.com
     cd  /pub/dvd/haiku

  for Mosaic, try:

     http://199.20.16.10/homepage.htm
     and go to the Dogwood Blossoms section...

  Last month I asked for people to identify the poem which
  was inadvertently "haikuized" from a Finnish translation.
  The poem was Wallace Stevens' "The Snowman"...here is the
  "haikued" first stanza, and the entire poem as provided
  by several subscribers:

 one needs winter's mind           Tarvitaan talven mieli
 to view the mantle of snow        katsomaan kylmÎn ja lumen kuorta
 on evergreen boughs               mÎntypuun oksilla.
                                         w.stevens
    THE SNOW MAN

    One must have a mind of winter
    To regard the frost and the boughs
    Of the pine-trees crusted with snow;

    And have been cold a long time
    To behold the junipers shagged with ice,
    The spruces rough in the distant glitter

    Of the January sun; and not to think



    Of any misery in the sound of the wind,
    In the sound of a few leaves,

    Which is the sound of the land
    Full of the same wind
    That is blowing in the same bare place

    For the listener, who listens in the snow,
    And, nothing himself, beholds
    Nothing that is not there and the nothing that is.
    --------------

    Wallace Stevens (1921)

    Full text was FIRST provided by Marisa Januzzi
    (jma5@columbia.edu) who recommends the collection _The Palm
    at the End of the Mind_ and "13 Ways of Looking at a
    Blackbird" for more Stevens.

Last month a haiku quoted from Bits n Bytes magazine was
attributed to Jay Machado. Actually it was Jay quoting from
a great little book called "The Tao of Programming".  Jay
has printed a retraction in his magazine, and this will serve
as the retraction here.  It was an honest mistake.  Thanks to
those who pointed it out.

I have information on several haiku contests, which I will be
sending between-issues, and repeating in Issue 9.  We are
TRYING not to let this magazine get too unwieldly.  If you want
the information sooner, I will be posting it to our FTP site
"soon".

Thank you all for your submissions and patience...we will
once again attempt to resume a monthly schedule!

III.  Original Haiku from our Subscribers
*************************************************************

(13)    All that remains
        Of the late-March snow:
        White tree-trunk shadows

                              (4)    Cinder-ember sky --
                                       Thunderclouds compete with time
                                         Making daylight die.

        (5)       Hollow bamboo sound;
              Kind breeze moves the leaf aside
                To let the raindrop pass.



(8)    empty silo--
          spring wind pops the metal
             in and out

                               (1)        hoe
                                          still a blade of grass
                                          clings to it

(12)       koi midori               dark green lawn
           madara ni medatsu          Stand out in patches
           haru no niwa               Spring garden

(12)      uzuki naka               In the mid April
          youyaku mebuku          Started to bloom at last
          sakura kana               Oh, cherry blossoms

(12)      harusame ni               In spring rain,
          nuretemo ureshi          They are glad to get wet.
          tori no uta               Bird's songs.

                               (2)    Saturated mist;
                                      Clear jewel on the leafpoint ..
                                      Drip!  The river starts.

(2)   Kizil Irmak *

      Glint of dragonflies
   Here and there, beside the reeds
      Of the Red River

                               (7)     On my fishing log
                                    A beaver's wet belly has
                                    Left a brush stroke there



(2)   Exploring the world
   And yet never far from home:
         Snail crossing my path

                               (7)    I throw some bread crumbs
                                   And the pond which was so still
                                                Boils from hunger

(9)    Breaching in the sun enormous
       Whale singing grace swimming
       In the deep

                             (6)   Great Southern Butte stands
                                   alone on the horizon
                                   the Moon just above

(3)  narrow mountain road
     quicker and scarier
     going back down

                               (13)   Walk home from day care --
                                      My daughter points out to me
                                      Dark side of new moon

(13)       water for tea
           so cold
           burns my finger

                          (11)        Cradled bowl; chawan
                                  Held gently - raising soothing drink
                                      Potters hands touch mine.

(8)  august afternoon--
     ants in the shadow
     of the apple core



                                (8)    a crab apple
                                       from the highest branch
                                       rattles down the rain spout

(4)  Silver streaks
         Among the henna --
              Harvest morning.

                               (2)    Summer's embers blown:
                                      Recalling your delight in
                                      Kicking through these leaves.

(2)   A bathing sparrow
      stirs up flurries
      of fallen leaves.

                                  (10)   wind gathered leaves
                                         on a city sidewalk -
                                         Feet send them flying.

          (1)  cool hudson breeze
               new york --
               a brittle brown leaf

(4)
Ochre aspens quake
 At intimations made by
  Each rapacious flake

                            (4)   A squat arroyo
                                   Carving redly through the sage
                                    Gorged on potential.

(4)  Cholla white with snow;
      An icy hope sifts down like
       Inverted shadow.

                             (2)   Winter comes:
                                   Books piled a foot high
                                   By my bedside



(1)  Chuck Easter  
(2)  Philip Adams 
     * Kizil Irmak is the Turkish name for the river in
       Cappadocia,  red from flowing through clay-rich soil.

(3)  Mykel Board 
(4)  Charles Trumbull 
(5)  GMCDONAL@delphi.com
(6)  Bill Blohm
(7)  Brian Kokensparger 
(8)  Michael Dylan Welch 
     * august afternoon
       Published in "Collected Volume of Winning Verses," Itoen
       Tea Company, Tokyo, Japan, 1993; honourable mention in the
       1993 Itoen Tea Company haiku contest; apparently, winning
       and honourable mention poems are printed on cans of Itoen
       iced tea in Japan (in English and Japanese).

     * a crab apple
       Published in "Brussels Sprout" Vol.  X, No.  1, January
       1993, p.  18 as part of "A Gnat in Amber," a renga with
       Paul O.  Williams.

     * empty silo
       Published in "Modern Haiku" Vol.  XXII, No.  2, June 1991,
       p.  82 and in the "Midwest Haiku Anthology", Brooks Books,
       Decatur, Illinois, 1992, p.  103; also published in
       "Woodnotes" #15, Winter 1992, p.  33.

(9)  Tom Towle 's daughter
        Cassandra Apodaca, eight years old, after seeing
        whales from a boat on a fieldtrip
(10) Dean Scott 
(11) DAVID MCBETH 
(12) Nori Matsui 
(13) Tom Frenkel 

IV.  Haiku in the Big City
*************************************************************
(Gar-note:  Last month our feature article on haiku and
  senryu by Gary Gach lead us to the topic of "Haiku in
  the Big City".  Many of our subscribers submitted their
  own works in that area.  Thanks for the response!)
  (BTW, the author numbering scheme from previous article is
   continued here)

 (14)     Empty morning streets
          Cold path to the castle
          Castle colder still

                                (5)     Burnt rubber, cold steel;
                                         Back alley museums for
                                           Big City fossils.



(10)    a dog turns over
    a trash can to get at scraps -
        The city awakes.

                              (16)        behind the dumpster
                                    crushed beercans and used condoms
                                      -- highschool parking lot

(4)    Sparrow arguments
         in that boxwood bush outdo
           even city sounds.

                               (2)     Pedestrians pass
                                       Unconcernedly by the
                                       Hammering alarm.

(18) The IRT roars
        Overhead the sun blinks
            People cease talking

                           (4)   Dandelions --
                                  golden, silver heads
                                   await the El.

(17)   On the slag ridge:
       Pink-topped green sprouty things.
       Surely not weeds.

                            (17)  Opportunities
                                      in the creases of the roofs
                                      plants spring up.

(3)    city street sunflowers
       facing
       away from the sun

                              (5)     Tribes of marching ants
                                  Follow trails in lost ice cream;
                                   Pearl streams guide them home.

      (15)   onna no ko        young women



            ujauja deteru     shopping in swarms
             haru ga kita     spring has come

                               (17)  The roar of the surf
                                     Drown the sound of the tannoy --
                                                 Water music.

(17)  Losing its point:
      The spire fades into
      Midday mist.

                               (1)   surrounded by empty hangers
                                     coat check girl alone
                                     this warm spring night

(1)  Chuck Easter  
     * surrounded by empty hangers
     was originally published in Brussels Sprout
(2)  Philip Adams 
(3)  Mykel Board 
(4)  Charles Trumbull 
(5)  GMCDONAL@delphi.com
(10) Dean Scott 
(13) Tom Frenkel 
(14) pierre42@aol.com
(15) IMTG0@cc.uab.es       (translation by Nori Matsui)
     (Gar-note:  I lost the translation to this which Nori
      provided for us.  This is my recreation, which may
      or may not be entirely accurate.  sorry.)
(16) Gary Warner   
(17) Andreas Schoter 
     (Gar-note:  for the non-British, a "tannoy" is a brand
      of speakers or public address systems which has been
      used to refer to all such equipment)
(18) SELKIRK@NIEHSE.BITNET

V.  Haiku from LOGOS
**************************************************************
From: Ryosuke Suzuki <74570.2160@CompuServe.COM>

gentleyes caton the cushion

          ( an experimental haiku )          Ryosuke Suzuki

my sick aunt
gives me
a strained smile                             Yuri Takai



almost brushing
past a bicycling woman
crow on a hazy morning                       Yoshiko Ono

cold moon
breathing white
on the way home                              Kikuko Kondo

fine rain
spotlights from the sun
on cherry blossoms                           Mikiko Iida

castle moat
floating cherry blossom petals
and a swan                                   Ikuko Sano

a cherry petal
touches
my cheek                                     Katsuhisa Kayanuma

cherry blossoms carried
by the spring night breeze:
lanterns reflected in the moat               Ayako Tanaka

afterglow
behind the mountains
mountains deep red too                       Naoshi Honda

VI. From the Literature:  Japanese Death Poems
*************************************************************
From: deans12@aol.com

The book "JAPANESE DEATH POEMS Written by Zen Monks and Haiku
Poets on the Verge of Death." was compiled by Yoel Hoffmann.
Publisher, Charles E.  Tuttle Company, Inc..  ISBN 0-8048 1505-4.
Library of Congress Catalog Card No.  85-52347.  Cost $ 17.50.  I
purchased it from the University Bookstore, Seattle, Washington.
Phone number (206) 634-3400.  Sorry I don't have the address but
they are wonderful to deal with over the phone.

BASHO
Died on the twelfth day of the tenth month 1694 at the age of fifty-one.

On a journey, ill:                     Tabi ni yande
my dream goes wandering       yume wa kareno o
over withered fields.                 kakemeguru

BUSON
Died on the twenty-fifth day of the twelfth month, 1783 at the age of
sixty-eight

Of late the nights                      Shiraume ni
are dawning                             akaru yo bakari to
plum-blossom white.                  narinikeri



CHOGO
Died on the third day of the ninth month, 1806 at the age of forty-five

I long for people -                     Hito koishi
then again I loathe them:           hito mutsukashishi
end of autumn.                         aki no kure

CHORI
Died on the nineteenth day of the tenth month, 1778 at the age of
thirty-nine

Leaves never fall                       Uso ni chiru
in vain - from all around             ha mo nashi yomo no
bells tolling.                               kane no koe

ISSA
Died on the nineteenth day of the eleventh month, 1827 at the age of
sixty-five
                                                _
What matter if I live on -             A mama yo
a tortoise lives                            ikite mo kame no
a hundred times as long.             hyaku-bu ichi

*******

From one basin                          Tarai kara
to another -                                 tarai ni utsuru
stuff and nonsense.                     chimpunkan

note:  "Accounts of Issa's death do not indicate that he wrote a death poem;
these two poems are held to be his death poems by popular tradition."

KAEN
Died on the thirteenth day of the ninth month, 1772 at the age of
seventy-five

A back-yard chrysanthemum       Uragiku ya
looked at the setting sun               yuhi ni mukai
and faded.                                  shibominuru

OKANO KIN'EMON KANEHIDE
Died on the fourth day of the second month, 1703 at the age of twenty-four

Over the fields of                         Sono nioi
last night's snow -                        yuki no ashita no
plum fragrance.                           noume kana

SHIKI
Died on the nineteenth day of September, 1902 at the age of thirty-six

The loofah blooms and                 Hechima saite
I, full of phlegm,                           tan no tsumarishi
become a Buddha.                       hotoke kana



VII. Beginner's Corner
***************************************************************

This article will hopefully become a regular feature of Dogwood
Blossoms.  However, it can not do so unless you beginners
participate.  The purpose of this article is to provide a place
where you can submit a haiku under somewhat controlled conditions
and receive feedback.  By providing the scene, specific comments
can be made regarding your haiku, but comments on other's work
will still help you.  Since you will all be writing about a
provided picture, you will be able to see how different haijin
see the same scene, and be able to apply comments addressed to
them to changes you might have been considering to your own work.

The picture to be written about will be printed every third
issue, beginning with this one.  The next issue will have some
submitted haiku along with the criticism provided.  Whether or no
the haiku is printed as an example in the next issue, every haiku
submitted for this scene will receive constructive criticism by
e-mail, so be sure and include an e-mail address.  The final issue
completing the trilogy will have some of the reworked haiku
along with some final criticisms.  The next issue will start the
next trilogy of articles and will present some of the final
haiku, plus the scene for the next round.

The scene provided will have specific components to set the
scene, but the background details you can fill in if you want to
incorporate additional detail.  For example, this issue's scene
tells you what happened, that there is a waterfall and creek
nearby, that you are eating lunch.  But notice I do not say
whether this is in the woods, plain, mountains, or wherever such
a scene is possible.  If you want to incorporate some additional
detail, and it fits with the kernel provided, by all means feel
free to do so.  But what you include must, of course, be valid:
there is no waterfall, for example, at the top of a mountain.
But you might be able to see mountains in the background.  You
could be sitting on or against a rock, tree, hummock.

The basic rules of haiku apply except for the one that requires
you to have been there yourself.  As a result, these, technically
speaking, are not really haiku at all.  But they will still
provide an excellent learning tool towards writing better haiku.
If you are not sure what these general rules are, please refer to
my article in DB #7 comparing a haiku to a photograph.
Specifically, the following rules will apply, in the language in
which you prefer to compose.  If your native language is other
than English, write the haiku to the 5-7-5 rule in your native
language if you prefer, but please provide an English
translation.  I will try to get a translation if I can, but it
might not always be possible.  By your providing a translation to
work off, I can better tell how you are following the basics of
the haiku.  And your translation is more likely to represent what
you want to say than a translation by someone else.



Rules:
       strict 5-7-5 format is to be followed
       fundamental haiku rules must be followed, except that
           you do not  have to have been there yourself
       any details filled in must be valid for setting
       send your haiku for this to  bblohm@hpbs1686.boi.hp.com
           and put "DB #8 Beginner's Corner" in the subject line.

Scene:

You have hiked for several hours.  Tired, you sit down beside a
stream for a light lunch.  Nearby is a small waterfall.  As you
sit, quietly looking over the stream a small doe cautiously
appears, takes a drink, and leaves.

VIII. Haiku in the Schools
******************************************************************
From: Gary Warner 

This past weekend I had a great sense of pride, as I watched two
children, from the 1st and 3rd grades, receive awards in the 4th
annual Sakura Festival Haiku Contest, hosted by the University of
Alabama's Japanese program.  The pride was not from the fact that
they were my children, but rather that they were my students.

I wanted to share with our readers the steps which I used to try
and give the children at a local elementary school a proper
introduction to haiku.  If you are a haiku advocate, with some
amount of skill in writing, you may wish to try and duplicate my
efforts in your own school.

Last November, I was discussing with Gary Gach the fact that almost
every elementary student in the country is exposed to haiku as a
simple poetry form that is useful to introduce children to the
concept of poetry.  Children leave school with the idea that any
cluster of words totalling 17 syllables is a haiku, if they
actually learn anything at all.  This is largely because the
teachers, and often the text-book authors, have little
understanding of the subject themselves.  I told him that I thought
it would be great if "one of us" were able to go into the classroom
and give a proper introduction to haiku.  And so I decided to do
so.

I called a local elementary school principal, and made it known
that I was available to offer a one-visit introduction to haiku to
classrooms that would be covering that subject.  She asked that I
arrange a lesson plan and some of my own poetry and meet with her
and the curriculum director for the school.

I put together 10 of my favorite haiku that I had written, and
identified a few "modules" from which teachers could choose to have
the lecture based, depending on how much time they wanted to give
me.  The modules included:

     Haiku readings -- sharing haiku that I have written and their
                         origin as examples



     Haiku form     -- discussing the proper phrasing and content
                         of haiku
     Japanese haiku -- sharing haiku by the Japanese Master, Basho,
                         both in Japanese and in English
                         translation (children enjoy the kanji)
     Haiku lessons  -- leading the children to write haiku
     Contest preparation -- sharing the details of an upcoming
                         contest with the children and providing
                         information to the teacher regarding entry

I was invited back to teach for three days in February, and
lectured in each classroom for between 45 minutes and 75 minutes
depending on the age of the children.  With the younger children,
the emphasis was on the "Haiku Lessons", while with the older
children the Haiku Readings and Haiku Form were emphasized, with
writing left as an exercise for the student.

The basic flow of the lesson went something like this:

Write the kanji for "Haiku" up on the board...if the word Haiku was
already on the board (which it usually was) make a joke about
spelling haiku right.

Use the kanji for haiku as an opportunity to explain the history of
haiku in Japan, and the respect for Basho that is still shown.
(Note: younger children very much enjoy the idea that the most
famous poet is named "Mr. Banana Tree".)

From there, read "furuike ya", in Japanese and explain that haiku
are "word pictures", and that a well-written haiku draws a very
detailed picture.  Translate furuike ya, phrase by phrase, and ask
the children to help you draw a word picture.  For instance, "old
pond".  Ask the children to describe to you the difference between
"old ponds" and "new ponds".  Explain the significance of "kawazu"
indicating the season (spring), and ask what a pond looks like in
the springtime.  Ask what is significant about the fact that Basho
heard the splash.  It must have been a secluded, quiet place for
him to have noticed.

Stress to the children that one way to help ensure a good picture
is to tell "When, Where, and What".  Where was Basho?  When was he
there?  What did he see?

Now go through the entire scene with the children.  If desired,
have them "build the picture" for some of your own poems,
identifying the "when, where, and what".

Now add to this the idea of emotion.  Work with the idea that a
haiku can make you feel a certain way, without using any emotion
words.  One poem I used for this was my own:

     beachcomber
     finding more cigarette butts
     than seashells

Ask the when, where and what, and then ask how the beachcomber was
feeling.

This is PROBABLY the point where someone will ask why my haiku



doesn't have 17 syllables.  How you answer this will be up to your
individual opinions on the subject.  Here is how I handled it:

     "All haiku should have 17 syllables...if they are written in
Japanese.  But we are probably going to write our haiku in
English."  I then discussed the differences between onji and
syllables (using as my example...which word is longer?
"Bookstore"? or "Garden"? -- each class unanimously replied
"bookstore".  Then I asked them how many syllables each had.  Two.
Then why aren't they the same length?  Explore the possibility with
the students of having 5-7-5 poems, where the "5" were all
"bookstore" syllables, and the "7" all "garden" syllables.  Would
we be matching form?  Also compare the number of syllables in
furuike ya, with the number in a concise translation.  To reach 17
syllables, we would have to add substantial data."

Announce that you would like to have the class write a haiku
together, and ask someone for a "what, where, when" that you can
write about.  Stress the "rules" that a haiku tells us "what,
where, and when", and that it should have three lines, "short,
long, short".

A couple of the "what, where, when" that we used yielded fairly
decent haiku... for example:

chirping birds
watching from their oak tree house
the falling leaves
(6th grade)

tired from camping
resting on the lawn
4-leaf clovers
(5th grade)

After writing a haiku together, we distributed paper and asked the
children to write their own.  Wander the class, helping those who
are having trouble getting started, and offering suggestions where
needed.  Praise especially good haiku by reading them aloud.

nighttime at the sea
little white crabs and big red ones
outside my hotel
(Holly Cook, 8 years old)

bat in the cave
hanging upside down alone
on the winter day
(Alex Mason, 9 years old)

on a winter day
on the ski slopes skiing down
I saw some snow fall
(Gib Pennington, 9 years old)

old miner's house
rotting under the oak tree
waiting for springtime
(Sam Harden, 11 years old)



springtime in the woods
a little white snake went in
the pond fast
(Mandy Powell, 7 years old)
Almost 100 of the students decided to enter the Sakura Festival
haiku contest that I told them about.  Two of them were among the
winners in their age category.

Backyard after school
A lizard crawled up the wall
The dog ran to it                  Taylor Shepherd
                                   7 years old
                                   second place

A child chased a frog
Around his house's front yard
At two o'clock sharp               Brad Acton
                                   10 years old
                                   fourth place

A haiku of my own was selected as the second place winner in the
adult division, where the theme was "Youth":

Floating soap bubble
Rising without direction
Above giggling hands               Gary Warner
                                   second place
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are encouraged, both of original work, published work by other
authors, and comments and critiques of works in previous issues.
Articles of "short essay" length are also welcome.
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see discussed, indicating if it is published or original...



also, if you would like to serve on the "editorial board" please
indicate so, or if you can serve as a translator for non-English
submissions (which are welcome) please indicate so.

If you are a list owner, and feel that this digest would make an
appropriate posting on your list, please send me a note
indicating so.  In this issue:

     I. Administrivia (you're there now!)
    II. A Note from the Editor
   III. Original Haiku by our subscribers
    IV. Rhyming Haiku
     V. The Beginner's Corner
    VI. Concerning the Creative Haiku Process
    VI. Review: Haiku Harvest
   VII. Review: A Haiku Menagerie
    IX. Assignments for Next Issue

Dogwood Blossoms is intended to be distributed "AS-IS" in its
entirety.  Any excerpts from Dogwood Blossoms must include the
Source Statement (below) from the issue from which it is
excerpted unless reprint permission is given by the original
author, to whom all rights revert upon publication.  Dogwood
Blossoms reserves the right to use in current or future
electronic or print publications any submissions received.

/* Begin Source Statement */
Dogwood Blossoms Issue 9, December 1994
An Electronic Haiku Magazine
All subscription requests and submissions should be directed to:
Gary Warner  
/* End Source Statement */

II.  Editor's Note
*************************************************************

Hi!

Well, we're back again at last.  A huge apology for everyone
who's been waiting for us: the usual excuses - you know, pressure
of work and everything.  But, "hello again" to our regular
subscribers, and "welcome" to our new friends.

What's happened now is that we've restructured ourselves a little
to ensure that editorial duties get distributed over a wider
area.  Gary is still the *real* chief editor, I'm acting editor
for this issue, and much thanks to the rest of the editorial
staff (especially Bill and Charles) who've made this issue
possible through their effort.  We hope that this new approach
will mean that Dogwood Blossoms really will appear at regular
bimonthly intervals.  So, expect the next issue at the start of
February 1995.

What's really impressive is that, even though we've not been
publishing, our subscriptions have been growing, and growing.  We
now have over 430 subscribers!  So, please send us your haiku and
articles and reviews.



Unfortunately we lost our ftp site shortly after the last issue.
A new FTP site is available at:

        catless.ncl.ac.uk
        /pub/haiku

courtesy of Lindsay Marshall 
and we have the beginnings of a World Wide Web server on Gary's
machine:

        http://199.20.16.10/homepage.htm
  aka   http://glwarner.samford.edu/homepage.htm

and go to the Dogwood Blossoms section.  For those of you without
a web browser, back issues are available if you want them.  Just
let Gary, Bill, or myself know, and we'll send you whatever
issues you request.

All the best, and see you in the New Year

Andreas

III.  Original Haiku from our Subscribers
*************************************************************

                   (11)    crow pitching cut grass
                              this way and that
                              busy in the dawn

    (1)    Refreshing shower
           Pours from my watering can
           Catching a rainbow

                        (3)    a green wheat field grows
                             between long strands of barbed wire
                               drones a crop duster

                    (5)    traffic lights,
                           Queens Boulevard; slow rise
                           and fall of surf

             (4)    surrounded by empty hangers
                    coat check girl alone
                    this warm spring night

    (10)    The simple pleasure
            of blooming geraniums



            lifts my eyes from work.

                    (7)    Grey and yellow clouds.
                           Morning sky fragrant with earth.
                           Ground littered with rain.

(11)    in this light through the
           curtain, almost like snow:
           cherries' early blossoms

                            (1)    Midday,
                                   Middle of the street:
                                   Leaf-fall

             (2)           Translucent dogwood
                    blossoms whisper in the day,
                           quivering in the sun.

                            (10)    The wall glows:
                                    Sunset and street light
                                    combining.

            (6)    star window mirror star

      (12)    Misplaced . . .
                   There between Hardy and Homer
                        A slim haiku book.

                              (11)    little dog
                                      nothing but railroad
                                      tracks, big moon

               (1)    Evening prayer call:
                      Voices colour the spaces
                      Outlined by swallows

(9)    Jet flies overhead
       Drawing a deep thread of sound
       Through the wide sky.



                           (10)    Last year's dog rose
                                   cut back to woody stumps
                                   explodes again.

             (8)    as she stepped closer
                    he noticeably started to flush--
                    moonlit summer night

                         (3)    shopping in the mall
                                in the maddening bustle. . .
                                cheerful little kids

(12)    Withdrawing my hand
             The tiniest drop of blood
                  In place of the rose.

                             (3)    gently I paddle
                                    parting early morning mists
                                    startled deer and I

       (11)    day pour tings in you til yr broken;
               go on to pour
               cause you so leaky

The Poets:
 (1)    Philip Adams            pka@dmu.ac.uk
 (2)    Joseph Black            DougieLvKY@aol.com
 (3)    Bill Blohm              bblohm@hpbs1686.boi.hp.com
 (4)    Chuck Easter            salparadis@aol.com
           "surrounded by empty hangers"  was originally
           published in Brussels Sprout.
 (5)    Tom Frenkel             frenkel@cucis.cis.columbia.edu
 (6)    Dana Garrett            DanaVG@aol.com
           "star window mirror star" was orginally published in
           Cicada.
 (7)    Dave Goboff             Davego@aol.com
 (8)    Steve Markley           SteveYo@aol.com
 (9)    Marietta Mehes Gat      Ryonen@aol.com
(10)    Andreas Schoter         asch@cogsci.ed.ac.uk
(11)    James Terral            jterral@unixg.ubc.ca
(12)    Charles Trumbull        TrumbullC@aol.com



IV.  Rhyming Haiku
***************************************************************
by Charles Trumbull   

Rhymed haiku in English is far from the norm, but by the same
token, rhymed verse in general has fallen out of fashion.
Writers seems to feel that rhyme, meter, and other such tools
interfere with the purity of the poetic content or dilute the
emotional directness of the message.  Avoidance of poetics,
however, can lead to an impoverishment of poetry, and there is a
risk involved in casting off those very attributes of a poem that
distinguish it from prose.  While good haiku and good poetry can
be written without rhyme, and rhyme is not vital to the success
of a haiku, nevertheless, form can and should be used where
appropriate to enhance the content.

Harold Henderson, writing in 1967 (9), observed that only one
rhymed haiku had won any prize in the journal American Haiku (in
vol.  2, no.  2), the following one by Ethel Freeman:

Brown mimosa seed
where blossoms once invited
hummingbirds to feed.

(Henderson also mentions an article on rhyme by W.H.  Kerr in
American Haiku, vol.  3, no.  1, which I have not been able to
locate -- does anyone have a copy?)

The current approach to English-language haiku is well expressed
in Lorraine Ellis Harr's "The Isn'ts of Haiku" (7), in which she
makes two points about rhyme:

"Haiku ISN'T poetics (in the English-language poetry sense) but
it IS pure poetry.

"ÕHåaiku should flow, especially when read aloud.  It doesn't
rhyme, except rarely.  AVOID run-on lines.  . . ."

One is not certain if the "except rarely" is intended as a
license to rhyme or an apology for an occasional accident.
Harr's emphasis on "pure poetry," however, sidesteps the
important fact that haiku in Japanese is a prescriptive art form,
with rules governing syllable count, structure, word selection,
and content.  Can English-language haiku, then, simply ignore all
stylistic restrictions?  If writers of haiku in Japanese make use
of the range of poetic devices available in that language, should
authors in other languages not avail themselves of the
conventions of their own poetic traditions?  Even more
questionable, of course, would be to appropriate one aspect of
the Japanese form while ignoring others (12):

To write a haiku
Count seventeen syllables
(Nothing else counts much).

One way to see the benefits that rhyme can bring might be to
compare the same haiku unrhymed and rhymed, as can be done with
translations.  Juxtaposing versions of one poem as interpreted by
different translators is a fascinating exercise it itself!



Resisting the temptation to digress, however, and admitting up
front that many factors besides rhyme affect the success of a
poem in translation, I would argue that Harold Henderson's rhymed
versions of the following three haiku by Basho are certainly no
worse than, and usually superior to, the others.  The
transliterated Japanese originals with which each section begins
are also Henderson's (8):

Shizukasa ya iwa ni shimi-iru semi-no-koe

How quiet --
locust-shrill
pierces rock   (13)

How still it is!
Cicadas
burning in the sun
Drilling into rock . . .   (3)

>From silent temple,
voice of a lone cicada
penetrates rock walls.   (2)

silence itself is
in the rock saturated
are cicada sounds   (4)

So still:
into rocks it pierces --
the locust-shrill   (8)

So still . . .
into the rocks it pierces,
the cicada-shrill.   (9)

Henderson latches onto the ingenious "still-shrill" pairing in
the fifth translation above and keeps it for another version, the
sixth, that he published nine years later.  Note the short first
line, which (especially with the ellipsis) tends to attenuate the
rhyme.  Is the rhyme in the last two translations here any less
valid poetically than the heavy use of alliteration in the
fourth?

Inazuma ya yami-no-kata yuku goi-no koe

A flash of lightning;
Through the darkness goes
The scream of the night heron.   (1)

Lightning --
heron-cry
stabs darkness.   (13)

Lightning flickering
without sound . . .
How far away
the night-heron cries.   (3)

Heat-lightning streak --



through darkness pierces
the heron's shriek.   (10)

A lightning gleam:
into darkness travels
a night heron's scream.   (8)

The fourth translation is by an unnamed poet but has the feel of
Henderson's hand.  Another clever selection of rhymes is made,
"streak" and "shriek," both words suggesting rapid motion through
space, one visual and one aural.  In this instance the rhyme
contributes to the unexpected relating of two senses, sight and
sound, that is a key element of haiku.  The fifth translation is
somewhat less successful but introduces an air of mystery abetted
by the rhyme words "gleam" and "scream." Did the lightning
actually discharge, or is it only a metaphor for the sudden cry
of the bird?

Haru nare ya na-mo-naki yama-no asa-gasumi

Thanks to Spring, a nameless hill
Has its veil of morning mist.   (11)

Because spring has come,
this small gray nameless mountain
Is honored by mist.   (3)

Spring -- through
morning mist,
what mountain's there?   (13)

Oh, these spring days!
A nameless little mountain,
Wrapped in morning haze!   (8)

This is clearly a difficult verse to translate.  It is important
to convey the sense of total joy at a spring morning that even
places a coronet of mist on a humble little hill.  Here the rhyme
in the final variant provides a lightness that the others lack.

In the Preface to his pioneering haiku handbook (8) Henderson
defends his use of rhyme in his English translations of the
Japanese masters in the following terms:

"First, I happen to like rhyme in a short poem of this sort, and
I think that it is at least allowable.  The chief reason that
Japanese do not use it is that all Japanese words end either in a
vowel or in "n," and rhyming would soon become intolerably
monotonous.  Secondly, I think that any verse form, be it sonnet,
triolet, or haiku, is more effective if it is kept fairly rigid,
so that it can act as kind of a frame to the picture.  In
Japanese the effect of definite form is given by an alteration of
five and seven syllables; in English this method is impossible,
and the use of rhyme or assonance, especially if it can be kept
unobtrusive, is perhaps the best available substitute.  Thirdly,
haiku are very short, and their grammar is often fragmentary.
There is real danger that a literal translation might be mistaken
for an unfinished piece of prose, and a haiku is not that, but a
poem, complete as it stands."



The key words are "allowable" and "unobtrusive." In fact, this is
the approach endorsed by J.W.  Hackett, one of the greatest haiku
masters writing in English: "Rhyme and other poetic devices
should never be so obvious that they detract from the content,"
(5) or again in another volume: "Avoid end rhyme in haiku.  Read
each verse aloud to make sure that it sounds natural." (6)
Hackett, who always places the "pure poetry" aspects of his haiku
first, applies his formulation for rhyme brilliantly, as in the
following selection (5):

In the greens of that tree
a squak of blue is playing
hide and seek with me.

Hackett pairs the first and third lines, probably the most common
rhyme scheme.  He is playing with the words and the reader,
however, because "tree" is stressed but "me" cannot be; the
meaning would be changed.  Hackett's words are playing
hide-and-seek too!

At the summit tree,
my exhausted dog lifts his leg --
a dry formality.

Playing with the text again: the rhyme emphasizes the comic
effect of the Latinate final word.

Rocks stacked high with snow
narrow the wild stream into
a ribbon of flow.

This haiku has no punctuation, but the rhyme sets the caesura and
invites comparison between the subject, "snow," and the object,
"flow."

Clouted by a dew,
the horn of this snail withdrew
and just disappeared!

A lovely haiku!  "Withdrew" suggests the end of the main thought,
making the remaining line something of a coda, trailing off,
subtly but precisely emphasizing the text.

Now soar butterfly --
but hereafter take more care,
webs are everywhere.

Hackett gets the reverse effect here.  By rhyming the second and
third lines, he liberates the first -- and allows his butterfly
to soar!

One must kneel to see
the tiny yellow bugs that
run the creeping slug.

Internal rhyme here, more subtle, and something Hackett does
often.  The rhyme adds complexity, especially rhythmic interest,
calling a caesura after "bugs" and giving the poem a very



appropriate "three-against-two" feeling.

Finally, consider this more recent haiku from the late Nicholas
Virgilio in which the rhyme has less to do with structure and
more to do with mood.  Virgilio achieves an eerie sense of
foreboding (14).

Adding father's name
to the family tombstone
with room for my own.

_______________

Works cited:
(1) Robert Aitken, A Zen Wave: Basho's Haiku and Zen
    (Weatherhill, 1978).
(2) James David Andrews, Full Moon Is Rising
    (Branden Press, 1976).
(3) Peter Beilenson and Harry Behn, in Haiku Harvest
    (Peter Pauper Press, 1962).
(4) Cid Corman, One Man's Moon (Gnomon Press, 1984).
(5) J.W. Hackett, Haiku Poetry, Volume Three
    (Japan Publications, 1968).
(6) James Hackett, The Way of Haiku: An Anthology of Haiku Poems
    (Japan Publication, 1969), as cited in "Suggestions for
    Writing Haiku in English" in Dogwood Blossoms, issue 2.
(7) Lorraine Ellis Harr, "The ISN'TS of Haiku" in Dogwood Blossoms,
    "Issue Zero."
(8) Harold G. Henderson, in An Introduction to Haiku
    (Doubleday Anchor, 1958).
(9) Harold G. Henderson, Haiku in English (Tuttle, 1967).
(10) unnamed translator, in X.J. Kennedy, An Introduction to
     Poetry (Scott, Foresman, 7th ed., 1990).
(11) Asataro Miyamori, An Anthology of Haiku, Ancient and Modern
     (Greenwood Press, 1970--orig. pub., 1932).
(12) Ron Rubin, in E.O. Parrott, "How to be Well-Versed in Poetry
     (Penguin, 1990).
(13) Lucien Stryk, in Basho: On Love and Barley (Penguin, 1985).
(14) Cor van den Heuvel, The Haiku Anthology (Touchstone,
     rev. ed., 1991).

V.  Beginner's Corner
***************************************************************
by Bill Blohm   

First of all, thanks to all the budding poets who submitted haiku
for this inaugural installment of what I hope will become a
regular feature of Dogwood Blossoms!

One of the things I was hoping would become evident to readers
was the way different writers would see the same scene.  I think
that this goal has been achieved.  Although each author was
describing the same scene, only the very basics of that scene
were specified.  I fully expected the authors to provide some
additional detail but insisted that they remain within the
working framework provided.  Please see Dogwood Blossoms, issue
#8, for the setting I provided.



A quick summary for those of you who may not have access to issue
#8.  The assignment was to write a haiku using a basic scene
specified by me.  The rules and scene were as follows:

Rules:
       strict 5-7-5 format is to be followed
       fundamental haiku rules must be followed, except that
       you do not  have to have been there yourself
       any details filled in must be valid for setting

Scene:
     You have hiked for several hours.  Tired, you sit down beside a
     stream for a light lunch.  Nearby is a small waterfall.  As you
     sit, quietly looking over the stream a small doe cautiously
     appears, takes a drink, and leaves.

I decided not to accept one haiku.  Its last line read "Joined by
nature sprites." My objection is strictly to this one line.
Remember that in writing a haiku, you are trying to provide a
picture, and what is in that picture must also be recordable by a
camera.  Sprites are, as far as I know, ethereal beings and thus
not photogenic.  One instance where this line could be valid is
if one saw a stranger in a waterfall as a sprite, especially if
the person was of the opposite sex and attractive.  But still,
the use of the word "sprite" conjures up the supernatural, and
that is something not normally incorporated into haiku.  In this
case, I do not think there is anything to indicate the presence
of another person.

Below are the six haiku submitted to the Beginners Corner.  The
authors are indicated by the number on the last line of the
haiku.  The corresponding list of names and e-mail addresses
appears at the end of the article.  I shall discuss these haiku
by reference to this number.  If the readers of Dogwood Blossoms
wish to comment on these haiku, please keep in mind these are
supposed to be beginners and that the setting was provided
beforehand.  As a result, the authors may not be able to provide
any details about the "outing" in the haiku.

One initial comment applies to most of the haiku below.  It is, I
suppose, a result of our Western civilization that in our poetry
we almost always capitalize the first word of a line.  That is,
it has become natural for us Westerners to automatically
capitalize the first letter of the first word on a line in
poetry, or of a sentence.  Look, for example, how odd the work of
e.e.  cummings appears to Westerners when we first read it.  Some
languages, such as Japanese and Arabic, do not even have
capitals.  Capitalization is not a requirement of writing haiku.
Proper nouns, of course, would normally require capitalization,
but you as an author of a haiku are under no such requirement to
capitalize the first word of each line.  If you don't capitalize,
then you have the option to emphasize some word or picture by
capitalizing a word.  As an example, compare the three lines "a
deer steps into the light," "a Deer steps into the light" and "a
deer steps into the Light."

Deer cautiously creeps



Carefully through the meadow
Streamnoise masks my smile. (1)

           Biting my apple
           Water splashing in the pool
           A deer dips her head   (2)

At her waterfall,
Eyeing the stranger shyly,
A doe drinks, withdraws.  (3)

           Ear turns, eye follows
           dark pool below the falls
           doe spies my repast.   (4)

Deer in forests green
Fawns by noisy rapids play
Wolf sees its next meal.  (5)

           Warm brie, champagne toast
           Shy deer kisses wet grey stones
           El Capitan shines.   (6)

(1) "Streamnoise" should probably be split into the two words.
Reading it, there is a slight distraction as my mind tries to
absorb this unexpected compounded word.  Otherwise, I think this
is a good haiku.  The introduction of the meadow is allowed as I
was deliberately vague on the details other than to specify a
waterfall.  The stream noise acknowledges this, and often there
is a small meadow near a stream or waterfall.

(2) This is interesting.  It provides a lot of extra detail by
the mention of other features.  For example, "deer" indicates
that you are not specifically in a civilized place.  Water
splashing in the pool makes the reader guess as to why the
splash, which is not altogether desirable.  Yet, since the
waterfall in the scene is specified (See DB 8, Beginner's Corner)
it could be assumed that everyone knows the waterfall is there
and causing the splash.  The general reader not familiar with
Dogwood Blossoms would be at a loss as to why the splash, and
would most likely assume it was caused by the deer dipping her
head into the pool.  Hence, it is not ambiguous to the point of
being a problem, but is something to keep in mind.  Hikers would
probably grasp the idea that you are resting by the pool, because
usually you would stop to eat something like an apple.  Not
always, but this is another point to keep in mind.  The comments
about the splash apply here as well.  Finally, the line "Biting
my apple" is vague also: who is biting the apple, the deer or the



author?  Such ambiguity could be avoided by selecting a different
construction, say, something along the lines of "I bite my
apple." All in all, a bit ambiguous but an excellent start!

(3) This haiku has an interesting twist to it, one not evidenced
by any of the others.  Here, the perspective is from the
viewpoint of the deer rather than the hiker/author.  All too
often, in our "arrogance" we tend to forget the viewpoint of
others, be they human or animal or whatever.  This haiku is a
refreshing break in that it acknowledges that the author is the
visitor and the doe is in her home.  It is a good way to pass on
to the reader some of the wonder the author feels at the event.
This haiku, I think, can stand as it is.

(4) The most confusing line here is the first one.  Whose ear?
Whose eye?  It is not possible to tell from the haiku whether it
was the author or the deer who first heard the other.  I really
like the rhythm, the flow from line to line, but I cannot tell
who is doing what, and for me the haiku falls apart as I spend
more time figuring out who did what than just reading and
enjoying the haiku.  Actions, if they are included, should not be
left ambiguous.  The idea is there, but the ambiguity needs to be
taken out so that the reader knows who is doing what.

(5) There is nothing really wrong with this.  The poem implies a
herd of deer without having to state specifically that there is a
herd, which would then require an answer to the question, "a herd
of what?" A beautiful piece of compactness.  The picture of
impending action, the wolf striking at a fawn, adds an element of
excitement sometimes difficult to include in a haiku.  The
question is left hanging in the air: Did the wolf get its meal,
or did the fawns detect the attack, in spite of the noise of the
water, in time to escape?  One thing I wish to point out here, is
that in this haiku, I will accept the wolf because I specified
the setting and left the details up to the author.  If this were
written and submitted as an original haiku based on the author's
experiences, it would be required that he or she have actually
experienced the entire scene and not thrown in the wolf to
provide the element of suspense.  I mention this only because it
is an easy trap to fall into if one is not careful.  I am
fortunate to live where I have actually had encounters in the
wild with wolves, but some of us can only dream of such.  Such
dreams, however powerful a poem they make, have no place in a
haiku.  Haiku are snapshots of reality, be they scenes or
experiences, and this needs to be kept in mind.  A beautiful
haiku.

(6) Warm brie and champagne toast bespeak a hiker who likes the
finer things of life, even when out in nature.  As is, however,
these refinements do not really provide anything to the haiku.
Too much foreknowledge is assumed for the reader: that he or she
understands that this scene is tied to Dogwood Blossoms #8
Beginners Corner.  If this poem were to be posted on a bulletin
board in a hallway, few people would be able to tie in the cheese
and toast.  One could infer that they are a snack for the author,
but that is not obvious until the last line is read.  The reader
starts out a little puzzled, and that can detract from the
enjoyment of the haiku.  One other comment: it is obvious you are
in a national park--the reference to El Capitan gives that.  A



reader who didn't know about Dogwood Blossoms #8 could not tell
if you were in your car, at a roadside pull-out, at a picnic
area, or what.  You might want to work on this also.

The one problem that I have with all these haiku is that no
specific location can be determined.  No one, except (5) and
perhaps (6), gives enough information for us to know if these
haiku take place by a meadow in the forest, by a waterfall near a
farm, in a petting-zoo-type setting, in the hills, in the
mountains, or any such.  There is nothing specific enough to
actually picture the place itself.  Enough detail should be given
that the reader does not have to guess at the place, but can
readily grasp from the haiku the generic location.  Some haiku
can be written in a general fashion because of the situation
being described.  If we were describing an action or ctivity,
then describing that act clearly is more important than a clear
description of the scene where it happened.  However, in this
excersise, our goal is to describe describe a scene.  Therefore
the most important thing is to avoid ambiguity as to location or
what is going on.  A reader would, I think, assume that these
haiku were the result of hiking somewhere and would probably
provide automatically the location he or she would expect to have
such an encounter in.  The use of the deer sets this up, so it is
not something that has to be fixed explicitly.  But what about
people who have no experience in the outdoors?  If it is possible
that you are describing something that could take place anywhere,
it then becomes important that you eliminate as many of the
erroneous guesses as to where it is happening.  To test this
observation, I read some of these haiku to others and asked what
sort of location they envisioned.  They came up with a stream in
the woods, a meadow by a stream, near a farm.  Two had no
location at all in mind and said they pictured an action but not
scenery.

All in all, I am pleased that you contributors to the first
Beginners Corner have such a good grasp of how to write haiku.
Each of you has a different viewpoint, and by reading these poems
with one another--together with the comments pertinent to the
individual haiku--I'm sure you can gain insights to improving
your own work.  Remember, these are simply MY opinion.  I am not
an expert by any means, and there are others who will challenge
some of what I say.  My comments are meant only to guide you, not
to become set rules by which you write haiku.

So, here is your assignment: fix up the haiku so that they
deliver to the reader a specific location rather than just "in a
meadow" or "by a stream." Don't lose sight of your original
picture in the process.  Authors (5) and (6) have enough of a
location already and can ignore this part and concentrate on the
comments specific to their haiku.  Although I said I would
provide individual feedback via e-mail to the various authors, I
was unable to do so.  Now that I am getting caught up on stuff, I
fully expect to be able to do so in the future.  Send your
revisions or comments to me at this e-mail address:
bblohm@hpbs1686.boi.hp.com.

(1) Kathy Wedeking, zzdpbi@acc.wuacc.edu
(2) Lindsay Marshall, Lindsay.Marshall@newcastle.ac.uk
(3) Charles Trumbull, TrumbullC@aol.com



(4) Andrea, ALPet@aol.com
(5) Thomas Wolf, zzwolf@acc.wuacc.edu
(6) Maggie Johnson, MJOHNSON@UKCC.UKY.EDU

VI.  Concerning the Creative Haiku Process
*****************************************************************

A forum on issues concerning the creative process in writing
haiku. Readers are encouraged to describe their personal
experiences, approaches, problems, joys, hang-ups, dead ends,
insights--whatever--in creating haiku.  We begin with two ideas
from DB veterans Andreas Schoter and Debbie Blohm.

How to Make it Easy to Write Haiku
==================================
by Andreas Schoter   

Here are a few pointers on how I approach writing haiku.  It's
been an interesting exercise to try and make explicit some of the
elements of the process: it's made me think about what I do, but
also it's made me think about what I ought to be doing.  In a
sense, perhaps, it's got less to do with how I write haiku than
with how I make sure I can be in a position to write haiku.  So,
as someone who abhors imposing rules on the creative process (or
on its results), here we go:

Rule One: Always carry a notebook and pen(cil).  To continue with
Bill's analogy from DB volume 1 issue 7, not having a notebook
with you is like taking your camera, but not bothering to put in
a film.  You have NO idea when a haiku moment will find you.  If
you can't record it soon after you've passed through it, then you
risk loosing it completely.

That's it, really.  On the other hand, no good guide is complete
without it's additional commentary . . .

Write down whole haiku, single lines, phrases, or whatever,
straight away.  Don't wait; it's frightening how the littlest
distractions can blow that perfect pattern of words from your
mind.  Write down everything.  If it turns out to be rubbish
later you've lost nothing.  If you don't write it down and you
forget it, then you've no idea what you might have lost.  Having
said that, writing it down doesn't set it in stone.  Write it
down to keep yourself from losing it, but then continue to mull
it over.

Writing down everything is like planting seeds for yourself
later: the flip side of keeping a notebook is rereading your
notes.  Something that seemed obvious or transparent at first may
later turn out to be a many-faceted crystal.

Haiku can be an excellent way of opening yourself up to the flow
of experience.  Sharing the places where other haijin have found
moments of light impresses me with the importance of the



everyday.  Everything is equally important.  On the other hand
writing haiku can be a excellent way of stopping the flow of
experience.
Constantly trying to capture little moments on film can mean not
only that you miss the next moment but, because you're constantly
on the lookout for that "haiku moment," you never really get it--
the expectations overwhelm it.

It's like walking a tightrope. Like tai chi, it requires focused
clarity, and focused clarity comes only from a relaxed mind.

So, always carry a notebook, but forget why you've got it with
you.

================
A Haiku Exercise
================
by Debbie Blohm   

I consider myself an amateur poet, but I thought I might pass
along an exercise that I find helpful when writing haiku.

I write very quickly.  I put my thoughts down, only taking time
to count the syllables and make sure I have the required 5-7-5.
Sometimes I feel like I have written the best haiku ever, but I
could be wrong (that happens occasionally :^) ).  I put the haiku
aside and come back to it later.  Then I try to read it as a
stranger might, to see what kind of picture it evokes.  I
sometimes revise a haiku two or three times before I am satisfied
that it tells the reader what I want it to.  Once in a while I
get one right the first time.

I write haiku because I enjoy it.  I don't hound myself until
every word is perfect, because I think a person could literally
spend the rest of their lives working on one haiku.  It might
never seem perfect, and the writer might very well forget what he
or she was trying to say.  This takes the fun out of writing.
Instead of getting peace of mind from haiku you could end up with
a tension headache.

So I say, take your time, make changes if necessary, and by all
means enjoy!

VII.  Book Reviews: Haiku Harvest
*****************************************************************

_Haiku Harvest_
Japanese Haiku, Series IV
Translation by Peter Beilenson and Harry Behn
Decorations by Jeff Hill
Mount Vernon, NY: The Peter Pauper Press, 1962
reviewed by Bill Blohm   

Intended for the general haiku reader, this little book (4.325" x
7.5") comprises 61 pages of haiku by the old masters translated
into English. Each page contains four haiku, with "decorations"



(two-color pen drawings) on the outer edges that sometimes
correspond to a verse on that page. The masters featured are
Basho, Buson, Issa, Shiki, and others.

This book would have been the fourth in a series compiled by
Beilenson. As Harry Behn wrote in the Foreword, "This should have
been Peter Beilenson's book. He had just come to Basho's joyous
shout about bringing a snowball in by the fire, when he died."
Behn was asked to complete the book,  translating the remaining
haiku according to the method that Beilenson would use.

With over 600 haiku translations to his credit, Beilenson ranks
among the great admirers of the form, and this publication
reflects that.  This little book presents a wide range of haiku.
Some really moved me, some were amusing, and some seemed merely
to be sentences lined up to conform with the 5-7-5 rule.  One
finds examples of every Western translation style.  This book
does not attempt to follow the 5-7-5 rule exactly, however.
Rather, it attempts to present honestly what the compiler(s) felt
the Japanese poets might have written in English.

This is a book that is meant to be read time and time again, so
great is the range of haiku.  Depending upon my mood, at one time
a certain verse was merely words on a page to me; upon a later
reading, this same haiku came alive and was thoroughly enjoyable.

VIII.  Book Reviews: A Haiku Menagerie
*****************************************************************

_A Haiku Menagerie:  Living Creatures in Poems and Prints_
By Stephen Addiss with Fumiko and Akira Yamamoto
1992 Weatherhill of NewYork and Tokyo
ISBN 0-8348-0248-1
Reviewed by: Gary Warner   

_A Haiku Menagerie_ is an attempt by the editors to remind us of
our link to the world around us, which, as they point out, is a
link more and more often obscured by our enclosure in "concrete
jungles" of our own design.  Haiku is stressed as being an
appropriate medium for this reestablishment of recognition
between ourselves and our coinhabitants of this world from the
animal kingdom.  The book is divided into "Walkers" "Crawlers"
"Fliers" and "Swimmers" and each section is populated by
appropriately themed haiku.  The editors have tried to show that
haiku did not focus on the grandeur or nobility of its subjects,
as did the earlier *waka*, with its emphasis on the "nobler
animals", such as the unicorn and dragon.  In order to support
this assertion, the works of Issa, most known for his "insect"
haiku, as well as works on snails, sparrows, and even sea slugs
are used.

While Issa does a great job of supporting their hypothesis, the
haiku they have selected would be considered "questionable" by
the standards often reflected in today's English haiku movement,
which are quick to judge poems as being too anthropocentric,
or too filled with self-reference instead of focusing on the



scene at hand.  The argument that is commonly heard, is that
by allowing self-reference or personification of the subject,
the author does not allow the reader to approach the scene on
his own, but rather is forced to see the scene through the
eyes of the author.

The editors address just such concerns in their introduction
where they argue that what is commonly called "anthropocentric"
could be viewed in another light.  Discussing the following
poem of Issa:

   Challenging me
to a staring game --
  a giant frog

the editors say:  "Here the poet's view is still anthropocentric,
but the relationship between him and the frog does not allow
human sentiment to override animal existence.  It is instead
a personification, in which creatures and humans become fellow
members of the same world, with equal rights.  Empathy is
perfected."

Most of the poems selected reflect the extreme anthropomorphism
for which Issa was famous, as well as self-reference, which is
looked down upon by many in today's western haiku circles:

The cricket
proudly pricks up its whiskers
and sings

            Like some of us
            he looks very important --
            this snail

Don't hit me!
The fly wrings its hands
and wrings its feet

            Mosquito larvae
            dancing a Buddhist chant
            in the water by the grave

Wild geese murmuring--
are they spreading
  rumors about me?

(all by Issa)

Issa wrote a full quarter of the 120 haiku selected,
while more noted authors, such as Basho have only nine poems, and
Buson and Shiki appear less frequently than such lesser known
poets as Kikaku and Kyorai.  While this has the benefit of
introducing many deserving yet lesser known poets, the overall
effect on this reader was to believe that the masters' works did
not fulfill the tenant put forth by the editors, and so they



turned to lesser poets.

Still, some classic poems appear to redeem the day, such as this
by Basho:

Tranquility --
the voice of the cicada
seeps into the rocks

and this reader is grateful for the introduction to several of the
less translated poets such as this poem by Kikaku:

The pond reflects
a flying squirrel
over the wisteria

In order to support the thesis of the book, many poems of
questionable quality were included.  The quality of the
selections is greatly redeemed by two factors: documentation and
art.  Each page of the book is dominated by beautiful ukiyo-e
(woodblock prints) and the artwork is wonderfully paired with its
surrounding haiku to make both more impressive by their
juxtaposition.  The attractive arrangement of the poems, all
listed in English and in kanji, also helps make the book
attractive.  For documentation, a brief biographical sketch of
each author and artist is included, showing their major
contributions and influences, and serving as an excellent tool
for further investigation of those whose style is found to be
appealing.  The essay on "Japanese Woodblock Books" is very
enlightening, and with the bibliography showing the sources of
the ukiyo-e selected for this book, serves as an excellent
introduction to those interested in further study.  The inclusion
of works from most of Basho's ten chief disciples, as well as
major students of Shiki and others is a rare treat, as these
poets often fade into obscurity in the shadow of their
greater-known instructors.

IX.  Assignments for Future Issues
****************************************************************
The editors thank all who submitted the articles and haiku that
make up this issue of Dogwood Blossoms.

To all our readers, we ask that you continue to send in your
original haiku, and any haiku related articles that you think
may interest other haiku poets.  Additionally, please consider
trying one or more of the following "Assignments":

1. Try out the "Beginner's Corner".  It's probably too late to
   have a scene for this published as the next issue will wrap up
   this scene and start a new one.  But if you want to give it a
   try, feel free to send it in for criticism and help.  If you
   are having any problems with a scene or haiku, feel free to
   send that to Bill for help and discussion.

2. If you have any ideas that you think will help others write



   haiku, write it up and send it in.  If it helps you, it will
   probably help someone else.  And that's one of the goals of
   Dogwood Blossoms:  haiku poets helping haiku poets.

3. WE ARE DESPERATE FOR ORIGINAL HAIKU!!!!!
   As ever, we always want and need your original haiku.
   Sometimes we get enough, sometimes not, and sometimes so many
   we carry them over to another issue.  But we are always
   interested in your original haiku.  If you don't want to
   publish it, but do want some help and constructive criticism,
   we'll respect that also.

4. We're always looking for book reviews and recommendations.
   Write up your favorite book of haikus, book about writing
   haikus, or anything about haikus.  Please include the ISBN of
   the book, the publishers, the date of publication, and the
   author.  This will help others to track down a copy of the
   book.

5. One of our more successful previous assignments was to look
   out the window and write a haiku about what you see.  This
   time, try writing a haiku about something you see on the way
   to work or class.  Take a new look at the world you traverse
   on your daily commute.  When you send it in, indicate whether
   you want it listed in Dogwood Blossoms Issue 9 Assignment #5
   or just as an original haiku.

6. Send a short note, telling what you thought of issue 9, or
   responding to any of the Haiku that were included in this
   issue.  Encourage the contributors!  Let them know what you
   thought of their submissions.  Offer suggestions for
   improvement and why you think it would be an improvement.  We
   delibrately include their e-mail addresses (unless requested
   not to) so that you can e-mail the author if you prefer.

********************************************************************
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*                     Charles Trumbull      *
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* BOTH Andreas Schoter and Gary Warner                         *
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Dogwood Blossoms is a publication of the Internet community.
The goal of this digest is to be a place where Haiku can be
shared and discussed with other lovers of the art.  Submissions
are encouraged, both of original work, published work by other



authors, and comments and critiques of works in previous issues.
Articles of "short essay" length are also welcome.

When you subscribe, please volunteer any haiku you would like to
see discussed, indicating if it is published or original...
also, if you would like to serve on the "editorial board" please
indicate so, or if you can serve as a translator for non-English
submissions (which are welcome) please indicate so.

If you are a list owner, and feel that this digest would make an
appropriate posting on your list, please send me a note
indicating so.  In this issue:

     I. Administrivia (you're there now!)
    II. A Note from the Editor
   III. Original Haiku by our subscribers
    IV. The Beginner's Corner
     V. Rediscovering Haiga with Ann Atwood
    VI. Showing and Saying
   VII. Haiku Reductions
  VIII. Assignments for Next Issue

Dogwood Blossoms is intended to be distributed "AS-IS" in its
entirety.  Any excerpts from Dogwood Blossoms must include the
Source Statement (below) from the issue from which it is
excerpted unless reprint permission is given by the original
author, to whom all rights revert upon publication.  Dogwood
Blossoms reserves the right to use in current or future
electronic or print publications any submissions received.

/* Begin Source Statement */
Dogwood Blossoms Volume 2, Issue 1, March 1995
An Electronic Haiku Magazine
All subscription requests and submissions should be directed to:
Gary Warner  
/* End Source Statement */

II.  Editor's Note
*************************************************************

We have had another wave of new subscribers, and are so thrilled
to have you all, both those who are unpublished explorers, and
those who come to us with "Official Credentials".  I hope that
new subscribers from both groups, and those of us who fall in
between those categories, will feel welcome to send us your
poems, comments, essays or articles!

Several people have sent notes saying that they would like to
learn more about writing haiku, but are too embarassed to send
in their poems.  Don't be shy!  We do not print every poem we
receive, and will refrain from printing yours if you request
us to do so.  You can send in poems and ask for help with polishing
here, and we will be glad to help, but you may also be interested
in exploring a new Haiku discussion group on the net called
SHIKI-L.  To join SHIKI-L, send a mail message to:

    Majordomo@cc.matsuyama-u.ac.jp



with the following command in the body of the message:

    subscribe shiki YOUR NAME 

You will then be able to send your poems and questions there
for instant review and comment by the other list members.  We
hope you will still send us your work also so that it can be
shared with our 500+ subscribers as well!

III.  Original Haiku by our Subscribers
******************************************************************

<1>    my childhood home-
       it seems so
       small now

                             <15>    From over the hill
                                       at sunset, the voices of
                                         children at play

<1>    a new storm-
       the moon was
       racing the clouds for a second

                             <2>   The moon shines on
                                   The pond and
                                   The scales of minnows
                                   In the dark water.

<17>  tendrils
      racing frost
      up the post

                           <9>  in Massachusetts
                                waiting for first snow to fall --
                                fly on my window!

<17>    not enough geese
         in this late flight to make
          a proper vee.

                           <16>    one, two, three, four, five
                                   horses huddle against barn
                                   cold wind-blown snow falls



<4>  In arching stillness
     Skates hiss on pristine ice
     Burning eyes and nose

                           <8>   snow falls across red
                                 gradebook full of numbers
                                 - yet its cover's green.

<17>  watching blackbirds feed:
      yellow seed-pile on the snow . . .
      peppering my egg.

                           <9>  waking from a dream
                                of first snow on the cedars --
                                white hairs on my chest!

<14>  All the drag queens died
      glitter turns to ash and tears
      empty cocktail dress

                           <14>  How to die so young
                                 when dying is so prolonged
                                 tennis shoes still new

<4>  Wrong number, he said
     And stared at his dinner plate
     The look in her eyes

                           <7> Pouring green tea
                                 Speak to wife in heaven
                                   Hi tea time my love.

<3>  I touched the sea, but
     pebbles and sand and sea weeds
     had her attention.

                           <1>    some short cut!
                                  up to my ankles
                                  in sticky mud

<10>  Sunday afternoon.
      The father and the daughter
      knead the shortbread dough.



                           <17>   double amputee
                                  out on Wabash Avenue
                                  jaywheeling  . . .

<17>    morning rush, yet
         the nosegay in the sidewalk grate
          is undisturbed.

                           <5>  Green and yellow trees
                                Zig-zag bridges, zig-zag fish
                                Gardens bring us joy

<12>  The mockingbird --
      Not yet copying
      The children's cries

                           <6>  Thrush, sitting in trees,
                                Outside a little hamlet,
                                Singing in chorus.

<8>  thistles that I pick
     hurt the hand less sharply than
     those thrust upon me.

                           <13> Midday, two cats doze.
                                The phone stays quiet too.  Are
                                All my friends asleep?

<11> not knowing
    where to start--
    cheap toilet paper

*****************************************************************
<1>   SteveYo@aol.com
<2>   GaryFrsh@aol.com
<3>   Fred Popp 
<4>   Fischer1@netcom.com
<5>   Molly Fischer and Classmates, 8-year old daughter of <4>
<6>   bhoffman@cosi.stockton.edu
<7>   Katsumi Nakamura 
<8>   HINCKLEY@MAINE
<9>   JLANDRY@UMASSD.BITNET
<10>  JTankard@aol.com
<11>  Zane Parks <70372.3255@compuserve.com>
      (originally in Canadian Writer's Journal 11:4 (1994)).
<12>  Tom Frenkel 



<13>  Helleg@aol.com
<14>  John Guglielmelli  
<15>  LDARGIN@aol.com
<16>  Bill Blohm 
<17>  TrumbullC@aol.com

IV. Beginner's Corner  -- Bill Blohm 
******************************************************************

First of all, thanks to all the poets who submitted haiku and rework
for the first iteration of Beginner's Corner.  I've one new submission
to Beginner's Corner to present to the readers.  This came between
issues, and I had some comments on the original haiku.  From Peter
Corless (pcorless@cisco.com) came the following entry for the deer
scene.  To the left is the original, to the right is a revised one.

Hiked-out sweaty mess.
Shade, cool falls, (stale lunch)... Then look!
Drinking fawn bounds off.

                        Hiked-out sweaty mess,
                        shade, cool falls, stale lunch... Now look!
                        Drinking fawn bounds off

Most comments from me dealt with the parenthesis not contributing
anything and the difference between the dramatic flow with "Then"
vs "Now" in the middle line.  There were also some comments on
the use of capitalization and punctuation similar to what was in
the last issue.  A good start and a good re-submit.

Here, then, is the next round of excersise for all who wish to
participate.  Yes, if you contributed before to this corner,
you may still contribute.  Although it does say Beginner in the
title, it's open to all who want help or simply wish to
participate.

In the last issue it was clear how different writers saw the same
scene differently.  That points out one thing that I think we all
know, instinctively: that what is important in a scene to one
poet is not necessarily going to be as vital to another.  Our
backgrounds and experiences come into play in selecting what we
perceive as the important parts of a scene.  And this makes for
the wide range of great poetry we have available to us to read.

As usual, the assignment is to write a haiku using a basic scene
specified by me.  The rules and scene are:

  Rules:
         strict 5-7-5 format is to be followed
         fundamental haiku rules must be followed, except that
            you do not  have to have been there yourself
         any details filled in must be valid for setting

  Scene:
         You are sitting at the beach watching the sun go down

One note: I have not specified any particular season, any more
than I did last time.  In the one about the deer, the impression



I got was that most all the authors had no particular season, but
it was the warm part of the year.  It will be interesting to see
if any seasonal aspect shows up in this excersise.

Again, send your work for this particular excersise directly to
me at bblohm@hpbs1686.boi.hp.com and indicate in the subject line
or the body of the message that what your sending is for Dogwood
Blossoms issue 2.1 Beginner's Corner.

If you have any questions about the fundamental rules, e-mail me
and I'll be happy to help you out.

Have at it!

V.  Rediscovering Haiga with Atwood -- Gary Warner
******************************************************************

Most of my haiku reading is done by means of our University's
excellent InterLibrary Loan facilities.  Unfortunately, this
means that in most cases I blindly select a few books from a
library's holdings, and have them sent to me.  I had noticed
several books of haiku by an author named Ann Atwood, and
requested several of them to get a good sampling.

My first impression was that I had made a bad choice.  The books
were almost entirely photographs and seemed to be children's
books.  . .something more appropriate for my five year old than
for me, but then read on.  The books I received were:

   haiku:  the mood of the earth (1971)
   My own Rhythm -- an approach to haiku(1973)
   haiku~vision(1977)

haiku:  the mood of the earth(1971)

In this, the first work I found, each haiku was accompanied
by two photographs, the first being a general photograph,
and the second zeroing in from the first to concentrate on
the subject of the haiku at hand.  I found this to be a very
natural approach, almost as if the author was inviting you
to accompany her on her journey of writing.

  Musings on a gnarled
  tree root
  my mind leaps
  as a stallion rears up!

  (This poem is accompanied by two photos, the first showing
   a tree root, and the second focusing on a part that does
   indeed look like a "stallion"!)

By having her haiku accompanied by photographs, Atwood is able
to make jumps in her poems that would not be possible without
the accompanying photographs.  The pictures become PART of the
poetic experience.



"Haiku has been called the poetry of sensation, but
 primarily, it is a visual experience", Atwood explains.

My own Rhythm -- an approach to haiku(1973)

I was still not comfortable with the value of the photographs
as a part of haiku.  As I read "my approach" Atwood pointed
out the legitimacy of her method.  In a fantastic introduction
Atwood imagines her camera in the hands of the masters . . .

Buson first takes the camera, and we see a rock in a tide
pool, gently washed by a wave.  Buson, the artist, would
have caught the patterns and colors of the rock in that
transparent interval when the water was still . . .

Issa, so in tune with each portion of nature, feels the surge
of the wave engulfing the small island . . .

Basho, the mystic, would have contemplated the light which
illumined the whole. . .

After discussing the three patterns, Atwood turns to her
own poetry, and following that explanation, one can sense
that each of us would not only have written the haiku
differently, but taken the photo differently, stressing
the things WE interpreted the scene to stress.

"Luminous silence...
only color filling the space
between night and day."

(a sunset makes a lake/cloud merger seem to be viewed through
tinted glass in the picture)

"Spring on the river--
the island-nest of the swans
floating in flowers."

"Spring in the river--
the tips of water grasses
Dripping with diamonds"

(the "whole" scene is illustrated in a center picture, and then,
as if emulating different poets, she focuses the lens first on
the swans, and then on the grass in the water.)

In a very "Issa" poem/photograph

"So slowly you come
small-snail...To you, how far
is the length of my thumb!"

"...the sea fanning out
and folding in upon itself
My own rhythm!"



haiku~vision(1977)

The theme of the third book seems to be developing the right
"mindset" to find haiku in the scenes around us.  As Atwood tells
us: "The spontaneity native to photography makes the camera an
effective instrument in developing haiku-vision."

In each book, her approach varies.  In haiku~vision, a single
photograph is presented on each page, with one or two accompanying
haiku.

The first drop of rain
on the just-opened blossoms --
how the branch trembles!

(photograph of newly opened blossom among unopened ones,
drenched in rain)

By this point I was really thinking that Atwood was discovering
something new, but Atwood points out, and even a preliminary
survey will reveal its truth, that this was a related art-form
practiced widely at the beginning of the seventeenth century,
"when Zen monks, using a calligraphic, or handwriting, style
of painting, included the words of the haiku as an integral
part of the picture."  While part of the beauty of the haiku
is choosing words that relate the scene experienced to the
reader, an equal beauty can be found in using the poem to
draw out or emphasize a portion of the scene related in picture.

"Haiga, like haiku, were brief and highly suggestive...each
recognized space as a positive element, emphasizing that
which was not said was as essential as what was said."

"Shadows and silhouettes are in themselves a kind of haiga
for by eliminating detail they transform the personal into
the universal",

     Through darkening trees
     the heron hunched on the rail
     it is already night.

(photo of heron on a rail, in silhouette against a pale lake,
framed with a blur of dark leaves)

Myself, I am not a photographer, but reading the explanations
that Atwood offers, and seeing how she weaves her poems into
her photographers to create a seamless piece of art, I have
come away with renewed respect for haiku with pictures, the
modern Haiga.

(Other books of photography and text by Ann Atwood include:
 The little circle ... Kingdom of the forest ... and
 New Moon Cove ... all published by Scribner)



VI.  Showing and Saying  -- Pat & Donna Gallagher 
******************************************************************
(As means of introduction, Pat has sent us an essay which was
 originally published in Geppo Haiku Journal XVI:11, Sept/Oct 94,
 and which is reprinted here with the permission of the author)

Showing and Saying

It is a tenet of contemporary philosophy that some things cannot
be said, only shown.  Certainly a way to achieve the highest art
of haiku composition or appreciation cannot be put into words.
However, it likely that some useful things can be said that will
help poets who are working to improve their skills.  In regards
to learning haiku by studying examples, an excellent resource is
the new book edited by Robert Hass, The Essential Haiku: Versions
of Basho, Buson, and Issa, The Ecco Press, 1994.

A poem I like very much is from Margaret Chulas Grinding my ink:

                        floating in the sake
                        left for the beloved
                        a moth

Presented below are notes on what I can pick out that I like
about both what is presented in the poem and what it avoids
presenting.  The strengths described are characteristic of
Margaret's haiku and many of them are often presented as
requirements for excellence in haiku.

The poem references both the human world and the world of nature.
I have noticed poems that do this often have more impact on me
that poems that describe only scenes from nature without a human
element.

I find the poem to be completely intelligible; though we do not
leave sake for our dead loved ones we are familiar enough with
the general human practice to understand what is going on.

It seems to me that the order of the lines is right because it is
essential that the cup of sake and its setting are provided
before the moth.  If the moth were in the first line our
attention would be drawn to it to the extent that the other
elements would be somewhat transparent.

The setting of the poem is in an instant of observation.  Clearly
the cup of sake and the moth have been there for some time and
will persist, but we see it now!

The scene described is an ordinary one, not an unusual or
singular occasion.

The poem presents no statement of a moral lesson, no personal
reaction or reflection; as readers we have been trusted to
understand why the poet has chosen to bring the scene to our
attention.  We have been so well guided by the poet that we do
not have to worry that our understanding may be incorrect.

The syllable count of the lines is 5, 6, 2, presenting enough of
an armature to carry the weight of the poem.  The poem is not



telegraphic.

The poem leads me to think about the rituals of remberance, and
how such rememberances and their traces in the world must pass
away.

VII. Haiku Reductions    -- Charles Trumbull
******************************************************************

Dogwood Blossoms No.  8 printed the answer to a riddle about a
mysterious "haiku" that resulted from a reverse translation from
Finnish into English of an American poem that read:

     one needs winter's mind
     to view the mantle of snow
     on evergreen boughs

This turned out to be a rendering of the first stanza of Wallace
Stevens's 1921 poem, "The Snow Man:"

     One must have a mind of winter
     To regard the frost and the boughs
     Of the pine-trees crusted with snow;

     And have been cold a long time
     To behold the junipers shagged with ice,
     The spruces rough in the distant glitter

     Of the January sun; and not to think
     Of any misery in the sound of the wind,
     In the sound of a few leaves,

     Which is the sound of the land
     Full of the same wind
     That is blowing in the same bare place

     For the listener, who listens in the snow,
     And, nothing himself, beholds
     Nothing that is not there and the nothing that is.

Harold Henderson, in his Introduction to Haiku (1958), pointed
out that the climax of Edward Shanks' "Night Piece" is (quite
accidentally) "pure haiku of the highest order:"

        So far . . . so low . . .
     A drowsy thrush? A waking nightingale?
        Silence. We do not know.

Then, in his review of Lucien Stryk's book about Basho, again in
DB No.  8, Andreas Schoter wrote, "It seems to me that what Stryk
has done is to enter into each experience which Basho captures,
internalize it, and then recreate it for us." What an intriguing
thought!  I started to speculate about what would happen if we
could enter into the minds of some non-Japanese poets and bring
their thoughts out as haiku.

The following "haiku reductions" are offered as a challenge to DB



readers who want to take a break from more serious pursuits.  I
suggest proceeding as follows: first, resist the urge to look at
the full texts below, but examine each of the following four
verses and decide if they work as haiku; second,
try to guess the original poem or poet; then, third, peek:

(1)  Pitter, pause, patter --
     A cat stalking the city --
     Fog!

(2)  Dark, deep snow-filled woods
     Still the traveler must heed
     Restless harness-bells.

(3)  A funeral speech
     Nobody heard; no one came.
     Eleanor Rigby.

(4)  A live-oak grows strong,
     Unbending, yet so alone
     In Louisiana.

Here are the original poems:

(1)  The fog comes
     on little cat feet.

     It sits looking
     over harbor and city
     on silent haunches
     and then moves on.

("Fog," from Carl Sandburg, Harvest Poems, 1910-1960. Harcourt Brace
Jovanovich, (c) 1960.)

(2)  Whose woods these are I think I know.
     His house is in the village though;
     He will not see me stopping here
     To watch his woods fill up with snow.

     My little horse must think it queer
     To stop without a farmhouse near
     Between the woods and frozen lake
     The darkest evening of the year.

     He gives his harness bells a shake
     To ask if there is some mistake.
     The only other sound's the sweep
     Of easy wind and downy flake.

     The woods are lovely, dark and deep.
     But I have promises to keep,
     And miles to go before I sleep,
     And miles to go before I sleep.

("Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening," from Robert Frost's
Poems.  New York: Washington Square Press, (c) 1971)



(3)  Ah, look at all the lonely people!
     Ah, look at all the lonely people!

     Eleanor Rigby
     Picks up the rice in the church where a wedding has been,
     Lives in a dream,
     Waits at the window
     Wearing the face that she keeps in a jar by the door.
     Who is it for?

     All the lonely people,
     Where do they all come from?
     All the lonely people,
     Where do they all belong?

     Father McKenzie,
     Writing the words of a sermon that no one will hear,
     No one comes near
     Look at him working,
     darning his socks in the night when there's nobody there.
     What does he care?

     All the lonely people,
     Where do they all come from?
     All the lonely people,
     Where do they all belong?

     Eleanor Rigby
     Died in the church and was buried along with her name.
     Nobody came.
     Father McKenzie,
     Wiping the dirt from his hands as he walks from the grave,
     No one was saved.

     All the lonely people,
     Where do they all come from?
     All the lonely people,
     Where do they all belong?

     Ah, look at all the lonely people!
     Ah, look at all the lonely people!

("Eleanor Rigby," by John Lennon and Paul McCartney, (c) 1966
Northern Songs Ltd.  The song appeared on the Beatles' 1966
album, Revolver.  Text copied from X.J.  Kennedy, An Introduction
to Poetry, 7th ed.  Glenview, IL: Scott, Foresman, 1990)

(4)  I saw in Louisiana a live-oak growing,
     All alone stood it and the moss hung down from the branches,
     Without any companion it grew there uttering joyous leaves
          of dark green,
     And its look, rude, unbending, lusty, made me think of
          myself,
     But I wonder'd how it could utter joyous leaves standing all
          alone there without its friend near, for I knew I could
          not,
     And I broke off a twig with a certain number of leaves upon



          it, and twined around it a little moss,
     And brought it away, and I have placed it in sight in my
          room,
     It is not needed to remind me as of my own dear friends,
     (For I believe lately I think of little else than of them,)
     Yet it remains to me a curious token, it makes me think
          of manly love;
     For all that, and though the live-oak glistens there in
          Louisiana solitary in a wide flat space,
     Uttering joyous leaves all its life without a friend a lover
          near,
     I know very well I could not.

("I Saw in Louisiana a Live-oak Growing" from Walt Whitman,
Leaves of Grass.  New York: Signet Classics, 1980)

In preparing these reductions I was intrigued by a number of
things: the difficulty of finding and expressing the real kernel
of meaning in a longer poem; the relative wordiness of many
Western works; the intricate relationship of language, form, and
meaning; and, of course the raw hubris of a poetic nobody trying
to gild the lily!

Here is a somewhat more serious reduction attempt of mine:

     you too?
     sleepless moon,
     pale and wasting

This is a verse by an unnamed Indian poet in John Brough, Poems
from the Sanskrit (Penguin, 1968), p.  24:

You are pale, friend moon, and do not sleep at night,
 And day by day you waste away.
 Can it be that you also
 Think only of her, as I do?

Anyone want to try a haiku reduction?  Here's a challenge to
reduce one or both of the following poems to a credible haiku (or
senryu).  Send them to trumbullc@aol.com and we can discuss them.

(1)  I have wished a bird would fly away,
     And not sing by my house all day;

     Have clapped my hands at him from the door
     When it seemed as if I could bear no more.

     The fault must partly have been in me.
     The bird was not to blame for his key.

     And of course there must be something wrong
     In wanting to silence any song.

("A Minor Bird," from Robert Frost's Poems.  New York: Washington
Square Press, (c) 1971)



(2)  Loveliest of trees, the cherry now
     Is hung with bloom along the bough,
     And stands about the woodland ride
     Wearing white for Eastertide.

     Now, of my threescore years and ten,
     Twenty will not come again,
     And take from seventy springs a score,
     It only leaves me fifty more.

     And since to look at things in bloom
     Fifty springs are little room,
     About the woodlands I will go
     The see the cherry hung with snow.

("Loveliest of Trees, the Cherry Now," by A.E.  Houseman, copied
from Kennedy, op.  cit.)

VIII.  Assignments for Future Issues
***************************************************************
The editors thank all who submitted the articles and haiku that
make up this issue of Dogwood Blossoms.

To all our readers, we ask that you continue to send in your
original haiku, and any haiku related articles that you think
may interest other haiku poets.  Additionally, please consider
trying one or more of the following "Assignments":

1. Try out the "Beginner's Corner".  Send Bill your poems for
   comment, and let us share in your creative process!

2. If you have any ideas that you think will help others write
   haiku, write it up and send it in.  If it helps you, it will
   probably help someone else.  And that's one of the goals of
   Dogwood Blossoms:  haiku poets helping haiku poets.

3. WE ARE DESPERATE FOR ORIGINAL HAIKU!!!!!
   As ever, we always want and need your original haiku.
   Sometimes we get enough, sometimes not, and sometimes so many
   we carry them over to another issue.  But we are always
   interested in your original haiku.  If you don't want to
   publish it, but do want some help and constructive criticism,
   we'll respect that also.

4. We're always looking for book reviews and recommendations.
   Write up your favorite book of haikus, book about writing
   haikus, or anything about haikus.  Please include the ISBN of
   the book, the publishers, the date of publication, and the
   author.  This will help others to track down a copy of the
   book.

5. If you enjoyed Charles' "Haiku Reductions" you may wish
   to participate in this assignment.  Watch what you read for
   haiku-like passages, whether it be in published poetry,
   fiction, or the newspaper!  We'll be collecting these
   submissions for a future article, please indicate the
   original source and use a subject "Haiku Reduction".



6. Send a short note, telling what you thought of issue 2.1, or
   responding to any of the Haiku that were included in this
   issue.  Encourage the contributors!  Let them know what you
   thought of their submissions.  Offer suggestions for
   improvement and why you think it would be an improvement.  We
   delibrately include their e-mail addresses (unless requested
   not to) so that you can e-mail the author if you prefer.
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Dogwood Blossoms is a publication of the Internet community.
The goal of this digest is to be a place where haiku can be
shared and discussed with other lovers of the art.  Submissions
are encouraged, both of original work, published work by other
authors, and comments and critiques of works in previous issues.
Articles of "short essay" length are also welcome.

When you subscribe, please volunteer any haiku you would like to
see discussed, indicating if it is published or original.  Also,
if you would like to serve on the "editorial board" please
indicate so, or if you can serve as a translator for non-English
submissions (which are welcome) please indicate so.

If you are a list owner, and feel that this digest would make an
appropriate posting on your list, please send me a note
indicating so.  In this issue:

     I. Administrivia (you're there now!)
    II. A Note from the Editor
   III. Original Haiku by our subscribers
    IV. The Beginner's Corner - Bill Blohm
     V. Favo8Ôte Haiku - Carol Conti-Entin
    VI. Thoughts on Leonard Cohen - Andreas Schoter
   VII. Haiku Form and Content - Michael Dylan Welch
  VIII. Assignments for Next Issue



Dogwood Blossoms is intended to be distributed "AS-IS" in its
entirety.  Any excerpts from Dogwood Blossoms must include the
Source Statement (below) from the issue from which it is
excerpted unless reprint permission is given by the original
author, to whom all rights revert upon publication.  Dogwood
Blossoms reserves the right to use in current or future
electronic or print publications any submissions received.

/* Begin Source Statement */
Dogwood Blossoms Issue 11, Summer 1995
An Electronic Haiku Magazine
All subscription requests and submissions should be directed to:
Gary Warner  
/* End Source Statement */

II. A Note from the Editor
*************************************************************

After an extended absence, we are pleased to bring you
Dogwood Blossoms Issue 11.  "Wait!" cries our observant and
loyal readership, "Last issue was Volume 2, Issue 1."  Ah,
so it was, gentle reader, but as you may have noticed,
Dogwood Blossoms is not disciplined in the art of production
scheduling.  Because of this, it may well be that some years
we will produce 5 issues, and others, well, some number other
than five.  Rather than cause confusion by having Volume 2
contain 6 issues, while Volume 3 contains 8 (or 2, or however
many), we decided that we would follow an incremental
Issue number and do away with volumes.

Please note that we have a new member of our editorial staff,
which I would like to take a moment to explain.  Dogwood Blossoms
staff are not selected for their vast knowledge of haiku, but
because they are willing to participate.  We have always
maintained that we are not instructors, but co-explorers of the
art of haiku.  Yet we do seek to teach those who are new to the
art, and to help those who are more advanced perfect their
writing.  One way we do so is our column "The Beginner's Corner".
Michael Dylan Welch, a poet with extensive publication credits
who is also editor of Woodnotes, the quarterly journal of the
Haiku Poets of Northern California, took the time to comment on
our Corner.  As part of the ensuing conversations, Michael
volunteered to join our staff.  We welcome him warmly, and hope
that his years of experience will help raise our standards, and
help all of our readers enjoy and grow in the art of haiku.

Also please note that Gary, Andreas, and Gary Gach all have new
email addresses since our last issue.

-- Gary Warner, September 3, 1995

III. Original Haiku by our Subscribers
*************************************************************
3)   snow-free forest



     this January . . . and yet
     the sycamore

                           1) wind blows through my hair
                              the coldest night of the year
                              new moon overhead

1) across the still lake
   through upcurls of morning mist
   the cry of a loon

                           4) ten thousand things
                              done and undone
                              the tea steams

2)     bang! robin feathers
       stuck to the frosty window
       -- just the cat's tail moves

                           9) Bands of frost remain
                              in the shadows of fence posts;
                              wait -- shifting sun.

10) these frozen fields
    not even
    corn-growing sounds

                           7) On the lake
                              a loon is calling
                              long distance

13)    first snow . . .
       the children's hangers
       clatter in the closet

                         13)    moon in the window --
                                the desk lamp's brass pull cord



                                still swinging

9) A bloody moon,
    low
    in the rearview mirror.

                           3)  even by headlight
                               Washington cherry blossoms
                               swell the heart

8)     Images of Tokyo in April

        People walk and speak
        under cherry blossoms near
        silent Budo-kan

        homeless man in red
        leather coat asks me questions
        in soft Japanese

        mothers in grey coats
        laugh, catch falling blossoms then
        trip, giggle with joy

9) Trembling blossoms --
    the first burst on a bare tree.

                             3)   wisteria vines
                                  killing all they touch
                                  so beautifully

9) Low morning sun
    and one swan
    on the dewy grass.



                            9) Blackbird,
                               probing amongst the violets
                               reaps a worm.

4)        the sprinkler
          chic-chic-chic
          rainbows dance

                            12)    drought
                                   cracked mud
                                   curls

12) supinate priest
    not praying - just
    checking for rain

                              13)  first drops of rain --
                                       puffs of dust
                                   rise from the ground

                     5) atop the USS Arizona anchor
                        mother and baby doves
                        nesting

4)  distant thunder
    stroboscopic lightning
    shadow at the window

                           4) the broken dolls floats
                              face-down in the road-side ditch
                              the water is still

12) frightened squirrel
    flicking its tail
    to rally itself



                                5) rush hour --
                                   jewels of red and white
                                   through train window

12) before laughing
    her eyes open
    or sometimes close

                                6) anniversary dinner--
                                   aging most gracefully
                                   the wine

11)  an old fisherman
     slowly rubs his hands --
     the trembling pier

                                  10) prairie homesteader
                                      lies beneath his
                                      last quarter acre

1) Mick Burglass (MBurglass@aol.com)
2)     rhahn@u.washington.edu
3) Gary Warner  (GLWARNER@SAMFORD)
4) William C. Burns, Jr. (BURNSWCB@gvltec.gvltec.edu)
5) Tom Frenkel (frenkel@cucis.cis.columbia.edu)
6) Zane Parks (70372.3255@compuserve.com)
    anniversary dinner -- Parnassus Literary Journal 18:3 (1994).
7) Don Russell c/o Brian Peasey (bpeasey@ctesl.rhesys.mb.ca)
8) Peter Corless (pcorless@cisco.com)
9) Andreas Schoter (asch@cogsci.ed.ac.uk)
10) Charles Trumbull (TrumbullC@aol.com)
11) Jenniffer Lesh (jlesh@cello.gina.calstate.edu)
12) Chris Erickson (Christopher.Erickson@MSdisk.WUstl.EDU)
13) Michael Dylan Welch (WelchM@aol.com)
     moon in the window -- Modern Haiku Vol. XXV, No. 2 Summer 1994
     first snow -- Woodnotes #23, Winter 1994
     first drops of rain -- Mayfly #18, Oct 1994

IV. The Beginner's Corner -- Bill Blohm
*************************************************************
First, a brief review for any new readers, and a refresher
as to what was expected from the last Beginner's Corner:



   The assignment is to write a haiku using a basic
   scene specified by me. The rules and scene are:

    Rules:
      Strict 5-7-5 format is to be followed
      Fundamental haiku rules must be followed, except
      that you do not have to have been there yourself.
      Any details filled in must be valid for the setting.

    Scene:
      You are sitting at the beach watching the sun go down.

    One note:  I have not specified any particular season,
      any more than I did last time.

And now we begin our review of what has been sent against the
above specifications.  I'm trying a different format than before,
breaking the submissions up by poet rather than presenting all
the haiku first then the commentary.  Also, I've pulled all but
what appeared the best haiku by each author and concentrated on
that.  The authors should feel free to email me about the others.
Finally, at the end I describe a new format that I feel may be
more beneficial in an article like this.  Feel free to drop me a
line and let me know what you think about the format.

Before we start, I find it interesting that where the poets here
specify the beach it's always at the ocean.  When I originally
wrote the scene, I didn't think that much about it.  But a point
I'd like to make is that the beach could as easily have been on a
river far from any sea.

= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =

Layers of red sky
dissolve into horizon
Darkness rubs yellows

John 

While a good start, it doesn't specify a specific location.  It
covers the sunset, but one of the points of Beginner's Corner is
that I specify a location and you must present that location to
the readers.  That is the main problem with this haiku: It does
not specify being on a beach.  It should give the reader the
desired impression of sitting at the beach watching the sunset.

= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =

     Atlantic summer
       waves wash my feet as the sun
         sinks into wet sand

Peter Corless 

This has a good flow.  The first and last lines specify the
location as being on an Atlantic beach in the summer.  The 5-7-5
format is met, and there's additional detail, such as the fact
that the poet is right at the edge of the water.  Yet, I see one



possible discordant note: The sun is sinking into the wet sand,
but you are close enough to the water's edge to have the waves
wash your feet?  That is a long way for the beach to go.  I
suggest that the last line should be brought into harmony with
the other lines to remove this contradiction.  This contradiction
is caused by the use of Atlantic in the first line, which forces
the sun to set inland if in the Americas or to sea if in Europe
or Africa.

= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =

On the beach I sit
eyes cast over sand and surf
watching Sol's descent

Larry D. Shepherd 

I would suggest perhaps changing 'cast' for 'roam' instead.  Cast
indicates more of an action, a quick glance, a bit of hurry.
Roam would be more mellow, more relaxed, and give the same idea
of looking around while watching the sun's descent.  The use of
Sol is interesting, as referring to the sun by its name isn't
common.  I wonder if this might not be confusing to modern
readers.  You might want to think about using a different
descriptor, but it might be difficult to simply replace Sol and
keep your count without
having to re-write the entire line.

= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =

  sounds of the sea
    filling my ears and my eyes
      the reddening sun

Mike Hubbard 

This comes close and then throws in a small wrench.  It is a good
first attempt.  This haiku misses the required format of 5-7-5,
its 4-7-5.  On the whole, if this weren't for a structured
exercise, I'd be inclined to accept it.  However, one of the
points of requiring the 5-7-5 structure to be adhered to is to
force the poet to meet a somewhat rigid format requiring
discipline and exploration.  A ready fix would be the insertion
of 'the' before the word 'sounds'.  The presence on the beach is
not clearly indicated, as it could be anywhere near or on the
sea.  The reddening sun clearly indicates sunset.  I think its an
excellent start, and has a nice flow to it.  (See the note about
the future format of Beginner's Corner at the end of the
article.)

The far sail glows red
as the cold salt wind blows by
the sea starts her night

Lt James K. Selkirk Jr. 

You've got the format, you've got the picture.  You don't give
any indication you are sitting on the beach.  Still, since I took



others to task for this, I now have to point this out.  The
location is perfectly valid anywhere near or on the sea.  Other
than that, I think this is well done.  I like the way you give
indication that you are looking out across the sea by the
reference to the far sail.  The first and last line clearly
combine to indicate sunset while filling in some additional
detail.  One possible problem with the last line is that some
perceive the use of "her" when referring to the sea as an
anthropomorphism, something generally avoided in haiku.  Myself
as a fellow sailor, I refer to the sea the same way.  So, in a
niche, this might be
fine as it is but presented to the public as a whole, some
would object.  Something to keep in mind.

= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =

There have been concerns raised about the use of this format.
I also had some doubts about the use of this method for
Beginner's Corner when it turned out that we simply cannot
maintain a regular publication schedule.  This format of give and
take would work if Dogwood Blossoms came out regularly, but not
when the publication dates are anywhere from a month to several
months apart.  As a result, I'm proposing a change in the format,
and will be using this format in the next issue.

I will no longer provide a scene.  Rather, I will solicit readers
to send me specific haiku of their own that they would like help
with.  Of those, I will work one-on-one with as many as I can,
and I will use some of them to provide public feedback of how I
am helping the author, possibly showing how the haiku(s) change
during the give and take.  If I am helping an author and his or
her haiku does not make it into Beginner's Corner, I will
actively suggest that it be submitted for Original Haiku when I
feel that it is worth the try.

There is no scene that is to be provided for the next issue, and
the rule requiring 5-7-5 is being discarded.  (There were
objections from other editors on this point as well, and there
have been times when i would have liked to include a haiku that
was not 5-7-5.) In the future, this article will concentrate on
flow, presentation of a picture or event, the content, and other
such items that are truer to the spirit of haiku than an
artificial scene assignment is.

So, if you are a beginner having trouble with a haiku, or simply
want some feedback on the haiku you've written, e-mail it to me
and let me know what help you want.  Be sure to also let me know
if you don't want it published and are simply seeking help.  I
won't know what haiku I will use until the last minute when I
compose the article.

V. A Favorite Haiku -- Carol Conti-Entin
*************************************************************
Carol Conti-Entin 



                  in from the patio
                  a scatter of golden leaves
                  and one cricket

                                  Elizabeth Searle Lamb
                                  Mayfly Issue 14 -- August 1992

(NOTE: Elizabeth Searle Lamb has granted Carol Conti-Entin
one-time rights to use the above haiku in this essay for Dogwood
Blossoms.)

What a vivid scene Elizabeth Searle Lamb has given us!  Not only
do we have the contrast of golden leaves and dark cricket, but
there is the (implied) color of the indoor floor as well as that
of the patio.  Do I see the same picture that you do, or that the
author did?  Unlikely for me alone, this haiku conjures up many
possibilities.  I see patio surfaces of wood, of cement, of red
clay, of Astroturf....  I see sliding glass doors separating
inside from out or an opaque wall with a picture window and a
door ajar.  Notice, too, that the author has not specified the
leaves, thus allowing us to supply golden ones from our own
neighborhoods.

There's much in this haiku to see but also to hear, to feel,
perhaps even to smell.  Sounds: Was it the fact that the cricket
is now indoors and therefore warm enough to sing that caused
Elizabeth Searle Lamb to notice this scene in the first place?
The noun scatter evokes its verb form as we hear the brittle
leaves dispersing.  And through assonance the leaves and the
cricket meet: scatter...cricket (sk-t-r...kr-k-t).  Textures: the
leaves delicate and crisp enough to scatter, the cricket partly
hard and partly moist.  We feel the tug of wind or rustle of
skirt that carried the leaves across the threshold.

In many ways this haiku could be termed classical.  There is a
clear sense of the season: autumn, when leaves scatter and field
crickets enter houses.  This poem includes a traditional kigo
(season word): cricket.  The overall mood is one of karumi
(lightness).  Even without punctuation, the rhythm of stressed
and unstressed syllables provides a break at the end of the first
line.  The line lengths observe the short-long-short pattern.
For you syllable counters, however, notice that the breakdown is
6, 7, 4.  Try revising this haiku to fit the 5-7- 5 form.  Can
you do so without killing the rhythms that roll through the
 poem's first two lines?

Other careful touches I have noticed include the assonance
linking line 1 and line 2 (patio...scatter) and the attention
paid to placing "the" and "a" and "one" in the most appropriate
locations.  Most of all , however, the author has gone beyond
just presenting us with a "pretty nature picture" of unusually
fine craftsmanship.  Whenever I meditate o n this haiku I am left
with gratitude for the way nature ignores the wall s that humans
erect.  What wonderful surprises nature brings us, if we are not
too fastidious to appreciate them!



VI.  Thoughts on Leonard Cohen -- Andreas Schoter

From: Andreas Schoter 
How to Write Haiku - A Discussion of the Work of Leonard Cohen
by Andreas Schoter
----------------------------------------------------------------------

It might seem odd -- what has Cohen's work got to do with the art
of haiku?  The poetry and songs of Leonard Cohen are, first of
all, long.  Well, compared to haiku anyway.  Secondly, they are
rarely about nature -- almost always the subject matter is the
vagaries of the human heart.  But there is, I think, something
about his work that strikes a chord with the haijin in me.

Sometimes, to be sure, he actually penned a haiku.  The
following, called "Summer Haiku" appears originally in his
collection of poems "The Spice-Box of Earth":

             Silence
             and a deeper silence
             when the crickets
             hesitate

This is classical: an image (the silence) and a contrast -- the
silence is really the sound of crickets, and only when they
stop...  Apart from the superficial matter of form this is a
haiku.  But it is really the only convincing example that I can
find in a recent comprehensive collection of his work, "Stranger
Music".  The following, called "My Room", appears originally in
the collection "The Energy of Slaves":

           Come down to my room
           I was thinking about you
           and I made a pass at myself

It's amusing; perhaps it's a modern senryu on longing?  The next,
also from "The Energy of Slaves" is called "Morocco"

           I brought a man his dinner
           He did not wish to look into my eyes
           He ate in peace

For me this is a good senryu -- it has a slightly bitter edge
(the man not acknowledging Cohen bringing his dinner) and again
there's the contrast, the man eats in peace.  But for the most
part Cohen's shorter poems are not haiku or senryu.  Consider
"Wheels, Fireclouds" originally from the collection "Flowers for
Hitler":

     I shot my eyes through the drawers of your empty coffins,
     I was loyal,
     I was the one who lifted up his face.

This is private, bordering on obscure.  It's certainly not
something that most haijin would produce.  Maybe, if Cohen is
perusing the inner landscape of his emotions, it is a haiku, or a
senryu at least.  But if so, then it has a very narrow audience
if we want one of the defining features of a haiku to be the
invoking of a parallel response in the reader.



So, why do I want to relate the work of Leonard Cohen to haiku,
and specifically to the writing of haiku?  Really, I want to draw
your attention to one piece in particular: it's called "How to
Speak Poetry" in the collection "Death of a Lady's Man", but I
think it might equally be called "How to Write Haiku".  Let's
consider some extracts from this piece...

First he says "The poem is nothing but information." No doubt
this appeals to the computer programmer in me!  But think about
haiku, think about Bill's image of haiku as photograph.  The
following longer extract makes the point:

"Think of the words as science, not as art.  They are a report.
You are speaking before a meeting of the Explorers' club of the
National Geographic Society.  These people know all the risks of
mountain climbing.  They honor you by taking this for granted.
If you rub their faces in it that is an insult to their
hospitality.  Tell them about the height of the mountain, the
equipment you used, be specific about the surfaces and the time
it took to scale it.  Do not work the audience for gasps and
sighs.  If you are worthy of gasps and sighs it will not be from
your appreciation of the event but from theirs."

When I read this it speaks to me directly of the nature of the
haiku.  The haiku is a direct report of a moment of perception;
it's impact comes from the recognition, in the reader, of that
moment!  At his best I think what Cohen writes are haiku of the
emotional lands, and sometimes with 'the stink of Zen'.  Consider
"Owning Everything", again from "The Spice-Box of Earth":

           You worry that I will leave you.
           I will not leave you.
           Only strangers travel.
           Owning everything,
           I have nowhere to go.

Chapter 44 of the Tao Te Ching says "When you realize there is
nothing lacking, the whole world belongs to you." For me Leonard
Cohen is the haijin of the Tao of the human heart (if you and he
will for give the pretentious phrasing).  Finally, "I'd like to
read"

           I'd like to read
           one of the poems
           that drove me into poetry
           I can't remember one line
           or where to look

           The same thing
           happened with money
           girls and late evenings of talk

           Where are the poems
           that led me away
           from everything I loved

           to stand here
           naked with the thought of finding thee



All excerpts taken from "Stranger Music - selected poems and songs of
Leonard Cohen"  Published by Jonathan Cape, 1993.

VII.  Haiku Form and Content
*************************************************************
Michael Dylan Welch 

HAIKU FORM AND CONTENT

Regarding the "Beginner's Corner" by Bill Blohm, I hope that the
many readers of Dogwood Blossoms do in fact gain something from
the poems discussed.  Whatever Bill Blohm's talents as a haiku
writer, he has the difficult task of encouraging beginning haiku
poets while needing to assert criticism where it may be
necessary.  This is not an easy balance to strike, and I wish him
well with the task.  However, I feel that many of the haiku even
tentatively lauded by Blohm (even if for the simple purposes of
encouragement) fall well short of the mark for quality haiku.
Requiring the 5-7-5 format is his choice, but I would immediately
question that requirement as pushing too much focus on form, to
the detriment of content.  I fear for the future of haiku to the
extent that it is taught by the blind leading the blind.

Haiku, as the late poet Judson Jerome once wrote, is an easy form
to learn, but a difficult form to master.  While many beginners
tend to focus on the so-called "traditional" aspects of haiku
(that it contain so many syllables and a seasonal reference),
the most successful haiku published in English today are in fact
seldom as long as 17 syllables.  To see that this is true, one
need only scan the pages of "Modern Haiku," "Brussels Sprout,"
the Haiku Society of America's "Frogpond," and "Woodnotes,"
published by the Haiku Poets of Northern California, and many
other popular haiku journals.  Indeed, the rigidity of the
syllable count often forces the padding or chopping of words that
does damage to the meaning and natural flow of the poem.  Too
often beginners stop writing simply when they have satisfied a
syllable count, and do not continue to write and edit their poem
to winnow it down to the essence of the moment, a moment behind
the words -- and beyond words.  The focus should be on content
rather than form, to the point that the words become transparent
and unseen -- or "wordless," as Alan Watts and Eric Amann have
proposed.

Moreover, it can be argued that the "traditional" 5-7-5-syllable
structure of haiku should never have been applied in English.
The simplified reason for this is that the Japanese "onji" (the
closest equivalent to the English syllable) is always very short,
both in sound and in spelling, whereas the English syllable
varies greatly in sound and spelling.  In English, for example,
"thought" is longer than "radio." Yet in Japan almost all words
are like "radio," with very short syllables.  As a further
example, consider the Japanese borrowing of our two-syllable word
"Christmas." In Japanese it becomes "Ka-ri-sa-ta-ma-su" -- SIX
syllables.  The sounds of the two languages are obviously
different, and preserving just the "number" of sound units has no



inherent universal linguistic value.  As a consequence, in
English, 17 syllables is almost always too long for the
"one-breath" form of successful haiku.  The best English haiku
are invariably shorter, and the more mature themes are usually
developed in poems that have grown beyond the relatively
superficial aspect of counting syllables.  A review of the two
most prominent English-language haiku anthologies, "Haiku Moment"
edited by Bruce Ross (Tuttle, 1993) and "The Haiku Anthology"
edited by Cor van den Heuvel (Touchstone, 1986/1991), quickly
verifies this assertion.

While it may be useful for teachers to present haiku as a 5-7-5
nature poem, haiku is so much more than that--and less than that.
Haiku is indeed easy to learn yet difficult to master.  But, with
diligence and practice, the mastery of haiku may be found in
learning the more and the less of what haiku is.

Some people, due to their own psychology, may be attracted to
their perception of haiku's "formal" aspects, and may enjoy the
game of fitting their words into a set number of syllables.  But
I would assert that aside from a guiding principle of brevity for
haiku, the poem's content is vastly more important than its
form.  What's more, the superficial focus on form distracts even
those purporting to be haiku "educators" from properly assessing
the haiku's content.  For example, in Dogwood Blossoms #9, the
Beginner's Corner shared the following poem:

Deer in forests green
Fawns by noisy rapids play
Wolf sees its next meal

Bill Blohm says "There is nothing really wrong with this." With
no offense to the author of this poem, I would say nothing could
be further from the truth.  The first and second lines both use
a syntax that is awkward to English ears (the adjective "green"
and the verb "play" are both displaced).  Such unnatural speech
should be avoided in haiku.  Rather, haiku should look
effortless.  The words should be transparent -- the *image* is
the thing.  As Basho said, we should see the moon, not the
bejeweled finger pointing at the moon.  Also, the mention of
"deer" AND "fawns" is essentially redundant; f or the sharpened
moment necessary for haiku, the first line of this poem is
entirely unnecessary.  I'm distracted by the capitals that start
each line and the period at the end.  There are also too many
elements and three grammatical parts to this haiku -- it is too
much, and comes across as wordy.  The adjectives contribute to
this wordiness (probably used to pad the poem to fit 17
syllables), and are oftentimes avoided in quality haiku.  But
more important, the concept of "forests" in the first line is too
large for haiku.  Haiku are moments of HERE and NOW.  They are
moments of a fawn (singular) licking at a pool of water, not
about dozens of deer and entire forests.  They must be seeable
and experienceable (as opposed to actually *seen* and
*experienced* -- although that is obviously common and advisable
to help authenticate the poem).  One observer cannot see the
entire forest, and even if he or she can see many deer, focusing
on one deer makes the poem more intimate and personal.  Thus
haiku are almost always improved by making them singular.
Sharpening the image always makes the observation more clear and



effective and the communication more intimate.

The worst problem with this poem, however, is the third line.
Elsewhere in his column, Bill rightly says that "in writing a
haiku, you are trying to provide a picture, and what is in that
picture must also be recordable by a camera." This is what is
meant by being "objective" in haiku.  Subjective or "unknowable"
feelings, perceptions, or points of view other than your own are
not effective.  In "Wolf sees its next meal" (where I'm also
bothered by t he lopping off of the article, presumably to
satisfy the arbitrary syllable count), the "objective" camera may
see a wolf, but it has no idea what that wolf is thinking.  If
the wolf's mouth is dripping with saliva, then say *that* to
imply the wolf's hunger.  The poet may assume that the wolf he
sees may be hungry, but how is that objectively knowable?  And
how does the poet know that the wolf isn't seeing the blue sky or
the waterfall or grasses of the meadow instead?  Haiku are poems
of direct perception, almost always written from the first person
perspective.  While it is plausible that a wolf near a fawn may
be about to attack and eat the fawn, to say "wolf sees its next
meal" is to take an omniscient viewpoint.  The third-person
viewpoint is sometimes used in senryu for satirical and humourous
purposes, but in haiku the omniscient viewpoint invariably fails
because it removes the poet and the reader from deeply-felt
direct experience.  Haiku happen through the senses -- direct
perception and experience -- not through the intellect or
emotions Ideas and feelings may come to mind, but they should
only be implied or suggested, brought to mind (if at all) by
carefully selected objective images.  The consistent use of
first-person viewpoint will help accomplish this.

So, what is really happening in this poem?  Or, more
specifically, what ca n really be seen?  What is the image, and
what is the haiku moment?  The noun s and verbs will help tell
us.  We have deer in a forest, fawns playing by rapids, and a
wolf, presumably nearby.  The adjectives here are superfluous.
To sharpen the poem I would drop the reference to the deer in the
forest, and I'd craft the poem about just one fawn in this case;
the context of a forest or woods is understood given the mention
of a fawn beside some rapids.  The next clue to the weakness in
this poem is the word "play." HOW do we know that the fawn is
playing?  WHAT is it doing?  And no matter what it is doing,
there is still a problem.  To call its activity "playing" is to
assert a subjective judgement on the image.  Again, a haiku
no-no.  If the fawn is jumping after a butterfly, then say that
-- it is much more vivid than to say it is "playing." If the
fawn's tongue licks at a dew-covered leaf, then say that.  This
is nothing less than the poetry dictum of "showing" rather than
"telling." We need to see the wolf leap at the fawn -- perhaps
sinking it s fangs into the fawn's hind legs -- before we can
really SEE (rather than be told) that the wolf may be hungry.
And if the "moment" of the poem is the wolf's impending leap,
then *that* needs to be implied rather than some bald analytical
statement about a "next meal." As an alternative to the poem a s
submitted, and attempting to correct some of its most egregious
problems (but by no means suggesting that the following is
terribly effective), I offer the following first-draft revision:

a speckled fawn



licks from an eddy---
the wolf's ear twitches

One possible weakness remaining in this poem is the unstated and
perhaps unclear location of the wolf (behind a log, in deep
grasses?).  But what is gained by this revision is the focus on
images, and defter placement of the poem's elements, creating a
"background" (the deer licking from a pool) and a "foreground"
(the wolf's twitching ear).  Notice that I've shifted focus to
the wolf.  The "moment" of the poem is the ear twitch -- that is
what is "foremost" in the poem, put in the context ("background")
of the fawn licking water.  What is also gained by this revision
is the suggestion and reverberation in the twitching ear.  Does
the wolf's noticing the fawn cause his ear to twitch, or does the
(accidental?) twitching of the wolf's ear alert the fawn to run
for safety?  This is what I call "perpetrated ambiguity" -- a
good kind of ambiguity that allows for at least two specific
interpretations (but not so many that meaning suffers).  In this
way, the poem "opens" rather than "closes." By ending with a
judgment ("wolf sees its next meal"), the previous version of the
poem told the reader what to see and think -- closing the poem
off.  In my revision, I don't say what I think, and I refrain
from telling the reader what to think, nor do I tell what happens
next -- thus the poem OPENS and reverberates, which is the way
all good haiku work.  I TRUST the image because I have chosen
and directed it as carefully as I can.  The result, hopefully, is
that the reader will experience what I experienced, or, the
reader will see the image in the poem as if it could have been
personally experienced.  Regarding the question of direct
experience, I'd like to offer one other comment before leaving
this poem and Bill Blohm's comments on it.  He notes in his
analysis that, "If this were written and submitted as an original
haiku based on the author's experiences, it would be required
that he or she have actually experienced the entire scene and
not thrown in the wolf to provide the element of suspense."
Required?  By whom?  I agree with Bill that contrivance is merely
a manipulation of the reader.  I am tired of haiku a bout
homeless people and bag ladies or other extremities (the *first*
this, the *last* that) that have a calculated emotional effect on
the reader.  Something more original and subtle is called for.
But I disagree strongly with Bill on his belief about a
"requirement" for direct experience in haiku.  Haiku is many
things to many people.  For those to whom it is meditation and an
awareness practice, then personal and direct experience is
normal.  But to those who consider haiku to be poetry and
literature, then it is the product, not just the process, that
matters most.  In other words, I believe it is perfectly
acceptable to create a single haiku based on several experience s
or memories, perhaps even images seen on television or heard in a
story but not directly experienced.  Purists who disagree with
this assertion reveal their perception of haiku as something
smaller than literature.  As far as literature and poetry is
concerned, there is no inherent virtue in preserving things
realistically -- sometimes reality IS stranger than fiction.
Rather, haiku should be believable.  The point is that the poem
should be created so that it reads AS IF it were real and
directly experienceable.  No reader can ever verify the actuality
of every poet's experience anyway.  Sometimes the most
unbelievable things really do happen -- and because they are so



unbelievable they may be best not written about.  The haiku is
best read as literature, as product ahead of process, and the
reader should ask of the poem, COULD this be true, not IS this
true?  For the most part readers have no way of answering the
latter question, so they are better off assessing haiku as
poetry.  Indeed, the "truth" of poetry is not the same thing as
utter reality.  As for myself, many of my poems arise whole out
of direct experience.  But others arise out of pastiches of
memory -- emotion recollected in tranquility, to quote
Wordsworth's definition of poetry.  There are many misperceptions
about haiku, and I would encourage readers of Dog wood Blossoms
to read widely, to write frequently, and to always seek to
enlarge their understanding of this rewarding mode of
poetry.

While I have only looked at one of the poems offered for the
Beginner's Corner in Dogwood Blossoms #9, all six exhibit serious
problems (as well as some positive qualities), most likely
exacerbated by the limiting premises of the assignment,
specifically the formal requirement, and what is to my mind a
tired and cutesy nature scenario.  Nevertheless, I hope to have
accomplished three objectives with these thoughts.  The first is
to suggest a healthy skepticism among the beginners who read
words of advice about their haiku (even about my comments,
for they are only an opinion).  The second is to suggest that
despite his infectious enthusiasm for haiku, perhaps Bill Blohm
is not the best teacher of a beginner's haiku corner (although we
all learn what we teach, and surely Bill is learning).  Indeed,
Blohm's belief that the "contributors to the first Beginner's
Corner have such a good grasp of how to write haiku" makes me
shudder!  The third and most important point is that a greater
focus on content rather than form will surely improve all of our
haiku.  My hope is that we are able to balance our joy for the
poetry -- for we all want to enjoy it -- with the
conscientiousness that creates striking and memorable
literature.

Michael Dylan Welch
WelchM@aol.com

VIII.  Assignments for Future Issues
****************************************************************
Thanks to all our contributors, who make this journal possible.
Again, I wish to apologize for the long delay in publication,
please be patient with us.  To those who were inconvenienced
by this delay, I am truly sorry.  Many submissions were unable
to be used at this time, and I hope to try and contact each
poet individually about this.  Please keep submitting, there
were several "almost ready" poems that I hope to see revised
versions of in future issues!

1. Try out the newly revised "Beginner's Corner".  If you are
   a beginning poet, or a more experienced poet who is stuck
   on a particular poem, let us help you out, and perhaps



   share the process with our readers for their edification.

2. If you have any ideas that you think will help others write
   haiku, write it up and send it in.  If it helps you, it will
   probably help someone else.  And that's one of the goals of
   Dogwood Blossoms:  haiku poets helping haiku poets.

3. As ever, we always want and need your original haiku.
   We are always interested in your original haiku.  If you don't
   want to publish it, but do want some help and constructive
   criticism, we'll respect that also.

4. We're always looking for book reviews and recommendations.
   Write up your favorite book of haikus, book about writing
   haikus, or anything about haikus.  Please include the ISBN of
   the book, the publishers, the date of publication, and the
   author.  This will help others to track down a copy of the
   book.

6. Send a short note, telling what you thought of issue 11, or
   responding to any of the haiku that were included in this
   issue.  Encourage the contributors!  Let them know what you
   thought of their submissions.  Offer suggestions for
   improvement and why you think it would be an improvement.  We
   include their e-mail addresses for that very reason!

********************************************************************


